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A B S T R A C T

Heterogeneous catalysis plays a significant role in the modern chemical industry.
Computational investigation has been an indispensable approach to reveal catalyst
structures and catalytic reactions in the last few decades, where first-principles
calculations are widely adopted. Despite the success in understanding catalysis at
the atomic scale, the huge computational expense of such first-principles methods
restrains the investigation to a simplified catalyst structure model and hinders
the further exploration of complicated reaction networks. In tandem with the
proliferation of computational catalysis studies and the advancement in computer
science, Machine Learning (ML) as an emerging tool can take advantage of the
accumulated data to emulate the output of ab initio methods with thousands of
speedups, which makes high-throughput discoveries and large-scale simulations
more efficient and more effective. In particular, Machine Learning Interatomic
Potential (MLIP) has been a promising substitute of ab initio methods, which has a
dramatically reduced computation cost while retaining a Density Functional Theory
(DFT)-level accuracy. This thesis focuses on MLIP-based simulations towards realis-
tic modelling of heterogeneous catalysis systems, which are performed either with
a long time-scale or using a large-scale structure model. Chapter 1 discusses why
realistic modelling is necessary for heterogeneous catalysis. Chapter 2 introduces
the theoretical background and the computational approach, including some basic
concepts of state-of-the-art ML techniques, which are frequently encountered in
computational studies. Chapter 3 demonstrates an efficient framework I have been
actively developing to automate the structure sampling and the MLIP training.
Chapter 4 presents a study on CO oxidation on Pt(111) surface using Ab Initio
Molecular Dynamics (AIMD) to reveal its dynamical behaviour. Chapter 5 proposes
an algorithm that I use MLIPs to accelerate enhanced sampling methods for efficient
Molecular Dynamics (MD)-based Free Energy Calculation (FEC). Chapter 6 studies
the Pt surface oxidation with large-scale Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC)
simulations using MLIP. Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and envisages how MLIP
could further propel computational catalysis research in the near future.



’The fundamental laws necessary for the mathematical treatment of a large
part of physics and the whole of chemistry are thus completely known, and the
difficulty lies only in the fact that application of these laws leads to equations
that are too complex to be solved.’

Paul A. M. Dirac
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

This thesis is concerned with the computational approaches including ab initio
calculations and ML techniques to understand heterogeneous catalysis from large-
scale atomic simulations. In specific, the study here attempts to use realistic
modelling of catalytic systems to reveal catalyst structures and reaction mechanisms,
aiming to design catalysts through a rational workflow.

Using catalysts to realise and accelerate chemical reactions, heterogeneous
catalysis is playing a much more significant role in the modern chemical industry. [1]

With the increasing demand for high-value commodities and renewable energy
resources, it is highly desired to devise more efficient catalysts for various chemical
processes. In traditional approaches, much effort has been devoted to designing
catalysts through an immensity of trial-and-error experiments. There is no doubt
that the lack of knowledge in catalytic reactions hinders the improvement of
catalysts. A typical catalytic system is very large as it contains several components
as shown in Fig. 1.1. At the bottom, the support can be transition metals, metal
oxides, 2D materials and so on. On top of it, some optional porous materials,
such as zeolites, and organic frameworks, can be used to confine reactants into a
certain part of the catalyst to improve the selectivity. And then we come to the real
active site, which can be a small surface, a cluster or even a single atom. In some
situations, it would be surrounded by solvents like water.

Besides the catalyst structure, the first step towards the rational design of
catalysts is to understand and even predict the chemical reactions over catalyst
surfaces. In general, there appear to be two levels of complexity lying behind
reaction prediction in heterogeneous catalysis: the various reaction channels for the
formation/breaking of a specific bond and the huge reaction network for the entire
catalytic process. For the sake of clarity, we will refer to the reaction mechanism as
the most probable reaction channel for the formation/breaking of a given bond and
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Fig. 1.1 The typical catalyst structure is sketched. It contains several components,
namely, the support, the confinement, the reactive site, and the solvent environment
if any.
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the reaction pathway as the optimal permutation of a series of elementary steps
among the reaction network in the rest of the context. For typical catalytic processes
such as methane utilisation and syngas conversion, thousands of intermediates
involving various lengths of hydrocarbons can be generated even starting from small
molecules (CH4, CO, and H2). [2,3] Transformations between intermediates can form
a complex reaction network with enormous nodes as reactive species and edges
as elementary reactions, which is depicted in Fig. 1.2(a). These elementary steps
can span a large reaction space involving more than ten thousand reactant–product
pairs by solely enumerating gas-phase reactions. To determine an elementary
reaction, at least three structures need to be determined, namely, IS, TS, and FS. [4,5]

When taking surface reactions into account, the reaction network can be much more
complicated with the existence of various surface facets and sites. Two classical
surface-reaction mechanisms are illustrated in Fig. 1.2(b), namely the Eley–Rideal
mechanism and the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism. [6] It is shown that the
same elementary step can go through different reaction channels depending on the
surface property. This level of complexity can be found in many heterogeneous
catalytic reactions, such as methane activation, [7] alkene hydrogenation, [8] and so
on.

Generally, most reactions in heterogeneous catalysis can be considered as the
rearrangement of chemical bonds among gas molecules, adsorbates and surface
atoms, which indicates that reaction prediction cannot be thoroughly carried out
until much insight has been gained at the atomic scale. The most direct way to ‘ob-
serve’ the reaction is atomic simulation. In order to reach chemical accuracy (error
within ∼ 1 kcal/mol), accurate calculations (Møller–Plesset, coupled-cluster, and
Random-Phase Approximation (RPA)) have to be performed, but they are normally
limited to systems containing few atoms due to their poor computational scaling of
𝑂(𝑛5), where 𝑛 is the number of electrons considered. Though advanced methods
are expensive, we have already seen some applications of them in heterogeneous
catalysis. [9] The improvement in accuracy can influence both the results of structure
and reactivity. For the structure, the formation of oxygen defects in metal oxides
is very sensitive to the theory level. [10] For the reactivity, several studies demon-
strated that it is necessary to use these advanced methods to achieve results that
are consistent with experiments within chemical accuracy limits. [11–13] In practical
calculations, DFT is the most prominent method [14,15] with a modest cubic scaling
of 𝑂(𝑛3). In spite of the accuracy sacrifice, it still struggles to simulate systems
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Fig. 1.2 Two levels of complexity in reaction prediction are illustrated. The reduced
reaction network of methane combustion is shown in (a). The full reaction network
could contain thousands of nodes. A node represents a reactive species while an
edge denotes an elementary reaction step. (Reprinted from Ref. 5 under a Creative
Commons CC BY License.) Two classical surface-reaction mechanisms are shown
in (b). In the Eley–Rideal mechanism (upper one), one gas species reacts with
one surface species. In the Langmuir–Hinshelwood mechanism (lower one), two
reactants are both adsorbed on the surface. The interaction between the reactant
and the surface makes the surface reaction network much more complicated.
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with more than one hundred atoms. For reaction prediction, direct DFT evaluation
of a large volume of surfaces and reactants will eventually reach an impasse due
to intractable computations. Under such circumstances, various models have been
developed to reduce or substitute computationally expensive DFT calculations.
For instance, two successful models are the scaling relationship for adsorption
energy prediction and the Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi (BEP) relationship associating
the activation energy with the reaction energy. [16–18] However, these relationships
can only produce results with satisfactory accuracy on ordered metal surfaces,
which deeply limits their application for other inviting catalysts such as zeolites
and oxides.

Due to limited computation resources, we generally restrain our structure model
with a maximum of 50 atoms and no more than twenty possible elementary re-
actions if the DFT-level computation were applied. The conventional workflow
for the computational heterogeneous catalysis research is shown in Fig. 1.3. The
inconsistency between the simulation and the experiment can stem from the struc-
ture model used for the catalyst. There is no guarantee that such a small surface
cleaved from a well-defined bulk can represent the actual catalyst observed in
experiments. It is ambiguous whether the local reactive site would be influenced by
environmental species since the large-scale catalyst model, which may have over a
thousand atoms, is usually inaccessible to DFT. Also, the surface structure is treated
in the static calculation as it is relaxed to the potential energy minimum at 0 K. In
stark contrast, catalysts have a dynamical behaviour, in other words, the structure
would change during the progress of the reaction, which is demonstrated by a
number of studies. [19–21] Moreover, the actual reactivity is an ensemble average on
a number of local reactive sites that populate under the reaction condition. [22,23] For
complicated catalysts, such as metal oxides, it is necessary to explore the structures
within the thermally accessible energy range. In order to approach the realistic
modelling of catalyst structure, a more efficient but equally accurate computation
method needs to be devised to replace DFT, allowing the simulation of a sheer
volume of large-scale structures.

Nowadays, ML as an emerging tool has been a success in computational sci-
ences. [24,25] The advancement in ML techniques in tandem with the accumulation
of first-principles data has been continuously propelling computational catalysis
research. [26,27] Critical thermodynamic data such as the adsorption energy and the
reaction energy can be swiftly predicted using ML models trained upon DFT results,
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Fig. 1.3 The entire workflow can be divided into three procedures shown in black
rectangles. The very first step is to build model structures for reactions across the
pre-constructed reaction network. The thermodynamic and kinetic properties are
then evaluated by ab initio calculations and multiscale modelling, respectively. With
the above reaction data, the reaction mechanism and the reaction pathway can then
be determined.
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which facilitates the rational design of novel catalysts. [28,29] More fundamentally, the
attempt of replacing DFT with ML techniques yields a large family of models called
MLIP. [30–32] They can emulate the output of DFT calculations with a few orders of
speedup while maintaining comparable accuracy, especially for the total energy
and atom forces. Using MLIPs can significantly extend the spatial and time scale
of atomic simulations, which opens many opportunities for simulating realistic
catalyst models. With the help of these ML techniques, the realistic simulation can
be tackled at DFT accuracy with acceptable computations, which studies large-scale
structure models from a dynamic perspective.

The primary developments of this thesis are outlined over a number of chapters,
which can be concluded as Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical background of
computation tools including some basic concepts of state-of-the-art ML techniques.
Chapter 3 demonstrates an efficient framework I have been actively developing to
automate the structure sampling and the MLIP training. Chapter 4 presents a study
on CO oxidation on Pt(111) surface using AIMD to reveal its dynamical behaviour.
Chapter 5 proposes an algorithm that I use MLIPs to accelerate enhanced sampling
methods for efficient MD-based FEC. Chapter 6 studies the Pt surface oxidation
with large-scale GCMC simulations using MLIP. Chapter 7 concludes my entire
PhD work and envisages how MLIP could further propel computational catalysis
research in the near future.



2
T H E O R E T I C A L B A C K G R O U N D A N D C O M P U TAT I O N A L
A P P R O A C H

In this chapter, necessary theories and algorithms for calculations and simulations
are introduced. These provide fundamentals and computation tools for my research
work to understand the catalytic process at an atomic scale.

It is known that all substances are made up of atoms. For a system of interest,
there would be 𝑁 atoms with chemical symbols (composition) and a box where
atoms are placed in at Cartesian coordinates R. Such a system is defined as a
structure. If a periodic structure is considered, for example, bulk metal, the box is
indeed the lattice and the atomic coordinates are described by fractional coordinates
S that have the translation periodic boundary. At any instant in time, a structure is
represented by

R = [r1; . . . ; r𝑁 ]

S = [s1; . . . , s𝑁 ]

A =


𝑎1 𝑎2 𝑎3

𝑏1 𝑏2 𝑏3

𝑐1 𝑐2 𝑐3


(2.0.1)

where r𝑖 = [𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖] is the coordinate vector of atom 𝑖 and s𝑖 = [𝑠𝑥
𝑖
, 𝑠
𝑦

𝑖
, 𝑠𝑧
𝑖
] is

the scaled coordinate vector that has each entry within the range of [0, 1). If the
total energy 𝐸 of any structure for this specific system were obtained, we could
characterise a hyper-surface of energy with respect to varying atomic coordinates.
Furthermore, it is straightforward to take the first derivative of energy to obtain
forces 𝐹 that act on atoms

F𝑖 = −𝜕𝐸
𝜕r𝑖

(2.0.2)
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and the second derivative for Hessian matrix H as

H =


𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝑥1𝑥1

. . . 𝜕𝐸
𝜕𝑥1𝑥3𝑁

... . . . ...
𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝑥3𝑁 𝑥1

. . . 𝜕𝐸
𝜕𝑥3𝑁 𝑥3𝑁

 (2.0.3)

where 𝑥𝑖 is one degree of the system.
This hyper-surface called PES with 3𝑁 − 6 dimensions is a central concept in

computational chemistry since it helps us determine the most stable structure
and compute its structure-based properties that can be compared to experiments.
However, not all structures are concerned within our study. Two special kinds of
structures are of great importance. The first are minima in regard to IS and FS of a
reaction, which should have vanishing atomic forces (typical criteria max(𝐹) < 0.05

due to numerical stability). The second is the first-order saddle point with only
one imaginary frequency that can be derived from H, which are TS of a reaction.
Finding these “special” structures for a given system is the basis for any attempt to
understand structure evolution and reaction mechanism.

A problem left to us is how to obtain the total energy and forces on atoms of an
arbitrary structure. Taking different levels of approximation towards real nature,
theories from accurate quantum mechanics to recent popular MLIP are explained in
brief. Since heterogeneous catalysis covers first-principles computations of catalysts
and reactions, this requires that the employed theoretical model should properly
describe the solid-state materials and the molecular bonding at the same time.
The most successful theory must be DFT which gives a satisfactory description of
electronic structure. Meanwhile, algorithms that find structures of interest will be
introduced, which can be coarsely divided into two categories. One is to change
coordinates by following the mathematical property of PES and another one is
more physically driven as a simulation to emulate how nature behaves.

2.1 potential energy surface

Quantum Mechanics (QM) is the foundation that we use to study the matter.
It states that not only light but also fundamental particles from which matter
is constructed are quantised. However, this makes the solution of a many-body
problem intractable, considering there are so many electrons in any practical system.
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Theories at different levels have been proposed to solve this problem, allowing
the construction of the PES. The introduction of practical computational methods
would commence with the wave function theory, then DFT, a theory that naturally
considers correlation, that follows by its semi-empirical extension DFTB, one force
field, Reactive Force Field (ReaxFF), that aims to simulate chemical reactions and
the popular MLIP that is capable of capturing diverse chemical environments
towards a general purpose.

2.1.1 Wave Function Theory

As wave mechanics appears to have a characteristic of quantisation, wave functions
have been naturally adopted in QM. One fundamental postulate is that a wave
function Ψ exists for any system and appropriate operators which act upon Ψ
return observable properties of the system. If the property is the total energy 𝐸, we
obtain Schrödinger Equation that is written as

�̂�Ψ = 𝐸Ψ (2.1.1)

where �̂� is the Hamiltonian operator. Without external field, �̂� can be cast as

�̂� = −
∑
𝑖

ℎ̄2

2𝑚𝑒
∇2

𝑖 −
∑
𝑘

ℎ̄2

2𝑚𝑘
∇2

𝑘
−

∑
𝑖

∑
𝑘

𝑒2𝑍𝑘
𝑟𝑖𝑘

+
∑
𝑖< 𝑗

𝑒2

𝑟𝑖 𝑗
+
∑
𝑘<𝑙

𝑒2𝑍𝑘𝑍𝑙
𝑟𝑘𝑙

(2.1.2)

where 𝑖 and 𝑗 run over electrons, 𝑘 and 𝑙 run over nuclei, 𝑚𝑒 is the mass of the
electron, 𝑚𝑘 is the mass of nucleus 𝑘, 𝑒 is the charge on the electron, 𝑍 is an atomic
number, and 𝑟𝑎𝑏 is the distance between particles 𝑎 and 𝑏. The five contributions to
the total energy are the kinetic energy of electrons, the kinetic energy of nuclei, the
attraction between the electrons and the nuclei, the interelectronic repulsion, and
the internuclear repulsion, respectively. The first two are the kinetic energy terms
and the last three are the potential energy terms.

Schrödinger Equation is difficult to solve and becomes even more difficult with
the increasing number of particles in the system. The pairwise attraction and
repulsion terms in Eqn. 2.1.2 indicate that no particle is moving independently of
others. The first attempt to reduce this complexity is to decouple the motions of the
nucleus and electrons. Since nuclei are moving much more slowly than electrons
in typical chemical systems, it is convenient to consider the nuclear kinetic energy
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to be independent of the electrons then the correlation in the attraction of nuclei
and electrons is eliminated. Thus, the total energy computation is simplified as
the electronic energy at fixed nuclear positions plus the nuclear repulsion energy
(without nuclear kinetic energy since nuclei are frozen) as

(𝐻𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 +𝑉𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙)Ψ𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐(𝑞𝑖 ; 𝑞𝑘) = 𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐Ψ(𝑞𝑖 ; 𝑞𝑘) (2.1.3)

where the subscripts 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 and 𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙 indicate the electronic and the nuclear inter-
action, respectively, 𝐻𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 is the electronic Hamiltonian and 𝑉𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙 is the nuclear
repulsion. This treatment is Born-Oppenheimer approximation without which we
would not have the concept of PES since it is a function of the total energy with
respect to nuclear positions.

As the computation of nuclear repulsion is rather easy if the classical Coulomb
form were used, we could focus on the electronic Hamiltonian solely. By neglecting
electronic correlation, Hartree-Fock theory constructs the many-electron wave
function as the product of one-electron wave functions and separates electronic
repulsion into one-electron terms as each electron is in an external field by other
electrons. The mathematical solution is the Self-Consistent Field (SCF) approach to
determine the electronic configuration with the lowest energy. This approach is a
milestone in computational chemistry and the first ab initio way to predict system
properties.

Despite the success of Hartree-Fock SCF, its applications are still limited due
to its inadequacy in electronic correlation. Though advanced theories have been
proposed and some of them may achieve chemical accuracy (∼ 1 kcal/mol error
compared to experiments), for example, coupled-cluster theory, they are generally
too computationally intensive for the investigation of catalytic systems.

2.1.2 Density Functional Theory

In contrast to wave function theory, DFT considers the problem in a rather different
way. As the Hamiltonian for the Schödinger Equation depends only on the nuclear
positions and atomic numbers and the total number of electrons, it indicates that a
useful physical observable would be the electron density 𝑛. The physical system
is then simplified as point charges (nuclei) with continuous charge distribution
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(electrons). With the information on electron density, one could readily infer the
wave functions and the total energy.

Early DFT has found widespread use in the solid-state physics community until
Honenberg and Kohn established two theorems that lay the rigorous foundation for
its use in quantum chemistry. [14] The main result of these two theorems is that there
exists an exchange-correlation functional 𝐸𝑥𝑐[𝑛] depending only on the electron
density 𝑛 that gives the exact ground-state energy and density. The total energy of
a system by DFT can be written as

𝐸[𝑛] = 𝑉𝑛𝑒[𝑛] +𝑇𝑛𝑖[𝑛] +𝑉𝑒𝑒[𝑛] + 𝐸𝑥𝑐[𝑛] (2.1.4)

where 𝑉𝑛𝑒 is the potential energy contributed by nucleus-electron interaction, 𝑇𝑛𝑖 is
the kinetic energy of ideal non-interacting electrons, 𝑉𝑒𝑒 is the potential energy of
the classical electron-electron repulsion, and 𝐸𝑥𝑐 is called the exchange-correlation
energy that is responsible for the non-classical corrections.

Though electron density is an obvious quantity, it is difficult to be determined
for an arbitrary system. With an analogous scheme to Hartree-Fock theory, wave
functions are adopted as auxiliary quantities to construct the electron density. The
final solution must be self-consistent in the electron density as

𝑛(r) =
𝑁∑
𝑘=1

|𝜓𝑘(r)|2 (2.1.5)

where the summation is over 𝑁 spin-orbitals 𝜓𝑘 having the lowest eigenvalues �𝑘 .
In specific, the total energy can be written as

𝐸 =
𝑁∑
𝑘=1

�𝑘 −
1

2

∫
𝑑3𝑟𝑑3𝑟′𝑛(r)

1

r− r′
𝑛(r′) + 𝐸𝑥𝑐[𝑛]−

∫
𝑑3𝑟𝑉𝑥𝑐[𝑛](r)𝑛(r) (2.1.6)

where the first term is over orbitals occupied by 𝑁 electrons, the second term is
Hartree energy, the third term is the exchange-correlation energy, and 𝑉𝑥𝑐[𝑛](r) in
the last term is the exchange-correlation potential. 𝑉𝑥𝑐[𝑛](r) that is defined as the
variation of 𝐸𝑥𝑐 with respect to the density leading to

𝑉𝑥𝑐[𝑛](r) =
𝛿

𝛿𝑛(r)
𝐸𝑥𝑐[𝑛] (2.1.7)
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The eigenvalue �𝑘 is obtained by solving the one-particle Kohn-Sham equation
through a self-consistent approach on the electron density. [15] The Hamiltonian
operator for electron 𝑖 can be written as

ℎ𝑖 = −1

2

∇2 −
∑
𝑘

𝑍𝑘

|r𝑖 −R𝑘 |
+
∫

dr′
𝑛(r′)
|r𝑖 − r′| +𝑉𝑥𝑐[𝑛](r) (2.1.8)

where the first term is the kinetic energy of a single electron, the second term is
the external potential induced by nuclei, the third term is the electron-electron
interaction. Therefore, the element 𝐾�� of the matrix representation of the Kohn-
Sham equation is defined by

𝐾�� = ⟨𝜙� | ℎ𝑖 |𝜙�⟩ (2.1.9)

where 𝜙 is the basis wave function.
As Eqn. 2.1.8 indicates, we have analytical forms for the kinetic part and two

Coulomb terms while this is not the case for the exchange-correlation potential.
Unfortunately, DFT is exact only when the exact form of 𝐸𝑥𝑐[𝑛] is found. Since
then, considerable research has been devoted to finding the exact functional form
and various functional forms have been proposed so far. In general, for an inhomo-
geneous system, the exchange-correlation potential can be written as an expansion
in the gradients by

𝑉𝑥𝑐[𝑛](r) = 𝑉𝑥𝑐[𝑛,∇𝑛,∇2𝑛] (2.1.10)

Since the gradients would make the solution difficult, the early attempt is to
consider only the density itself that leads to Local Density Approximation (LDA).
The exchange-correlation energy can then be defined as

𝐸𝑥𝑐 =
∫

dr�𝑥𝑐[𝑛(r)]𝑛(r) (2.1.11)

where �𝑥𝑐[𝑛] is the exchange-correlation energy per particle of a homogeneous
electron gas that can be accurately calculated by Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
and RPA, for example, Perdew-Wang-1992 (PW92). LDA gives accurate results on
metals but fails to predict molecules since the former systems may more possibly
have a homogeneous electron gas. To alleviate the error, the natural extension is
to include the density gradient ∇𝑛 that forms the family of Generalised Gradient
Approximation (GGA) functionals, for example, Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
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functional that improves upon predictions on atoms, molecules and solids. Besides
these improvements by higher orders of electron density, some attempts have been
devoted to incorporating the exact exchange energy. As electrons would interact
with themselves in DFT, the Coulomb part is not completely cancelled by the
approximated exchange part, which leads to the self-interaction error and gives
deviated material properties such as the band gap of semiconductors. To reduce
such self-interaction error, the adiabatic connection method that adopts the exact
exchange energy from Hartree-Fock theory gives us a family of hybrid functionals,
for example, Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof-2006 (HSE06). [33] However, the Hartree-Fock
exchange energy requires the computation of two-electron integrals based on Khon-
Sham orbitals instead of a sole dependence of the electron density, which makes
calculations using hybrid functionals much slower.

2.1.3 Density Functional Tight Binding

As a semi-empirical method, DFTB makes a few approximations on the standard
DFT. The ground state is represented by the reference density 𝜌0 and then per-
turbated by the density fluctuation 𝛿𝜌. Currently, DFTB could reach three levels
depending on its Taylor expansion order of the total energy. The second-order
expansion was adopted in this work, which is also known as the Self-Charge
Consistent DFTB (SCC-DFTB). The total energy 𝐸𝑆𝐶𝐶−𝐷𝐹𝑇𝐵 can be expressed as

𝐸𝑆𝐶𝐶−𝐷𝐹𝑇𝐵[𝜌0] = 𝐸𝐵𝑆[𝜌0, 𝛿𝜌] + 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑙[𝜌0, 𝛿𝜌
2] + 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑝[𝜌0] (2.1.12)

where 𝐸𝐵𝑆, 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑙 , and 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑝 are the band structure energy, the Coulomb interaction
energy, and the repulsive energy, respectively. In addition, forces can be calculated
using the Hellmann-Feynman theorem and the finite differentiation of the repulsion.

Since various approximations are made in the above three terms, a few param-
eters have to be determined from the reference DFT calculation in advance. The
band structure term uses the orbital 𝜓𝑖 formed using the valence-only minimal
basis set, which is written as

𝐸𝐵𝑆[𝜌0, 𝛿𝜌] =
∑
𝑖

𝑛𝑖 ⟨𝜓𝑖 | �̂�[𝜌0] |𝜓𝑖⟩ (2.1.13)
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where �̂� is the Hamiltonian operator and 𝑛𝑖 is the occupancy. In the tight-binding
formalism, the Hamiltonian and the overlap matrix elements are calculated based
on orbitals from a pseudo atom, where an extra confinement potential is added to
the Hamiltonian to emulate the chemical bonding. These numbers are stored in the
Slater-Koster table for the fast evaluation of integrals. Second, the Coulomb term
can be transformed by neglecting the xc interactions, which is given by

𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑙[𝜌0, (𝛿𝜌)2] ≈ 1

2

∑
𝐴,𝐵( ̸=𝐴)

𝛾𝐴𝐵(𝑈𝐴 , 𝑈𝐵 , 𝑅𝐴𝐵)∆𝑞𝐴∆𝑞𝐵 (2.1.14)

where 𝛾𝐴𝐵 is an analytical function corresponding to the interatomic distance 𝑅𝐴𝐵
and the so-called Hubbard parameter 𝑈 and ∆𝑞 is the Mulliken charge difference
to the neutral atom. The Hubbard parameters of various elements can be obtained
from the DFT calculation of the free atom. In addition, ∆𝑞 is intrinsically dependent
on the occupancy from the band structure, which is solved self-consistently. Finally,
the repulsive term comprises the ion-ion interaction and the xc interaction, which
is usually approximated to the two-centre function as

𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑝[𝜌0] =
1

2

∑
𝐴𝐵

𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑝(𝑅𝐴𝐵) (2.1.15)

where 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑝 is the pair potential only with respect to the interatomic distance. This
repulsive potential can be fitted to the difference between the DFT total energy
and the DFTB electronic term. Although it is declared that the repulsion only
depends on the reference density and is not affected by chemical environments, the
parametrisation should still be carried out specifically for the studied system.

2.1.4 Reactive Force Field

ReaxFF takes a very different route to understand the interactions between atoms.
Instead of solving approximated Schödinger Equation, which is preferred more
by physicists, ReaxFF as a force field takes advantage of the concept of chemical
bonding and splits the system total energy into contributions from bonds, bond
angles, and bond dihedrals. Though it does not explicitly describe the electrons,
ReaxFF does reproduce the chemical bonding and dissociation by fitting its formulae
to the reference ab initio method such as DFT. As we know, the chemical bonding
in essence is the behaviour of electrons under QM.
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ReaxFF accounts for charge rearrangement as bonds are broken and formed
with a bond-order dependent term. The total energy can be written as

𝐸𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑥𝐹𝐹 = 𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 +𝐸𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 +𝐸𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 +𝐸𝑙𝑝 +𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙 +𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 +𝐸𝑣𝑑𝑊 +𝐸𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑙 +𝐸𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖 𝑓 𝑖𝑐 (2.1.16)

where the first six terms corresponding to the flexible bond-order-dependent energy
terms, 𝐸𝑣𝑑𝑊 is van der Waals energy, 𝐸𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑙 is the Coulomb energy and 𝐸𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖 𝑓 𝑖𝑐

is the additional energy contribution from a particular system of interest (e.g.
hydrogen bonding). 𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 captures the energy for the breaking and formation of
chemical bonds. 𝐸𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 is the energetic penalty applied to over-coordinated atoms
while 𝐸𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 is the stabilisation energy for under-coordinated atoms. 𝐸𝑙𝑝 is the
energy for the lone-pair electrons. 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙 and 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 represent the three-body valence
angle energy and the four-body torsional angle energy, respectively.

As seen from the bond-order-dependent energy terms, the success of ReaxFF
is due to its formulation of the bond order. The bond order is calculated with
interatomic distances using the equation:

𝐵𝑂𝑖 𝑗 = 𝐵𝑂𝜎
𝑖 𝑗 + 𝐵𝑂𝜋

𝑖 𝑗 + 𝐵𝑂𝜋𝜋
𝑖 𝑗

= exp [𝑝𝑏𝑜1(
𝑟𝑖 𝑗

𝑟𝜎
0

)𝑝𝑏𝑜2] + exp [𝑝𝑏𝑜3(
𝑟𝑖 𝑗

𝑟𝜋
0

)𝑝𝑏𝑜4] + exp [𝑝𝑏𝑜5(
𝑟𝑖 𝑗

𝑟𝜋𝜋
0

)𝑝𝑏𝑜6]
(2.1.17)

where 𝐵𝑂𝑖 𝑗 is the bond order between atoms 𝑖 and 𝑗 with an interatomic distance
of 𝑟𝑖 𝑗 , 𝑟0 is the equilibrium bond distance, and 𝑝𝑏𝑜 are trainable parameters. This
function allows for smooth transitions between 𝜎, 𝜋, and double 𝜋 bonds that give
differentiable energy for the atomic force computation. After determining the bond
orders for each atom, 𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 can be obtained and 𝐸𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 and 𝐸𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 are further added
depending on the valency of the atom.

Besides the bond-related terms, there are two kinds of non-bonded interactions:
the Coulomb interaction and the van der Waals interaction. The Coulomb energy
𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑙 is calculated using Electronegativity Equalisation Method (EEM). It is based
on the second-order expansion of the electrostatic energy with respect to atomic
partial charge 𝑞𝑖 as

𝐸(𝑞1, . . . , 𝑞𝑁 ) =
𝑁∑
𝑖=1

(𝐸𝑖(0) + 𝜒0

𝑖 𝑞𝑖 +
1

2

𝑁∑
𝑗=1

𝐻𝑖 𝑗𝑞𝑖𝑞 𝑗)

𝐻𝑖 𝑗 = 𝐽0

𝑖𝑖𝛿𝑖 𝑗 + 𝐽𝑖 𝑗(1− 𝛿𝑖 𝑗)
(2.1.18)
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where 𝑁 is the number of atoms in the system, 𝐸𝑖(0) is the charge reference point at
𝑞 = 0, 𝜒0

𝑖
= (𝜕𝐸𝑖/𝜕𝑞𝑖) is the electronegativity, 𝑗0

𝑖𝑖
= 𝜕2𝐸𝑖/𝜕𝑞2

𝑖
is the atomic hardness,

and 𝐽𝑖 𝑗 = 1.0/[𝑟3

𝑖 𝑗
+ (1/𝛾𝑖 𝑗)3]1/3 is a shielded Coulomb potential where 𝛾𝑖 𝑗 is an

electrostatic shielding parameter. Therefore, the charge distribution problem is
transformed into an optimisation problem that minimises the electrostatic energy
under a given system charge constraint. For van der Waals interactions, a distance-
corrected Morse potential is used, which is written as

𝐸𝑣𝑑𝑊𝑖𝑗 = 𝑇𝑎𝑝𝐷𝑖 𝑗(exp(𝛼𝑖 𝑗(1−
𝑓13(𝑟𝑖 𝑗)
𝑟𝑣𝑑𝑊

))− 2 exp(
1

2

𝛼𝑖 𝑗(1−
𝑓13(𝑟𝑖 𝑗)
𝑟𝑣𝑑𝑊

)))

𝑓13(𝑟𝑖 𝑗) = (𝑟𝑝𝑣𝑑𝑊1

𝑖 𝑗
+ (

1

𝛾𝑤
)𝑝𝑣𝑑𝑊1)

1

𝑝𝑣𝑑𝑊1

(2.1.19)

where 𝑇𝑎𝑝 is a 7th order polynomial correction that avoids discontinuities when
atoms move in and out of the cutoff radius, 𝐷𝑖 𝑗 , 𝛼𝑖 𝑗 , 𝑟𝑣𝑑𝑊 , 𝑝𝑣𝑑𝑊1, 𝛾𝑤 are trainable
parameters, and 𝑓13 is a shielded function that avoids excessively high repulsion
between bonded atoms and atoms sharing a valence angle.

Since there are a number of empirical parameters, ReaxFF needs to be properly
trained on a dataset before any production. Following the energy contributions,
the parameters can be divided into six sections, namely the general parameters,
the element parameters, the bond parameters, the off-diagonal parameters, the
valence angle parameters, and the torsion parameters. If there were hydrogen
atoms, there may be hydrogen bond parameters that are optional. The training
procedures usually follow a bottom-up approach. The general parameters usually
adopt default values as proposed by van Duin. [34] Most element parameters can
be determined in advance as they are just basic properties of each element such as
the valency, the valence electrons, and the electronegativity. Then two-body terms,
the bond and the off-diagonal parameters are first determined according to the
energy results of dimers with different bond lengths. With other parameters fixed,
the valence angle parameters can be fitted based on the results of trimers with
various bond angles. The torsion parameters are fitted similarly with the results of
various dihedrals in molecules. To this end, the parameters in each section have
basic values. For the best performance, Genetic Algorithm (GA) can be used to
further optimise the parameters. [35] It is worth noticing that some restraints should
be applied to certain parameters since they may bear certain physical meanings, for
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example, the atomic masses should not be changed and the variation of the bond
dissociation energy 𝐷𝑖 𝑗 should be within ±5%.

2.1.5 Machine Learning Interatomic Potential

MLIPs are force field-like interatomic potentials that use machine learning regres-
sion models to predict the total energy and the atomic forces. The first step to
build such models is to transform the input structure into a feature vector. These
features are referred to as descriptors, most of which are elemental and structural
properties. Also, the atomic representation is one special kind of descriptor devised
for MLIP, which offers a detailed description of the local chemical environment
subject to permutational, translational, and rotational invariants.

Regression Models

Several regression models for constructing MLIPs will be introduced. The most
simple regression model is the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS). The mathematical
formula of its loss function ℒ is written as

ℒ =
1

2𝑁
| |y−XTw| |2

2
(2.1.20)

where 𝑁 is the number of observables, 𝑦 and 𝑋 are the reference data and the
feature values, respectively, and 𝑤 is the corresponding weights. This model has
been widely applied to many problems in computational heterogeneous catalysis.
The traditional linear relationships can be viewed as very early examples.

With the expansion of the feature space, several ML techniques are adopted
to select statistically important features. [36] This process is often called feature
engineering. The most used model is Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection
Operator (LASSO) [37] and the weight is fitted by minimising the loss as

ℒ =
1

2𝑁
| |y−XTw| |2

2
+| |𝛼w| |1 (2.1.21)

where a is the coefficient of the extra regularisation term controlling the number
of non-zero weights. Thus, LASSO provides a compact solution for the linear
regression problem using the regularisation term. This method has been utilised
to extract important features for semiconductors in materials science. [38] Principle
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Component Analysis (PCA) is another method to reduce the feature space, which
uses matrix decomposition to find the best combination of features. However, the
above models can only extract essential features from manually selected candidates.
To explore a much wider feature space, Sure Independence Screening and Spar-
sifying Operator (SISSO) was developed to determine optimal analytic functions
with respect to various features generated from basic ones using algebraic and
functional operators. [39] These methods provide a way to automatically explore the
complicated feature space and find the solution with the smallest deviation.

Two prominent non-linear regression models are Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) and GPR. The corresponding graphical models are sketched in Fig. 2.1.
We notice that plenty of advanced architectures have been emerging due to the
fast development of computer science and artificial intelligence. These models
categorised as deep learning have also been utilised in computational heterogeneous
catalysis and their applications will be mentioned in later sections. However, the
complexity lying behind these techniques is far beyond the scope of this section.
We refer interested readers to a great textbook. [40] Thus, the following introduction
only contains basic concepts of ANN and GPR, which are the fundamentals of
those advanced models.

ANN has the competence to approximate arbitrary functions, which is an ideal
model for representing high-dimensional data. The conventional ANN uses a
multi-layer feed-forward architecture made up of one input layer, one output layer
and a few hidden layers. There are several neurons in each layer, the mathematical
formula of which is given by

𝑦
𝑗+1

𝑖
= a𝑗(x𝑗)Tw𝑗

𝑖
+𝑤 𝑗

0
(2.1.22)

where x𝑗 is the input vector of neurons in layer 𝑗, 𝑦 𝑗+1

𝑖
is the value of neuron 𝑖 in

the consecutive layer 𝑗 + 1, w𝑗

𝑖
is the corresponding weight vector, and 𝑎(·) is the

activation function to mimic neuron activation in the brain. Besides the number of
neurons and layers, the tuneable model parameters are the weights trained on the
reference data. The training process is an optimisation problem using the gradients
of the prediction with respect to the weight, which can be readily computed by the
chain rule in calculus. Since ANN is much better at interpolation than extrapolation,
uncertainty quantification has been an important research topic in recent years.
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Fig. 2.1 Two popular non-linear regression models are sketched. The graph in (a)
illustrates a four-layer artificial neural network. The input layer accepts the two-
dimension feature vector while the output is simply a scalar value. Each of the two
hidden layers has three tuneable neurons with one bias node. The Gaussian process
regression in (b) is interpreted from the function-space perspective. Each observable
is assumed to be an independent Gaussian distribution. The uncertainty of the
latent function is consecutively reduced by adding observations. The prediction is
made according to three observables.
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On the other hand, GPR is concretely built on Bayesian probability theory. [41] In
the function-space view among various GPR interpretations, the observed targets 𝑦
with input feature 𝑋 and unknown function values f∗ with relevant feature X∗ form
a joint Gaussian distribution, which is given by(

y
f∗

)
∼ 𝒩

(
0,

[
K(X,X) + 𝜎2

𝑛I K(X,X∗)
K(X∗,X) K(X∗,X∗)

])
(2.1.23)

where K(·, ·) is the covariance matrix and 𝜎𝑛 is the noise indicating the standard
deviation of the observables. Deriving the conditional distribution by Bayes’ rule,
the mean and the variance can be predicted by

f∗ = K(X∗,X)[K(X,X) + 𝜎2

𝑛I]−1y

V[f∗] = K(X∗,X∗)−K(X∗,X)[K(X,X) + 𝜎2

𝑛I]−1K(X,X∗)
(2.1.24)

For instance, the covariance matrix between 𝑚 observables and 𝑛 unknowns can be
written as

K(X,X) =


𝜑(x∗

1
, x1) . . . 𝜑(x∗

1
, x𝑛)

... . . .
...

𝜑(x∗𝑚 , x1) . . . 𝜑(x∗𝑚 , x𝑛)

 (2.1.25)

where 𝜑(·, ·) is the kernel function measuring the similarity between two feature
vectors. The most used one is squared exponential covariance as

𝜑(x, x′) = 𝛿2 exp(− (x− x′)2

2�2
) (2.1.26)

where 𝛿2 is the signal variance of normal distribution and � is the characteristic
length scale. In addition, GPR is considered as a nonparametric method. There
are no trainable parameters. The GPR performance can be nevertheless improved
by adjusting the hyperparameters according to the marginal likelihood, which
includes the variance, the length scale, and the observable noise.

Interatomic Potentials

In essence, MLIPs are interatomic potentials that can be used for systems of arbitrary
size while only being trained on small reference systems. Most MLIPs split the
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total energy 𝐸 into 𝑛 atomic contributions, which is given by

𝐸𝑀𝐿𝐼𝑃 =
𝑛∑
𝑖

�𝑖[𝒜𝑖] (2.1.27)

where �𝑖 is the atomic energy and it is a functional of each atom’s local chemical
environment 𝒜𝑖 . The local chemical environment should incorporate the spatial
and elemental distribution of its neighbours within the radius cut-off while the
functional can be one of the various ML regression models. In the compact
implementation, the smooth function 𝑓𝑐𝑢𝑡(𝑟) is normally multiplied by the descriptor
value to decay the atomic contribution to zero at the cutoff 𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑡 , which is given by

𝑓𝑐𝑢𝑡(𝑟) =


1, 𝑟 ≤ 𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑡 − 𝑑
cos (𝜋 𝑟−𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑡+𝑑

𝑑
) + 1, 𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑡 − 𝑑 < 𝑟 < 𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑡

0, 𝑟 > 𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑡

(2.1.28)

where 𝑟 is the interatomic distance and 𝑑 is the range of the cutoff region.
In the training process, the model parameters can be adjusted continuously

until the loss function drops to a tolerance, which is defined as

ℒ =
𝑚∑
𝑘

(𝐸𝑘𝐷𝐹𝑇 − 𝐸
𝑘
𝑀𝐿𝐼𝑃) (2.1.29)

where 𝐸𝐷𝐹𝑇 is the total energy of the reference. If atomic forces and virial stress are
available, they can be considered in the loss function as well to train a much more
robust model for practical calculations. As discussed above, the general architecture
of the MLIP contains two essential parts, the atomic environment representation
and the regression model, which have been continuously developed in the last two
decades.

Several neural-network-based architectures are illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Behler
and Parrinello first successfully utilised ANN to emulate Si–Si interactions in bulk
systems. [30] Also, they introduced the Atom-Centred Symmetry Function (ACSF) [42]

to represent the atomic environment, which uses modified Gaussian functions to
describe dimer and trimer interactions. The combination of ANN and ACSF is
referred to as the High-Dimensional Neural Network Potential (HDNNP), indicat-
ing its competence to approximate high-dimensional PES. [43,44] The philosophy in
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the ACSF design is to transform the Cartesian coordinates into invariant atomic
representations that obey certain symmetries. Following this spirit, considerable
efforts have been devoted to designing better atomic representations that are fed
into the ANN for the atomic energy. Artrith et al. developed a radial and angular
distribution function expanded by Chebyshev polynomials, which can be used
in systems with up to eleven species. [45] [46] extended ACSF to weighted ACSF,
which overcame the undesirable scaling behaviour with an increasing number of
elements. [46] Huang et al. designed a Power-Type Structural Descriptor (PTSD)
inspired by the Laguerre polynomials of atomic orbitals. [47] Zhang et al. used a local
frame coordinate as a representation to train a Deep Neural Network (DNN) that is
an ANN with much denser hidden layers. [48] The MLIPs based on this design are
DeePMD [48] and its symmetrised edition DeepPot-SE. [49] Zhang et al. proposed an
EANN potential using the embedded atom density as the representation. [50,51]

Besides these straightforward ANN models, the architecture of Graph Neural
Network (GNN) has been very popular recently as the molecular structure can be
naturally represented by a graph with nodes as atoms and edges as connectivity.
Schütt et al. developed the deep learning architecture SchNet making use of
convolutional layers with elemental embedding and radial expansion of interatomic
distances as inputs to learn in much complicated hidden feature space in GNN. [32]

Klicpera et al. developed a GNN with directional message passing to predict atomic
interactions and molecular properties. [52,53] Batzner et al. developed NeQuip that
is a GNN model using equivariant features. [54] This is a very different Neural
Network (NN) architecture than those use invariant features.

GPR has been widely adopted to build MLIPs as well. GAP is the earliest at-
tempt. [31,55] Unlike NN approximating the nonlinear function, this method connects
the prediction of the current observation to previous ones. For instance, the atomic
energy �𝑖 for atom 𝑖 is calculated by comparing the local environment 𝒜𝑖 to the
referencesℳ. If 𝒜𝑖 can be represented by a vector a𝑖 andℳ can be represented by
a matrix [m1; . . . ; m𝑚]T, the expression of the atomic energy is

�𝒜𝑖
= 𝜶T

ℳ𝒌𝒜ℳ = [𝛼1 . . . 𝛼𝑘 . . . 𝛼𝑚][𝜑(a𝑖 ,m1) . . . 𝜑(a𝑖 ,m𝑘) . . . 𝜑(a𝑖 ,m𝑚)]T (2.1.30)

where 𝜶ℳ is the weight vector and 𝒌𝒜ℳ is the vector of kernels 𝜑. The squared
exponential function is frequently used as the kernel as shown in Eqn. 2.1.26, which
has the input of (a𝑖 ,m𝑗). In addition, the dot-product kernel is specially devised for
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Fig. 2.2 Three schematic architectures of machine learning potentials are illustrated.
The earliest high-dimensional neural network potential in (a) transforms Cartesian
coordinates to input features using symmetry functions and connects them to
atomic neural networks. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 44. Copyright
2017 Wiley.) SchNet in (b) adopts a convolutional neural network to learn the
interactions between atoms. (Reprinted from Ref. 32 with the permission of AIP
Publishing.) DeePMD in (c) connects a local frame coordinate to deep neural
networks. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 48. Copyright 2018 American
Physical Society.)
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the Smooth Overlap of Atomic Position (SOAP) descriptor, [56] which is expressed
as

𝜑(a𝑖 ,m𝑗) = 𝛿2(a𝑖 ·m𝑗)� (2.1.31)

where � is a positive integer. In practice, SOAP would be used with other basic
descriptors such as the two-body pair distance and the three-body angle to form
a more robust feature space. Furthermore, the Bayesian inference can be used in
the GAP to estimate the prediction uncertainty as shown in Eqn. 2.1.24. If the
variance of the observable derivative is necessary, the kernel between the represen-
tation derivatives needs to be calculated, which requires the second gradient of the
kernel and is usually computationally intensive. Vandermause et al. developed
FLARE with analytical kernel gradients to estimate force uncertainty during sim-
ulations, which is only accessible to simple representations such as the two-body
distance and the three-body angle that they have adopted. [57] Besides, Chmiela et
al. developed the gradient-domain ML approach using kernel ridge regression for
small molecules. [58,59] Though it reaches very high accuracy in simulations of small
molecules, this model is not scalable with the number of atoms and its application
is thus limited.

Since MLIP construction is not a trivial task, various packages have been released
to facilitate training and application. A few of them are listed in Table 2.1. Moreover,
the representation and the regression model can be mixed despite the fact that they
are developed simultaneously in most studies. On account of the importance of
representation, a few open-source packages have emerged to provide user-friendly
and off-the-shelf representation construction. DScribe implements ACSF, SOAP,
and other configurational representations. [60] Librascal is specially devised for the
efficient implementation of SOAP. [61]

When it comes to the performance of MLIP, various studies proved that MLIPs
show better performance than traditional force fields. [62] Most MLIPs reported in
the literature have a root mean squared error of 5–20 meV per atom for energy
and 0.1–0.3 eV/Å for force. However, there are still a few shortages waiting
for future refinement. Since the atomic representation assumes that the local
contributions comprise all necessary information for the atomic energy, long-range
interactions are neglected, which can cause large prediction errors, especially in
ionic materials. Though increasing the value of 𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑡 , which is defined in Eqn.
2.1.28, can alleviate this issue, the most natural extension is to include long-range
interactions as a sub-model. [63] Also, the atomic charge state should be considered
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Table 2.1 A short list of packages for MLIPs.

Package Main Representation Regression Backend

GAP/QUIP SOAP GPR Fortran
AENET ACSF ANN Fortran

AMP ACSF ANN Fortran
n2p2 ACSF/wACSF ANN C++

SchNetPack Convolutional layers CNN PyTorch
DeePMD-Kit Local frame coordinate DNN TensorFlow

LASP ACSF/PTSD ANN Fortran
AMPtorch ACSF ANN PyTorch

in representation construction for more accurate and general-purpose models. [64]

The incorporation of long-range and non-local interactions in HDNNP can be
seen in a recent review. [65] Another obvious drawback is the lack of the electronic
structure in MLIPs, which makes them unable to provide abundant insights into
physics and chemistry. Electronic density learning will be a great challenge in the
future. [66]

2.2 structure relaxation

With the converged electronic density, the forces acting on atoms (the energy gradi-
ent against geometric coordinates) can be computed from the Hellmann–Feynman
theorem in first-principles calculations or analytical gradients in MLIP-based cal-
culations. Driven by atomic forces, the structure relaxation can be viewed as a
sequence of single-point calculations, as discussed in Section 2.2.1.

Most algorithms responsible for the relaxation can be roughly divided into
two categories, local optimisation and global optimisation. Local optimisation is
a relatively easy task because the negative direction of the gradient always points
downhill, which ends up in a state with vanishing gradients in the vicinity of the
initial guess. The situation becomes a little tough in global optimisation attempting
to find the minimum of all local minima, which is classified as an NP-hard (Non-
deterministic Polynomial-time hard) problem. In general, global optimisation can
be split into several local-optimisation tasks but the number could be enormous.
The GA-based method is further discussed in Section 2.2.2.
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Searching for the TS can be considered a special task of structure optimisation.
Since the direction with the energy maximum has to be determined, this task
can be very tricky. A more detailed description would be given in Section 2.2.3.
The most critical property for computational catalysis is the activation energy
of the elementary step, which can only be acquired after the determination of
TS and the corresponding stable state. However, as mentioned above, the TS
search algorithms generally require considerable DFT calculations. This leads to
an extremely expensive cost to label the data using DFT calculations. Thus, any
acceleration of this procedure can facilitate the following reaction prediction.

2.2.1 Local Minimisation

Since it is a genuine mathematical problem that finds the local minimum of a
multivariable function, finding the local minimum of a multivariable function can
be solved by some well-established algorithms efficiently under most circumstances.
For example, the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) algorithm and the
Conjugate Gradient (CG) method are the two most frequently used.

When the system becomes large i.e. thousands of atoms are studied, those
conventional algorithms may converge to the local minimum very slowly. Bitzek
et al. devised the Fast Inertial Relaxation Engine (FIRE) algorithm based on MD with
additional velocity modifications and adaptive time steps, which is significantly
faster than CG for large-scale structures.

Besides, there are several studies aiming to speed up routine structure relaxation.
With the size of the structure model increasing, the reduction in DFT calculations
will be considerable as well if using ML accelerations. GPR can be also used in local
optimisation both in molecular and surface systems. [68–70] Meyer and Hauser used
GPR to accelerate the local optimisation in an internal coordinate system, the per-
formance of which excels over those using Cartesian coordinates. [71] To accelerate
the structure relaxation with a better initial guess, a deep learning framework called
Differentiable Optimization for Prediction of Ground State Structures (DOGSS) was
tested on small-molecule adsorbed alloy surfaces among a large chemical space
with up to 32 elements. [72]
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2.2.2 Global Optimisation

Global optimisation is made up of a large number of local optimisation tasks, each
of which yields a relaxed structure candidate. The globally optimised value of the
desired property can be determined by all the candidates. Those single tasks are
usually run in parallel. In other words, several candidates would be relaxed at the
same time. Depending on whether each candidate shares the information of the PES,
global optimisation algorithms can be roughly classified into two categories. Most
algorithms fall into the first category. They are easy to implement since no efforts
are devoted to the interactions among candidates. Sometimes only bond-distance
restraint and symmetry constraint are applied to sift obvious invalid structures. The
prominent examples are basin hopping [73] and Ab Initio Random Structure Sampling
(AIRSS) [74,75]. To further accelerate the search, extra techniques can be applied.
Minima hopping [76] uses high-temperature MD to escape local minimum while
Surface Stochastic Walking (SSW) [77,78] uses accumulated Gaussian bias similar
to MetaD. The second category consists of heuristic or evolutionary algorithms,
namely, CALYPSO [79] and USEPEX [80]. These methods organise candidates into
generations. The candidates in the current generation would interact with each
other to generate better initial guesses of structures for the next generation, which
dramatically reduce the wasted search on improper structures.

Here, details of a GA-based global optimisation method is given. The entire
procedure of the GA structure search is shown in Fig. 2.3. A structure database is
used to save and manipulate candidate structures. The search starts with a certain
number (usually the population size 𝑁𝑝𝑜𝑝) of randomly-generated structures, which
are relaxed to local minima. Then a number of generations 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 are carried out to
produce new structures. There are two steps in each generation. First, a population
is formed to have 𝑁𝑝𝑜𝑝 structures with large fitness values, which are selected
from all relaxed structures in the database. Second, new structures are reproduced
by selected parents from the current population. The reproduction utilises the
cut-and-splice algorithm [81] that combines reasonable parts of two parent structures.
Each reproduced individual has a chance of mutation to obtain new structural
characteristics. There are three types of mutation that have the same probability to
occur, namely rattle, mirror and permutation.

The fitness evaluation is crucial to the generation of better offspring. We adopt
the formula proposed by Vilhelmsen and Hammer to ensure a diverse population.
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Fig. 2.3 The flowchart of the genetic algorithm structure search is illustrated. This
method organises structures into generations and uses crossover and mutation to
reproduce better structures depending on the target optimisation property.

The probability (𝑃𝑖) of a structure selected for reproduction is defined as

𝑃𝑖 = 𝐹𝑖 ·𝑈𝑖 (2.2.1)

where 𝐹𝑖 is the fitness and 𝑈𝑖 is the uniqueness factor. The fitness of a structure (𝐹𝑖)
is calculated as

𝐹𝑖 =
1

2

[1− tanh (2𝜌𝑖 − 1)]

𝜌𝑖 =
𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛

(2.2.2)

where 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥) is the minimum (maximum) energy of any structure in the
population. To decrease a probability of a structure that has reproduced multiple
times, the uniqueness factor is given by

𝑈𝑖 =
1√

1 + 𝑛𝑖
· 1√

1 +𝑚𝑖

(2.2.3)

where 𝑛𝑖 is the number of times the 𝑖th structure is reproduced and is the number
of structures that are structurally similar to the 𝑖th structure but not in the current
population. In addition, the structural similarity is checked by an interatomic
distance comparator [82] that takes both energy and structure into consideration.
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The energy condition is defined as

|𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑤 − 𝐸𝑖 |< ∆𝐸 for all 𝐸𝑖 (2.2.4)

where ∆𝐸 is the energy tolerance. The structure condition is∑
𝑘 |𝐷𝑖(𝑘)−𝐷𝑗(𝑗)|∑

𝑘 𝐷𝑖(𝑘)
< 𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑙

max(|𝐷𝑖 −𝐷𝑗 |) < 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥

(2.2.5)

where 𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑙 is the cumulative relative distance tolerance between structure 𝑖 and
structure 𝑗 and 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum absolute distance tolerance. Two structures
will be considered to resemble each other only when the above two conditions are
both satisfied. In general, the parameters are chosen as ∆𝐸 = 0.02 eV, 𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑙 = 0.015,
and 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.7 Å.

2.2.3 Transition State Search

Depending on the knowledge of the stable intermediates through previous local
optimisations, the TS location can be achieved by either single-ended or double-
ended methods.

Single-ended methods start with an initial structure and push it to the transition
structure. This initial structure can be placed as close as possible to the TS based
on chemical intuition. One traditional method is the dimer method [83] and its vari-
ants, [84,85] which uses two nearest replicas to measure the local curvature. Besides,
constrained minimisation is one method pushing the structure uphill along one
predefined internal coordinate (usually bond lengths or valence angles), which
is more descriptive in a chemical sense. In this way, the fractional coordinates of
periodic systems (in most cases in heterogeneous catalysis) have to be transformed
during constrained minimisation. One variant uses mixed internal and Cartesian
coordinates [86–89] and another uses completely transformed delocalised coordi-
nates. [90,91] For cases where both the structures of the reactant and the product
are available, double-ended methods are useful, which can not only locate the TS
but also construct the MEP connecting the two ends. The most popular method
among these in our community is the NEB calculation [92] and its improved version
Climbing-Image Nudged Elastic Band (CI-NEB). [93] In this method, a small number
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of images (normally 5 to 7 structures) are interpolated between the reactant and
the product, which are gradually converged to the MEP based on their gradients.
In order to reduce the number of force evaluations on the images, Double-Ended
Surface Walking (DESW) pushes the two ends to meet in the middle with the
MEP generated simultaneously. [94] For mathematical details of local optimisation
and the TS search, we point interested readers to a great survey. [95] Caution is
required that most searches only find the nearest TS around the initial structure
or the interpolated pathway. As mentioned before, there may be a few reaction
channels for one elementary step. The water–gas shift reactions on Cu(111) are such
examples, which were investigated by Zhang et al. combining global optimisation
and TS search. [96]

As the most popular TS search method, the original NEB calculation usually
requires several updates of the MEP, during which all of the images have to be
evaluated by DFT. Peterson used an HDNNP realised by AMP to approximate
the PES during the course of the NEB calculation, which accelerates the entire
procedure. [97] The first interpolated images evaluated by DFT will be used to train
an HDNNP as the initial guess of the MEP. In each of the following iterations, NEB
will try to find the MEP on the AMP-PES, the convergence of which is verified by
DFT calculations. If not converged, the images along the unreal MEP will be added
to the training set and the HDNNP is retrained with new data. The approach to
verify all images on the band is called the All-Images-Evaluated (AIE) algorithm.
This method takes advantage of the fast exploration of the MLIP while the DFT
verification is only called when finding the final result. This novel method was
corroborated with an example, Au adatom diffusion on the PtAl alloy (100) surface.
The comparison between DFT-NEB and HDNNP accelerated NEB is shown in Fig.
2.4(a). Compared to the complicated architecture of the HDNNP, it turns out that
GPR can accelerate the NEB calculation in a lightweight manner. [98,99] Koistinen
et al. substituted the NN with GPR to approximate the PES. [98] The adopted kernel
function takes the Cartesian coordinates as inputs. Also, they further changed
the AIE algorithm to the One-Image-Evaluated (OIE) algorithm using the GPR
predicted uncertainty, which only evaluates one image with the largest uncertainty
during each iteration. This GPR-NEB was then improved by changing the inputs
of the kernel function to the inverse-interatomic distances, which shows better
performance for systems with strong chemical bonds. [100] Garrido Torres et al.
also used Cartesian-coordinate based GPR to accelerate the NEB calculation. [101]
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In their approach, various acquisition functions were devised to select the image
for DFT evaluation, which improved the efficiency and robustness of GPR-NEB.
An example of this improved version is illustrated in Fig. 2.4(b). After testing
several protocols using various regression models and atomic representations,
one comprehensive study demonstrated that GPR-NEB is the most effective and
convenient technique. [102]

Besides the double-ended methods, a few single-ended TS search methods can
be accelerated with GPR as well. Denzel and Kastner used GPR in tandem with the
dimer method to find the TS. [103] Also, Koistinen et al. tested GPR-dimer method
for both molecular and surface reactions using the inverse-interatomic distance. [104]

Moreover, GPR can be a surrogate for the Hessian during geometry optimisation
and the TS search in molecular systems, which can be used in methods requiring
second-order derivatives. [105–107]

2.3 ab initio thermodynamics

With special structures on PES determined, only the total energy difference has been
obtained so far. For example, the typical calculation in computational heterogeneous
catalysis is the adsorption energy 𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠 given by

𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠 = 𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑟 𝑓 +𝑎𝑑𝑠 − 𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑟 𝑓 − 𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠 (2.3.1)

where 𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑟 𝑓 +𝑎𝑑𝑠 is the total energy of the relaxed structure with the surface and the
adsorbate, 𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑟 𝑓 is the total energy of the surface, and 𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠 is the total energy of
the adsorbate. We still have several steps towards the comparison between compu-
tational and experimental results, [108] for example, Gibbs free energy of adsorption
𝐺𝑎𝑑𝑠 is of interest. Realistic reactions are carried out at a finite temperature 𝑇 and a
controlled pressure 𝑝. Thus, free energy is what we are truly concerned with. The
Gibbs free energy 𝐺 can be expressed as

𝐺(𝑇, 𝑝) = 𝐻(𝑇)−𝑇 · 𝑆(𝑇, 𝑝) (2.3.2)
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Fig. 2.4 The all-images-evaluated protocol using AMP was used to accelerate
NEB calculations of adatom diffusion over a metal alloy surface as shown in (a).
Compared to the standard DFT-NEB, AMP-NEB only requires 4 band evaluations
to find the MEP. (Reproduced from Ref. 97 with the permission of AIP Publishing.)
GPR-NEB was demonstrated on a two-dimensional Müller–Brown PES. The red
points are the converged MEP while the black crosses are images calculated by
DFT. Instead of evaluating all images in the band, only the image satisfying the
acquisition function is calculated, which is based on the predicted energy and
force uncertainty. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. 101. Copyright 2019

American Physical Society.)
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where 𝐻 is the enthalpy and 𝑆 is the entropy. The enthalpy can be further expanded
based on computable quantities, which are given by

𝐻(𝑇) = 𝐸 + 𝐸𝑍𝑃𝐸 +
∫𝑇

0

𝐶𝑝𝑑𝑇 (2.3.3)

where the second term is the Zero-Point Energy (ZPE) due to the nuclear quantum
effect and the integral is over the constant-pressure heat capacity 𝐶𝑝 . Furthermore,
the entropy can be expressed as

𝑆(𝑇, 𝑝) = 𝑆(𝑇, 𝑝°)− 𝑘𝐵 ln
𝑝

𝑝°
(2.3.4)

where 𝑝° is the pressure under standard conditions (1 atm) and 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann
constant. In the above two equations, the contributions of vibrations for 𝐶𝑝 and
𝑆(𝑇, 𝑝°) can both be written as a function of the vibrational frequencies, which can
be extracted from the Hessian matrix (the second derivative of the total energy
against Cartesian coordinates).

Despite the simplicity and the ease of application of the above procedure
i.e. structure relaxation in tandem with frequency calculation, it neglects the
anharmonicity of entropy, especially when simulating nanoparticles, zeolites and
the solid/liquid interface, which gives rise to an unignorable error in the free
energy calculation. [109] Therefore, AIMD turns out to be the most reliable method
to evaluate free energy. AIMD-realised free energy calculations have already been
used for various catalytic systems. [110–114] However, one should be aware that the
standard framework is Born-Oppenheimer Molecular Dynamics (BOMD), which
neglects the nuclear quantum effect i.e. the ZPE. Also, the major issue limiting the
applications of AIMD is its unbearable computational consumption. The statistically
converged free energy result for one elementary step normally demands hundreds
of thousands of DFT single-point calculations while only hundreds of steps are
required for structure relaxation.

2.4 history dependent structure evolution

This section introduces two kinds of simulation techniques that yield history-
dependant trajectories on PES instead of the gradient-descent path by optimisations,
namely MC and MD. These trajectories give a very detailed description of the
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natural phenomena. A typical experiment measures an average property, averaged
over a large number of particles and, usually, also averaged over the time of the
measurement. To compare with experiments, we need to know what kind of
average we should compute from these trajectories. The classical expression for the
thermal average of the observable 𝒜 can be written as

< 𝒜 >=

∫
𝑑p𝑁𝑑r𝑁 − exp(𝛽(

∑
𝑖 𝑝

2

𝑖
/(2𝑚𝑖) +𝒰(r𝑁 )))𝒜(p𝑁 , q𝑁 )∫

𝑑p𝑁𝑑r𝑁 exp(−𝛽(
∑
𝑗 𝑝

2

𝑗
/(2𝑚 𝑗) +𝒰(r𝑁 )))

(2.4.1)

where p𝑁 and r𝑁 are momentum space and coordinate space. To compute such
thermal average, we could either use a time averaging as MD or an ensemble
average approach as MC.

2.4.1 Monte Carlo

Basic principles of the MC method are described in this subsection. The difficulty
in solving Eqn. 2.4.1 is the computation of the average of the observable 𝒜 since
there is hardly any analytical formula even for a very simple system. Therefore,
MC as a numerical technique is introduced to evaluate the integral. The probability
distribution 𝒩(r𝑁 ) is given by

𝒩(r𝑁 ) =
exp[−𝛽𝒰(r𝑁 )]

𝑍
(2.4.2)

where 𝑍 ≡
∫
𝑑r𝑁 exp[−𝛽𝒰(r𝑁 )] is the configurational part of the partition function.

The average of observable 𝒜 becomes

< 𝒜 >=
1

𝑀

𝑀∑
𝑖=1

𝑛𝑖𝒜(r𝑁𝑖 ) (2.4.3)

where 𝑀 is the number of points we sample in the configuration space.
However, in practice, we cannot obtain the value of 𝑍 and we only have the

Boltzmann factor exp[−𝛽𝒰(r𝑁 )]. The straightforward way to generate points in the
configuration space with a relative probability proportional to the Boltzmann factor
is to prepare the system in a configuration r𝑁 denoted by 𝑜 (𝑜𝑙𝑑) and evolve this
configuration into a new one denoted by 𝑛 (𝑛𝑒𝑤) subject to certain rules. In the
Metropolis scheme, [115] the detailed balance must be satisfied when the system is
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in equilibrium. It indicates that

𝒩(𝑜)𝜋(𝑜 → 𝑛) = 𝒩(𝑛)𝜋(𝑛 → 𝑜) (2.4.4)

where 𝜋(𝑜 → 𝑛) is the transition probability. Since a Monte Carlo move consists of
two stages, we need first to perform a trial move and then determine whether this
move is accepted. Thus, the transition probability can be written as

𝜋(𝑜 → 𝑛) = 𝛼(𝑜 → 𝑛)× 𝑎𝑐𝑐(𝑜 → 𝑛) (2.4.5)

where 𝛼(𝑜 → 𝑛) is the probability of the trial move from 𝑜 to 𝑛 and 𝑎𝑐𝑐(𝑜 → 𝑛)
is the probability of acceptance for the corresponding trial move. If a symmetric
matrix were chosen for 𝛼, we obtain

𝒩(𝑜)× 𝑎𝑐𝑐(𝑜 → 𝑛) = 𝒩(𝑛)× 𝑎𝑐𝑐(𝑛 → 𝑜) (2.4.6)

where the condition 𝛼(𝑜 → 𝑛) = 𝛼(𝑛 → 𝑜) is used. The probability of acceptance
chosen by Metropolis et al. is given by

𝑎𝑐𝑐(𝑜 → 𝑛) = 𝒩(𝑛)/𝒩(𝑜) 𝑖 𝑓 𝒩(𝑛) < 𝒩(𝑜)

= 1 𝑖 𝑓 𝒩(𝑛) ≥ 𝒩(𝑜)
(2.4.7)

where an obvious condition that 𝑎𝑐𝑐(𝑜 → 𝑛) cannot exceed 1 must be satisfied.

2.4.2 Molecular Dynamics

Since the early stage of computational sciences, MD has been a core technique to
understand physical and chemical phenomena. It reveals a time evolution of a
system that is basically the same as how the real world works.

MD computes the equilibrium and transport properties of a classical many-body
system. Besides the configurational part, the momentum space is explored as well
since we include the kinetic energy in MD simulations. There is no exact analytical
formulae for the trajectory of a many-body system, even for a very simple one such
as the three-body problem. Numerical algorithms are used to integrate equations of
motion. The most widely used one is the so-called Verlet algorithm. This algorithm
is simple for implementation and exhibits little long-term energy drift. It starts
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with a Taylor expansion of the coordinate of a particle as

𝑟(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝑟(𝑡) + 𝑣(𝑡)∆𝑡 +
𝑓 (𝑡)
2𝑚

∆𝑡2 +
∆𝑡3

3!
�̈� +𝒪(∆𝑡4) (2.4.8)

where 𝑟(𝑡) is the particle position at time 𝑡, 𝑣(𝑡) is the velocity, 𝑓 𝑡 is the force, and
𝑚 is the mass. Similarly, the coordinate with the reverse time is given by

𝑟(𝑡 −∆𝑡) = 𝑟(𝑡)− 𝑣(𝑡)∆𝑡 +
𝑓 (𝑡)
2𝑚

∆𝑡2 − ∆𝑡3

3!
�̈� +𝒪(∆𝑡4) (2.4.9)

By summing the above two equations, we obtain the new position as

𝑟(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) ≈ 2𝑟(𝑡)− 𝑟(𝑡 −∆𝑡) +
𝑓 (𝑡)
𝑚

∆𝑡2 (2.4.10)

where only the current position 𝑟(𝑡) and the previous position 𝑟(𝑡 −∆𝑡) are used,
yielding an error that is of order ∆𝑡4. The velocity can be derived from the trajectory,
using

𝑣(𝑡) =
𝑟(𝑡 + ∆𝑡)− 𝑟(𝑡 −∆𝑡)

2∆𝑡
+𝒪(∆𝑡2) (2.4.11)

where the accuracy is of order ∆𝑡2.
A typical program for MD may commence with the initialisation of velocity and

repeat the procedure including the force calculation and the integration of equations
of motion. The initial velocity follows the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution as

<
1

2

𝑚𝑣2

𝛼 >=
1

2

𝑘𝐵𝑇 (2.4.12)

where 𝑇 is the target temperature.

2.4.3 Ensembles

For a closed many-body system with fixed volume 𝑉 , the number of particles
𝑁 should be a constant. If we initialise the system with a certain velocity, the
total energy should be a constant under the Newtonian mechanism, which equals
the sum of the potential energy 𝑈 and the kinetic energy 𝐾. This gives us the
simplest ensemble called the microcanonical ensemble, which is denoted as 𝑁𝑉𝐸.
Since we aim to compute the properties of a system with the knowledge of atomic-
scale trajectories, we need to prepare the system as close as the one measured
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Table 2.2 The common ensembles for MC and MD simulations.

Ensemble Partition Function 𝑄𝑁 Thermodynamic
Potential

𝑁𝑉𝐸 ℎ−3𝑁

𝑁 !

∫
𝛿(𝐻𝑁 − 𝐸)dp𝑁dr𝑁 −𝑇𝑆

𝑁𝑉𝑇 ℎ−3𝑁

𝑁 !

∫
exp(−𝛽𝐻𝑁 )dp𝑁dr𝑁 𝐹 = 𝑈 −𝑇𝑆

𝑁𝑃𝑇 ℎ−3𝑁

𝑁 !

∫
exp(−𝛽(𝐻𝑁 + 𝑃𝑉))dp𝑁dr𝑁 𝐺 = 𝐹 + 𝑃𝑉

�𝑉𝑇
∑∞
𝑁=0

ℎ−3𝑁

𝑁 !

∫
exp(−𝛽𝐻𝑁 )dp𝑁dr𝑁

Ω = −𝑃𝑉 = 𝐹 −
�𝑁

in experiments. In general, the system is prepared under the possible condition
of constant temperature 𝑇 and constant pressure 𝑃, which complies with most
chemistry experiments. Thus, we obtain the isobaric-isothermal ensemble denoted
as 𝑁𝑃𝑇. Under some circumstances, we would like to control the system volume
𝑉 as a constant instead of pressure 𝑃. The induced ensemble is called the canonical
ensemble 𝑁𝑉𝑇. Furthermore, if the system is allowed to exchange particles with
an external reservoir, the controlled property is the chemical potential �, which
gives the grand canonical ensemble denoted as �𝑉𝑇.

Table 2.2 summarises the above-mentioned ensembles and their associated
partition functions and thermodynamic potentials. A specific ensemble would
be chosen to simulate, aiming for the property of interest. For investigations of
chemical reactions, 𝑁𝑉𝑇 and 𝑁𝑃𝑇 are two useful ensembles as they give the free
energy of Gibbs and Helmholtz, respectively.

Canonical Ensemble

The canonical ensemble applies to systems at constant volume with a thermostat
attached to maintain a target temperature. The sampled temperature fluctuates
around the target value. The partition function is

𝑄(𝑁,𝑉, 𝑇) =
1

Λ3𝑁𝑁 !

∫
dr𝑁 exp(−𝛽𝑈(r𝑁 )) (2.4.13)

where Λ =
√
ℎ2/(2𝜋𝑚𝑘𝐵𝑇) is the thermal de Broglie wavelength which is derived

from the integral of the momentum part. The probability of finding configuration
r𝑁 is given by

𝒩(r𝑁 ) ∝ exp(−𝛽𝑈(r𝑁 )) (2.4.14)
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The Helmholtz free energy can be computed as

𝐹 = 𝑈 −𝑇𝑆 = −𝑘𝐵𝑇 ln𝑄(𝑁,𝑉, 𝑇) (2.4.15)

In MD simulations, the temperature needs to be maintained around the target
one. The simplest scheme is velocity scaling, which re-scales the velocities of
particles to the kinetic energy at a given temperature. Though the difference is very
small, it does not simulate a true canonical ensemble. It becomes a problem when
the property of interest is very sensitive to temperature fluctuation. More rigorous
methods attempt to couple a thermostat with the system, which is much like a heat
bath in experiments.

A widely used one is the Andersen thermostat which occasionally imposes
stochastic impulsive forces on randomly selected particles. The distribution of time
intervals between two successive stochastic collisions follows the Poisson form as

𝑃(𝑡; �) = � exp(−�𝑡) (2.4.16)

where � is the collision frequency. Therefore, the probability that a particle is
selected in a time step of length ∆𝑡 is �∆𝑡. In each time step, the velocity of a
particle would be re-sampled from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution to the
desired temperature 𝑇 if it were selected to have a collision. It should be noted that
stochastic collisions disturb the system in an unrealistic way by introducing sudden
random decorrelation of particle velocities. This effect makes it risky to compute
dynamical properties from a simulation using the Andersen thermostat.

Nosé-Hoover thermostat is another popular method, which uses an extended
Lagrangian method. Nosé wrote the Lagrangian for an isothermal system as

ℒ𝑁𝑜𝑠𝑒 =
𝑁∑
𝑖=1

𝑚𝑖

2

𝑠2¤r2

𝑖 −𝒰(r𝑁 ) +
𝑄

2

¤𝑠2 − 𝐿
𝛽

ln 𝑠 (2.4.17)

where an additional coordinate 𝑠 is introduced, 𝑄 is an effective mass associated
with 𝑠, and 𝐿 is a parameter that can be fixed regarding to the canonical ensemble.
The derived partition function is

𝑄𝑁𝑜𝑠𝑒 = 𝐶
1

𝑁 !

∫
dp′dr𝑁 exp(−𝛽3𝑁 + 1

𝐿
ℋ (p′, r)) (2.4.18)
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where p′ = p/𝑠 is the real momentum that are actually sampled. The canonical
distribution would be sampled if 𝐿 is set to 3𝐿 + 1. The Nosé-Hoover scheme is
correct for the system without external forces and with a fixed centre of mass.
If these conditions were not fulfilled, the Nosé-Hoover chains should be used to
obtain the correct canonical distribution.

Isobaric-Isothermal Ensemble

The isobaric-isothermal ensemble has both a thermostat and a barostat to control
the temperature and the pressure, respectively. The partition function is

𝑄(𝑁, 𝑃, 𝑇) =
𝛽𝑃

Λ3𝑁𝑁 !

∫
d𝑉𝑉𝑁 exp(−𝛽𝑃𝑉)

∫
ds𝑁 exp(−𝛽𝑈(s𝑁 ; 𝐿)) (2.4.19)

where s𝑁 is the fractional coordinates transformed from the Cartesian coordinates
as the system is placed in a cubic box with a length of 𝐿. The Gibbs free energy can
be computed as

𝐺(𝑁, 𝑃, 𝑇) = −𝑘𝐵𝑇 ln𝑄(𝑁, 𝑃, 𝑇) (2.4.20)

To treat volume as a dynamical variable under desired pressure, a barostat is
coupled to the system. The equations of motion proposed by Martyna et al. for the
positions and the momenta are

¤r𝑖 =
p𝑖
𝑚𝑖

+
𝑝�

𝑊
r𝑖

¤p𝑖 = F𝑖 − (1 +
d

d𝑁
)
𝑝�

𝑊
p𝑖 −

𝑝�1

𝑄1

p𝑖
(2.4.21)

where the variables �1, 𝑝�1, and 𝑄1 are for the thermostat similar to the Nosé-
Hoover chain, and the variables 𝜖, 𝑝𝜖, and 𝑊 are for the barostat. The variable 𝜖 is
defined as

𝜖 = ln(𝑉/𝑉0) (2.4.22)

where 𝑉0 is the volume at 𝑡 = 0. The equations of motion for the volume are

¤𝑉 =
d𝑉𝑝�
𝑊

¤𝑝� = 𝑑𝑉(𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑡 − 𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑡) +
1

𝑁

𝑁∑
𝑖=1

p2

𝑖

𝑚𝑖
−
𝑝�1

𝑄1

𝑝�

(2.4.23)
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where 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑡 and 𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑡 are the internal and external pressure, respectively. 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑡 can be
calculated during the simulation by

𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑡 =
1

d𝑉
[
𝑁∑
𝑖=1

(
p2

𝑖

𝑚𝑖
+ r𝑖 · F𝑖)− d𝑉

𝜕𝒰(𝑉)
𝜕𝑉

] (2.4.24)

Grand Canonical Ensemble

Instead of imposing it, the grand canonical ensemble allows the number of particles
in the system to fluctuate as well as the temperature. The partition function is

𝑄(�, 𝑉 , 𝑇) =
∞∑
𝑁=0

exp(𝛽�𝑁)𝑉𝑁

Λ3𝑁𝑁 !

∫
ds𝑁 exp(−𝛽𝒰(s𝑁 )) (2.4.25)

where s𝑁 are the scaled coordinates of 𝑁 particles. The corresponding probability
density is

𝒩�𝑉𝑇(s𝑁 ;𝑁) ∝
exp(𝛽�𝑁)𝑉𝑁

Λ3𝑁𝑁 !
exp(−𝛽𝒰(s𝑁 )) (2.4.26)

The grand canonical ensemble is usually sampled by MC techniques, yielding
the GCMC approach. This method works well for systems with fluctuating numbers
of particles, for example, molecular adsorption on a surface.

2.4.4 Enhanced Sampling

It is notorious that brute-force MD traps the initial structure in its nearby minima
and hinders the observation of reaction events with barriers higher than thermal
energy (𝑘𝐵𝑇). For chemical reactions, these processes usually have energy barriers
that are much larger than the thermal energy, which is difficult to observe in direct
MD simulations. Hence, a series of methods are developed to enhance the sampling
of the slow degrees of motion in the system, which largely extends the scope
of atomic simulations. No matter what methods are used, the central idea is to
correctly determine the free energy change since the absolute free energy is usually
undetermined. Taking the 𝑁𝑉𝑇 simulation as an example, enhanced sampling
methods try to compute the free energy from other quantities from the simulation
as the direct evaluation of Eqn. 2.4.15 is prohibited.

In general, these methods accelerate the motion of certain degrees that are
selected in advance, which are called CVs or reaction coordinates particularly
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for chemical reactions. CVs can be simply bond distances, bond angles, or com-
plicatedly built by a neural network. [117] In practice, the positions of atoms are
represented in the Cartesian coordinate system which is inconvenient for the com-
putation of CVs. Considering a system of 𝑁 atoms with Cartesian coordinates
R = [𝑟1 . . . 𝑟3𝑁 ]T, the Jacobian matrix J for mapping the coordinates from the
Cartesian space to the CV space Ξ = [�1 . . . �𝑚]T is given by

J ≡ dΞ
dRT

=


𝜕�1

𝜕𝑟1
. . . 𝜕�1

𝜕𝑟3𝑁
... . . . . . .

𝜕�𝑚
𝜕𝑟1

. . . 𝜕�𝑚
𝜕𝑟3𝑁

 (2.4.27)

With the above matrix, one can readily transform the force on a given CV to forces
on relevant atoms. If the external force on the CV � is 𝐹�, the Cartesian forces on
corresponding atoms are

F𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑡 = J�𝐹� (2.4.28)

As most reactions can be simplified as the formation or the cleavage of a bond,
the Jacobian matrix J𝑑 for the bond between atom 𝑖 and 𝑗 can be written as

J𝑑 = [. . .
𝜕𝑑

𝜕𝑟3𝑖−2

𝜕𝑑

𝜕𝑟3𝑖−1

𝜕𝑑

𝜕𝑟3𝑖
. . .

𝜕𝑑

𝜕𝑟3𝑗−2

𝜕𝑑

𝜕𝑟3𝑗−1

𝜕𝑑

𝜕𝑟3𝑗
. . . ] (2.4.29)

where the bond distance is computed as 𝑑 =
√

(𝑟3𝑖−2 − 𝑟3𝑗−2)2 + (𝑟3𝑖−1 − 𝑟3𝑗−1)2 + (𝑟3𝑖 − 𝑟3𝑗)2.
With the partial derivative of the bond distance 𝑑 with respect to one Cartesian
coordinate 𝑟3𝑖−2 is

𝜕𝑑

𝜕𝑟3𝑖−2

=
𝑟3𝑖−2

𝑑
(2.4.30)

which leads J𝑑 to

J𝑑 = [. . .
𝑟3𝑖−2

𝑑

𝑟3𝑖−1

𝑑

𝑟3𝑖

𝑑
. . .
−𝑟3𝑗−2

𝑑

−𝑟3𝑗−1

𝑑

−𝑟3𝑗

𝑑
. . . ] (2.4.31)

When it comes to multiple bonds, the linear combination of these bond distances is
a possible CV. Taking two bonds as an example, the linear combination is

𝑆 = 𝐶1𝑑1 + 𝐶2𝑑2 (2.4.32)
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where 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 are two coefficients that can be adjusted based on contributions
from corresponding bonds. The Jacobian matrix J𝑆 is the linear combination of sole
J𝑑 as

J𝑆 = 𝐶1J𝑑1 + 𝐶2J𝑑2 (2.4.33)

In this subsection, the three most widely used methods will be introduced,
namely, CMD, US, and MetaD. The differences among these methods are the way
they impose external biased forces on CVs and how they recover the free energy
change.

Constrained Molecular Dynamics

Instead of directly evaluating the free energy, CMD calculates the free energy
change from the integration of FEG, which is defined as

𝜕𝐴

𝜕�
=

< 𝑍
−1/2

� (�� + 𝑘𝐵𝑇
2𝑍2

�
∇� · ∇𝑍�) >

< 𝑍
−1/2

� >
(2.4.34)

where 𝑍� is the metric tensor, �� is the Lagrange multiplier and the rest in the
numerator is the thermo-correction. The above formula can be readily extended
to the system with several constraints. Generally, the SHAKE algorithm is used to
control the selected CV during the simulation.

The constrained force used to keep the CV value is given by

𝐹𝐶 = J�MJ−T
�0

� − �0

∆𝑡
(2.4.35)

where M is the mass matrix and ∆𝑡 is the simulation timestep. The above equation
is solved iteratively until the target value of � is obtained. Compared with Eqn.
2.4.34, 𝐹𝑐 equals �� that is what we are looking for. Under most circumstances, the
metric tensor 𝑍� is a constant and the thermo-correction is at an order of 1𝑒 − 12.
The FEG is approximated as

𝜕𝐴

𝜕�
=< −𝐹𝐶 > (2.4.36)

The corresponding free energy change is then evaluated by the trapezoidal rule as∫�𝑛

�0

d�
𝜕𝐴

𝜕�
≈

𝑛∑
𝑘=1

𝜕𝐴
𝜕� 𝑘−1

− 𝜕𝐴
𝜕� 𝑘

2

∆�𝑘 (2.4.37)
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where 𝑛 points are sampled in the range of [�0, �𝑛].
CMD is a straightforward method to compute the free energy difference. Mean-

while, the Minimum Free Energy Path (MFEP) can be determined based on the
information of FEG, which is very similar to the determination of a MEP on the
PES. However, the hard constraint on the configuration would fail to solve Eqn.
2.4.35 for some systems. When the dimension of CV increases, the computation
cost would increase largely as well.

Umbrella Sampling

US [118] relates the free energy along the CV � with the probability density function
𝑃 is

𝐴(�) = −𝑘𝐵𝑇 ln𝑃(�) (2.4.38)

where 𝑘𝐵𝑇 is the thermal energy. For a US computation, several simulations with
biased force deposited on different values of � would be run in parallel. Normally,
the harmonic potential 𝑉𝐻 is used as the bias

𝑉𝐻 =
1

2

𝑘(� − �0)2 (2.4.39)

where 𝑘 is the force constant and �0 is the target CV value. The derived biased
force is

𝐹𝐻 = 𝑘(� − �0) (2.4.40)

Weighted Histogram Analysis Method (WHAM) is used to reconstruct the
probability density for calculating the free energy, which uses the information of
the distribution of the CV and their corresponding biased potential.

The free energy results from US are considered as the gold standard since it
recovers the free energy difference from the probability. This method is typically
used for one-dimensional CV. The computation cost becomes much larger when
the dimension of CV increases.

Metadynamics

In the MetaD simulation, [119] an external history-dependent potential is added to
the selected CVs, which changes the dynamics behaviour of the system. Therefore,
the FES can be constructed in the space spanned by those CVs. The bias potential
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𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠(𝑆, 𝑡) at time 𝑡 can be written as [120]

𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠(𝑆, 𝑡) =
𝑡∑
0

𝜔 exp(−
𝑑∑
𝑖=1

(𝑆𝑖 − 𝑆𝑖(𝑡′))2

2𝜎2

𝑖
d𝑡′

) (2.4.41)

where 𝜔 is the Gaussian height controlled by the deposition stride, 𝑆𝑖 is one of 𝑑
CVs, and 𝜎𝑖 is the Gaussian width for the 𝑖th CV. This method pushes the system
to escape the local minima to find the nearest saddle point on the FES. When the
transient happens, the bias provides the free-energy estimate as

𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠(𝑆, 𝑡 →∞) = −𝐹(𝑆) + 𝐶 (2.4.42)

where 𝐶 is an arbitrary additive constant. Since absolute free energy is normally not
important, this constant can be readily eliminated for calculating the free-energy
difference.

Compared to other enhanced sampling methods such as CMD and US, MetaD
has several benefits. The low free-energy region can be escaped, while the high
free-energy states can be found during the MetaD simulation. Thus, it usually
helps to discover new reaction channels on the FES spanned by predefined CVs.
Although it is sometimes not straightforward to decide when to stop the simulation,
we can obtain plausible results by checking the sampled configuration space and
the output FES difference between certain time intervals in practice.



3
A U T O M AT I O N W O R K F L O W

The development of automation workflow has been popular these days due to
the accumulation of computational data. Using well-established simulation codes
to evaluate properties of arbitrary materials has been a standard workflow in
the computational physical science community. For example, material discovery
requires hundreds of thousand of calculations to find a material with the desired
property. When the theory level of the calculation is set at DFT, an optional but
widely used approach is to use MLIPs to substitute those expensive calculations.
However, it is not easy to train a decent MLIP from the scratch. Under most
circumstances, it does require some expert knowledge both in the training methods
and the target production areas. Meanwhile, a general and robust MLIP needs
a dataset of over 5000 structures, which makes data management a challenge. It
is highly desirable to develop a package to make the entire protocol automatic.
Here, we summarise the recent progress in automation packages and introduce the
program - GDPy that we have been actively developing.

3.1 introduction

With the increase in computation resources, computational science has been incor-
porating high-throughput computation and big-data analysis to tackle complex
scientific problems. Meanwhile, the workflow becomes much more complicated
these days, which brings the basic computation or simulation to the final result.
This necessitates the development of techniques to store massive data and automate
workflows. There have been some developed packages, aiming to handle ab initio
calculations, in the field of materials science. Some widely used are AFlow, [121] Ato-
mate, [122] and Dflow. [123] Recently, AiiDA has been designed for general purposes
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that are not limited to first-principles calculations. [124] These packages originate
from the materials science community, which is designed for high-throughput
materials discovery. Thus, the implemented workflows focus on the automated
computation of various material properties such as band structure, elastic property,
and magnetic property.

When it comes to the MLIP training, the workflow becomes much more compli-
cated as a number of stages may be included. The two significant aspects of the
MLIP training are the model architecture and the data sampling, both of which
makes a huge impact on the quality of the trained MLIP. In specific, the model
architecture is the MLIP formulation and the data sampling is about the structure
exploration strategies. With considerable efforts devoted to this problem, there
have already been some codes that attempt to streamline the production of MLIPs,
namely, LASP, [125] DP-GEN, [126] and AML. [127] However, these packages are either
not open-sourced or designed to one specific formulation of MLIP with limited
structure sampling methods. The bottleneck that restrains the applications of MLIPs
is that there are no well-established workflows that train MLIPs for complicated
chemical systems. The unsatisfactory accuracy of MLIPs is more often due to the
incomplete structures for the system instead of the specific potential architecture.
Structure sampling can be the determining step for a success of a potential. Fur-
thermore, there is a rapid development of MLIP architecture, where progress can
be seen almost monthly. A unified interface to various MLIP formulations would
be helpful when comparing the accuracy of different potentials on the same dataset.
Therefore, it is highly desirable to develop a package that unifies different MLIP
formulations and offers versatile exploration strategies.

In this work, we outline the procedure of training a MLIP and give a brief
description of our package - GDPy. Some practical advice on training MLIP will be
given in the discussion. Documentation of GDPy can be found in Ref. 128.

3.2 training machine learning interatomic potential

The model training usually starts with a minimal manually built dataset labelled
by the reference potential such as DFT and is followed by a number of iterations
that expand the dataset, which includes the exploration and the selection. In the
exploration stage, several diverse structures will be added based on the target
simulation and adopted exploration algorithms. One exploration can generate a
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large number of candidate structures that may need label or verification by the
reference. For instance, ten parallel 10 ps MD simulations with 1 fs timestep would
produce a hundred thousand structures. We cannot label all of them and it is
also unnecessary. With the selection stage, only the most representative structures
are labelled by the reference, fully utilising the interpolation ability of the MLIP.
After no more structures with unacceptable errors can be found in explorations, the
MLIP is ready to perform some production simulations. Furthermore, we introduce
the concept of dataset compression. Since each exploration is independent, it is
inevitable that very similar structures would be repeatedly added to dataset. It
is necessary to remove such duplicate structures, leading to a compact dataset
for further extension. The above procedures construct an efficient active learning
pipeline.

3.2.1 Model Initialisation

The training procedure starts with an initial model trained on a basic dataset,
which contains small molecules, bulks, and interfaces that are made up of systems
of interest. These structures could be manually built or downloaded from the
online database. Taking the development of PtOx potential as an example, this very
first dataset includes O2 molecule, FCC bulk Pt and its common oxides, and their
low-index surfaces as discussed in Section 6.3.1. Besides, it is more often that we
generate structures from some simulations using low-level theories and label them
afterwards. There exist some great substitutes such as ReaxFF and DFTB potentials
for most materials of interest. If not, DFT with coarse settings, in other words,
small k-points grid and energy cutoff, could be used to run simulations.

3.2.2 Exploration

In the exploration stage, plenty of algorithms can be utilised to generate diverse
structures that can be learned by the model. MD and global optimisation methods
are frequently used. MD is a stable strategy to explore structures since it usually
produces structures around the initial one, which is also an important method
to verify the performance of the potential. Global optimisation methods offer a
comprehensive search on the entire PES thus generate many diverse structures.
However, if the potential were designed for a very specific task that focuses on a very
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narrow PES area, there would be a huge risk of collapse in the local optimisation
as the potential never meets these structures before. When it comes to reaction-
centred research, reaction sampling becomes necessary since potential needs to
learn structures around TS region. Though previously mentioned methods would
occasionally come across some reaction-related structures, it is still not enough
to give a precise description of structures for the reaction, which are needed for
further benchmarking of the potential.

3.2.3 Selection

Since the number of structures in each exploration could be very large, some selec-
tion strategies are designed to sift structures that need label by the reference. As the
training target is to reduce the prediction error on possible structures in production
simulations, it would facilitate the selection a lot if there were an indicator. The
prediction uncertainty is such an indicator. The estimation of prediction uncertainty
usually requires very small additional computation as the actual reference is not
performed. If NN-based potentials were adopted, several (usually four) models
with the same architecture but with randomly initialised hyperparameters are
trained concurrently to form a committee that can estimate the prediction uncer-
tainty. Meanwhile, GPR potentials can readily estimate prediction uncertainty. In
practice, if the property uncertainty evaluated by the model committee is larger
than a custom threshold (0.005 eV/atom for energy or 0.20 eV/Å for forces), which
indicates that the corresponding structures are not well learned and they should
be probably labelled and trained. Furthermore, the selection can be performed
purely based on the geometrical representation of candidate structures. In this
spirit, one structure would be mapped from its Cartesian representation to a feature
vector. Therefore, several mathematical methods, namely, the farthest sampling, the
clustering, and CUR decomposition, [129,130] can extract the most important vectors
(structures) from the feature space, following their own standards.

3.2.4 Compression

After several iterations of exploration, dataset compression can be used to obtain
a compact dataset, which combines the prediction error and structural diversity.
This procedure starts with building an initial dataset that is made up of a given
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Fig. 3.1 The workflow of GDPy.

number of structures selected from each system in the complete dataset based on a
structural descriptor. Then we evaluate unselected structures by a model trained
on the compact dataset and add structures with either energy or force errors larger
than a custom threshold to the new dataset. This reduced dataset can serve as
the initial dataset for the application of a similar system or a subsystem towards a
more general potential. Besides, the compression can be cast on the model itself by
pruning parameters with very small weights, which accelerates the prediction.

3.3 framework of generating deep potential with python

GDPy includes a set of tools and Python modules to automate the structure
exploration and the model training for MLIPs. The major features are a unified
interface to various MLIP architectures, versatile exploration algorithms to construct
a general dataset, and automation workflows for dataset construction and model
training. It consists of several components that are organised into separate modules,
which makes further development straightforward. Users can access almost all
functions through input files in the format of yaml or json.
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3.3.1 Potentials

We can define a potential in a unified input file (pot.yaml) for later simulation and
training. The MLIP calculations are performed by Atomic Simulation Environ-
ment (ASE) calculators using either python built-in codes (PyTorch, TensorFlow)
or File-IO based external codes (e.g. Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively
Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS)). We have already implemented several interfaces to
frequently used MLIPs, namely, EANN, [50] deepmd, [48] lasp, [125] and nequip. [54]

Some potentials besides MLIPs are supported. Force fields or semi-empirical poten-
tials are used for pre-sampling to build an initial dataset, for example, ReaxFF and
DFTB. Ab initio methods are used to label structures with target properties, the one
of which we normally use is VASP.

For most potentials, “type_list” and “model” are two required parameters that
are used by different backends. If the LAMMPS backend is used, “command” must
be set to specify how to run LAMMPS. The example that shows how to define a
potential (eann, deepmd, nequip, reax) in a yaml file (pot.yaml) is given in Lst. 3.1.
The input file for VASP can be a little different as shown in Lst. 3.2.

Listing 3.1 YAML input file for potentials in GDPy.

# -- ase interface
potential:

name: deepmd # name of the potential
params: # potential-specifc params

backend: ase # ase or lammps
type_list: ["C", "H", "O"]
model: ./graph.pb

# -- lammps interface
potential:

name: deepmd
params:

backend: lammps
command: lmp -in in.lammps 2>&1 > lmp.out
type_list: ["C", "H", "O"]
model: ./graph.pb

An interface is offered as well to facilitate the training by using the same set
of parameters. The dataset is automatically converted into the required format.
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Listing 3.2 YAML input file for VASP in GDPy.

potential:
name: vasp
params:

# NOTE: below paths should be absolute/resolved
pp_path: _YOUR-PSEUDOPOTENTIAL-PATH_

vdw_path: _YOUR-VDWKERNEL-PATH_

incar: _YOUR-INCAR-PATH_

# - system depandent
kpts: [1, 1, 1] # kpoints, mesh [1,1,1] or spacing 30 AA^-1
# - run vasp
commad: mpirun -n 32 vasp_std 2>&1 > vasp.out

Some training parameters that are the same for different potentials can be set here
and are mapped to the corresponding one in the training configuration file. To use
the training interface, we need to define several parameters in the trainer section.
Several frequently used parameters are:

• config: Configuration file for the training.

• size: Number of models trained at the same time.

• epochs: Number of training epochs.

• dataset: A list of directories containing xyz files.

• train: Train command that performs the training..

• freeze: Freeze command that deploys model for prediction.

• scheduler: Job setting.

For example, the training setting for deepmd is given in Lst. 3.3. It trains 2

deepmd models with its configuration stored in “./config.json” on a copper system.

3.3.2 Computations

This section gives more details on how to run basic simulations with different po-
tentials using a unified input file, which is generally made up of three components.
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Listing 3.3 YAML input file for deepmd training in GDPy.

potential:
name: deepmd
trainer:

config: ./config.json
size: 2
epochs: 500
dataset:

- ../set/Cu4-Cu4/
- ../set/Cu8-Cu8/

train: "dp train config.json 2>&1 > train.out"
freeze: "dp freeze -o graph.pb 2>&1 > freeze.out"
scheduler:

backend: slurm
partition: k2-gpu
time: "00:30:00"
ntasks: 1
cpus-per-task: 12
mem-per-cpu: 4G
gres: gpu:v100:1
environs: "conda activate deepmd\n"

In the input file, we need to define what potential to use in the potential section,
what simulation to run in the driver section, and finally what scheduler to delegate
if necessary.

The driver supports minimisation, MD, and TS search. For the driver section,
backend, task, init, and run should be specified for each simulation. If an external
backend is used, the minimisation would use the same backend defined in the
potential section if it is valid. Constraints are of great help when simulating some
systems, for instance, surfaces. There are two ways to fix atoms in structures. The
constraints could be either stored in the structure file (e.g. move_mask of xyz and
FractionalXYZ of xsd) or specified in run: constraints. If the latter one is used, the
file-attached constraints would be overridden.

To drive a minimisation, the minimal parameters are “steps” and “fmax”, which
is shown in Lst. 3.4. Specific minimisation algorithms can be defined in “init:
min_style: . . . ”. The default “min_style” is BFGS for the ASE backend while fire
for the LAMMPS backend.
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Listing 3.4 YAML input file for minimisation in GDPy.

driver:
backend: external
task: min
init:

min_style: bfgs
run:

steps: 200 # number of steps
fmax: 0.05 # unit eV/AA, convergence criteria for atomic forces

To drive a MD simulation as shown in Lst. 3.5, thermostat and related parame-
ters need to be set in “init: . . . ”. Three thermostats are supported both by ASE and
LAMMPS, which are nve, nvt and npt.

Listing 3.5 YAML input file for MD in GDPy.

driver:
backend: external
task: md
init:

# 1. NVE
md_style: nve # options are nve, nvt, and npt
timestep: 2.0 # fs, verlet integration timestep
# 2. NVT
#md_style: nvt # options are nve, nvt, and npt
#timestep: 2.0 # fs, verlet integration timestep
#temp: 300 # Kelvin, temperature
#Tdamp: 100 # fs, temperature control frequency
# 3. NPT
#md_style: nvt # options are nve, nvt, and npt
#timestep: 2.0 # fs, verlet integration timestep
#temp: 300 # Kelvin, temperature
#Tdamp: 100 # fs, Heatbath frequency
#pres: 1.0 # atm, equilibrium pressure
#Pdamp: 100 # fs, pressure control frequency

run:
steps: 200 # number of steps
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If the scheduler section is defined in the input file (pot.yaml), a worker would
be created to delegate simulations to the queue. Instead of using a server database,
we implement a lightweight file-based database using TinyDB to manage jobs.

Listing 3.6 YAML input file for a scheduler in GDPy.

scheduler:
backend: slurm
...
# SLURM-PARAMETERS
ntasks: ...
time: ...
...
environs: "conda activte py37" # working environment setting
user_commands: "" # would be automatically set by tasks

An additional keyword “batchsize” can be set in the input file, which will split
the input structures into groups that run as separate jobs. For example, two jobs
would be submitted if we set a batchsize of 3 and have 5 input structures. The
first job would have 3 structures and the second one would have 2 structures. The
default batchsize is 1, and in this case, one structure would occupy one job.

3.3.3 Expeditions

This section introduces expeditions implemented in GDPy. In general, each ex-
pedition includes four stages, namely create, collect, select, and label. As usual,
we offer a unified input file to access different explorations by setting the method
and its corresponding create procedure. Currently, implemented strategies are MD,
GA-based global optimisation, graph-based adsorption, and reaction sampling by
Artificial Force Induced Reaction (AFIR). Expeditions can be combined with any
potential formulation that can be recognised in pot.yaml. The input file architecture
is shown in Lst. 3.7.

In the systems section, we need to specify what particular systems will be
explored. There are several parameters that need to be defined:

• prefix: Use to distinguish systems when creating directories if needed.

• composition: System chemical composition.
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Listing 3.7 YAML input file architecture for expedition in GDPy.

database: ./set # where labelled structures are stored
method: md # options are md, evo, ads, rxn
systems:

... # a dict of system definitions
explorations:

... # a dict of expedition definitions
# for each exploration
exp:

systems: [...]
create:

...
collect:

...
select:

...
...

• kpts: System-depandent for DFT calculation.

• constraint: Fix some atoms during the exploration.

More importantly, there are two ways to create initial structures. The first one
uses structures from a file as in Lst. 3.8. The example below reads structures with
8 Cu atoms as initial structures to explore. The second one defines a generator
to create some, which is shown in Lst. 3.9. The example below creates 2 (size)
structures that have 9 water molecules randomly placed above a Pt substrate.

Listing 3.8 YAML input file for the definition of a system from a file in GDPy.

sysName:
prefix: sysPrefix
structure: ./frames.xyz
composition: {"Cu": 8}
kpts: 30 # kspacing
constraint: "1:4"

The input file of any expedition consists of four parameter sections, namely,
systems, create, collect and select. The systems section contains information on each
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Listing 3.9 YAML input file for the definition of a system from a generator in GDPy.

sysName:
prefix: sysPrefix
generator:

method: random
type: surface
composition: {"H2O": 9}
covalent_ratio: 0.8
substrate: ./substrates.xyz
surfdis: [1.5, 6.5]

size: 2
composition: {"H": 9, "O": 18, "Pt": 16}
kpts: [2,2,1] # kmesh
constraint: "1:4"

system that will be explored. The create section defines the exploration strategy. The
corresponding parameters are specific to different strategies. The collect section has
some parameters that define the behaviour of collecting structures from simulations.
The select section is optional but recommended as similar structures would be
sifted and the most representative structures are sent to the label procedure.

Algorithm 3.1 Code structure of running an expedition in GDPy.

1: for all 𝑒𝑥𝑝 in 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 do
2: for all 𝑠𝑦𝑠 in 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 do
3: create {Run simulation.}
4: collect {Collect results.}
5: select {Select structures.}
6: label {Label candidates.}
7: end for
8: end for

Here, we give an example MD expedition as in Lst. 3.10. We try to explore a
system called sysName as in systems if it were properly defined in the systems
section. The exploration strategy is defined as a driver in create-driver, which has
the same format as we use in pot.yaml. If there were one driver attached with
potential, it would be overridden as the one here. It should be aware that the
parameters would be broadcast here. For example, since temp is a list of integers
([150, 300, 600]), there are three MD simulations for each structure. Each simulation
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runs 12 steps with a timestep of 2 fs. As dump_period is 4, structures at step 0,4,8,12

would be dumped for later collection, which helps save disk usage when running
a very long simulation. In the collect procedure, the keyword traj_period helps
us further choose structures from dumped trajectories. As it is 2, frame 4 and 12

would be chosen from 0,4,8,12. Since three simulations with different temperatures
were run, there would be 6 (2 times 3) structures collected for later analysis. The
selection is an optional procedure. However, it is highly recommended since it
can reduce the dataset size by selecting the most representative structures. We can
define a series of selections to sift collected structures. Here, candidates are selected
from 6 structures if they have prediction deviations in the range (max_devi_e and
max_devi_f). If there were any selected after the deviation, they would be further
sifted by their importance in the feature space spanned by the SOAP descriptor.
At last, the number of candidates would be 2 if there is enough or 0.2 times the
number of rest structures from the previous selection (number: [2, 0.2]).

3.4 conclusion

In this work, we introduce GDPy and its Python package. It provides a unified
interface to various state-of-the-art MLIPs. Versatile exploration algorithms are
realised in order to achieve a general and robust dataset. Furthermore, built-in
automation workflows largely reduce the human labour in training MLIPs. More
advanced sampling methods can be added in the future. We expect that GDPy
could be an effective and efficient tool for the entire community.
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Listing 3.10 YAML input file for MD expedition in GDPy.

explorations:
exp:

systems: ["sysName"]
create:

driver:
backend: external
task: md # md
init:

md_style: nvt
temp: [150, 300, 600] # broadcast params
Tdamp: 100 # fs
timestep: 2 # fs
dump_period: 4

run:
steps: 12

collect:
traj_period: 2

select: # list of selection procedures
- method: deviation # selection based on model deviation

random_seed: 1112
criteria:

max_devi_e: [0.01, 0.25]
max_devi_f: [0.05, 0.25]

- method: descriptor
random_seed: 1112
descriptor:

name: soap
species: ["C", "Pd"]
rcut : 6.0
nmax : 12
lmax : 8
sigma : 0.3
average : inner
periodic : true

criteria:
method: cur
zeta: -1
strategy: descent

number: [2, 0.2]



4
I N V E S T I G AT I N G R E A C T I O N S I N H E T E R O G E N E O U S
C ATA LY S I S U S I N G A B I N I T I O M O L E C U L A R D Y N A M I C S

In this chapter, we introduce a model system in heterogeneous catalysis: CO
oxidation on Pt(111) surface and our investigation of it using AIMD. The atomic
picture of this reaction has been revealed by DFT calculation at the end of the
last century, which is one of the pioneer works in computational catalysis. [131] At
that time, the reaction profile only considered the total energy change with the
TS loosely determined. Recently, AIMD has been widely used in catalysis studies
since it can directly produce free energy results beyond conventional harmonic
approximation.

The most significant aspect of studying chemical reactions with AIMD is to
choose a proper CV to describe the reaction of interest. Though CO oxidation is
not complex, its dynamic behaviour has not been fully understood. Here, we take
CO oxidation on Pt(111) at 300 K as an example to demonstrate the protocol of
selecting CVs guided by the free energy decomposition which quantifies individual
bond free energy contributions. The basic concept is to conduct the brute-force
MD initiated from the TS on the FES, which is refined from the one on the PES, to
generate the reaction path at a finite temperature. The validity of this reaction path
is further demonstrated by a 2D free energy landscape spanned by the path-CV. By
choosing CVs including other bond distances, we find that CO oxidation cannot
be well understood by US or CMD solely along the OC-O bond distance. The free
energy decomposition analysis suggests that not only the OC–O bond but also
two O–Pt bonds are responsible for the free energy change. The further CMD
simulations along selected CVs based on the insights from our protocol capture
different reaction stages and give solid estimations of free energy barriers. The
major results in this chapter have been published in Ref. 113.
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4.1 introduction

Understanding reaction mechanisms at the atomic level have always been one of the
main tasks of computational heterogeneous catalysis. In the last few decades, the
entire field has devoted itself to exploring a large number of reactions by searching
for local minima and saddle points on the PES. The TS theory bridges the gap
between equilibrium properties and kinetics with the applicability of free energies
(Gibbs and Helmholtz). For surface reaction calculations, [88,108,132] a specific free
energy is usually estimated as the potential energy plus the statistical mechanics’
correction. [133] However, the most inviting heterogeneous catalytic reactions are
carried out under situations far from the ideal conditions that we adopt in common
calculations. Some reactions such as oxidation and reduction can only happen
at a relatively high temperature which leads to surface disorder from the 0 K
lattice structure. [134,135] Other reactions can take place at ambient temperature
but have to occur at solute–solid interfaces, especially for electrocatalysis [136,137]

and photocatalysis. [138,139] Moreover, the structures of nanoclusters change rapidly
during reactions, which cannot be treated as frozen solids. [19,20] In the studies
related to the above reactions, AIMD based on the DFT is usually adopted, which
offers novel understanding with acceptable accuracy. Not only new insights into
reaction mechanisms but also free energy values with much better accuracy can be
obtained from AIMD. [111,112]

Since the difference between the Gibbs free energy and the Helmholtz free
energy is very small for surface reactions, the latter is usually evaluated using
AIMD. To explore the FES using MD simulations, plenty of strategies have been
developed, namely CMD, [140] US, [118,141] MetaD [119,120] and others. [142–144] In the
framework of the above methods, the free energy change is associated with a
particular coordinate known as the CV. The free energy at a given value of the CV
�0 can be determined by

𝐴(�0) = −𝑘𝐵𝑇 ln𝑃(�0)

= −𝑘𝐵𝑇 ln

∫
dq𝑁 exp(−𝒰(q𝑁 )/𝑘𝐵𝑇)𝛿(� − �0)∫

dq𝑁 exp(−𝒰(q𝑁 )/𝑘𝐵𝑇)

(4.1.1)

where 𝑃(�0) is the probability density of finding the system with the CV � equal to
�0, q𝑁 is the coordinate of 𝑁 atoms in the system, and 𝒰 is the potential energy of
the system. The free energy change along the progress of the CV is the free energy
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profile which is often referred to as the PMF. The CV selection for some reactions is
quite obvious. Normally, they are structural parameters (bond distances, angles or
torsions) changing drastically throughout the reaction. The linear combination of
several forming and breaking bonds can also be used for reactions involving many
atoms. [145] In addition, the path-CV [146,147] devised by Branduardi et al. is suitable
for studying the free energy change along a preassigned path by offering a set of
reference structures.

Nowadays, the CV selection deeply relies on how we understand the reaction of
interest based on chemical insights. Various methods have been proposed to effi-
ciently extract suitable CVs for a given reaction. Most of them employ mathematical
analysis of metastable state fluctuations [148] or MD trajectories. [149] When it comes
to surface reactions, many bonds can be affected due to the interaction between
the adsorbates and the surface. As a consequence, choosing bonds responsible for
the free energy change is a non-trivial task. Haas and Chu tried to understand
biochemical reactions by calculating individual atom-free energy contributions
along the reaction path. [150] As bond distances frequently serve as CVs, the bond
free energy contribution is a better descriptor than the atomic one. Therefore, we
suggest a protocol which analyses individual bond-free energy contributions by
utilising the information of FEGs along the reaction path and further guides the CV
selection in the current work. The elementary step of CO oxidation on the Pt(111)
surface is chosen and tested for the following reasons. This reaction is perhaps the
most typical model surface reaction. As one of the noxious pollutants resulting
from power generation and automobiles, it is necessary to remove CO. Catalytic
CO oxidation as an a posteriori process answers the demands for environmentally
friendly technology in modern society. [1,131,151] Among the steps in the overall
process, the elementary step from the co-adsorbed CO and O to the adsorbed CO2

is arguably the most important one, the chemical equation for which is

CO∗ + O∗ −→ CO2

∗ (4.1.2)

where * denotes the adsorption state. Pioneering DFT exploration of its potential
energy profile [131] and later theoretical work [86,152] unravelled CO oxidation on the
Pt(111) surface at the atomic scale. Recently, a few AIMD studies focusing on the
posttransition-state dynamics investigated the process of the CO2 desorption. [153,154]

In the current work, we study the above elementary reaction to demonstrate the
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above protocol, aiming to gain more insights into this process from the perspective
of the FES.

4.2 methods

4.2.1 Electronic Structure Calculation and Molecular Dynamics Simulation

All electronic structure calculations were performed using the VASP [155] in the
framework of DFT at the level of GGA applying the PBE [156] functional. The Pro-
jector Augmented Wave (PAW) [157] pseudopotential with a kinetic energy cut-off
of 400 eV was adopted to describe core-electrons, which is the largest among the
three elements (C, O, and Pt) in the system (400 eV for O). The first order Meth-
fessel–Paxton [158] scheme was used with a smearing width of 0.2 eV. The Brillouin
zone was sampled using a 12 × 12 × 12 Gamma-centred k-points scheme [159] for
Pt bulk and 4 × 4 × 1 for the Pt(111) surface. The optimised lattice length of the
FCC Pt bulk is 3.97 Å which is close to the experimental result of 3.91 Å. [160] The
Pt(111) surface model was constructed as a four-layer 𝑝(2× 2) unit cell with a ∼12

Å vacuum slab along the Z direction. The bottom two layers were frozen during all
ionic position updates. For geometric optimisations, all the forces on flexible atoms
were minimised to less than 0.05 eV/Å−1.

The BOMD was used for AIMD simulations. Adsorbates and the top two layers
were updated using the Verlet algorithm with a timestep of 1.0 fs, coupled with
the Nosé–Hoover [161] thermostat to maintain the target temperature of 300 K. Thus,
the free energy mentioned below is the Helmholtz free energy corresponding to
the NVT ensemble. The standard brute-force MD and enhanced sampling methods
including the CMD and the US were realised using the code Bucko implemented
in the VASP. [162] For the CMD, each structure was first equilibrated for 0.5 ps and
later 3 ps to average FEGs. The block average algorithm [163] was used to assess
the statistical uncertainty of FEGs, which is implemented by Spencer. [164] The
integration of FEGs was performed simply using the trapezoidal method. In the
US, the Gaussian function was taken as the biasing potential with a height of -5.0
eV and a width of 0.5 Å. The samples were collected during a 3 ps simulation after
a 0.5 ps equilibration. The code of the WHAM [118] analysis used to reconstruct the
PMF was developed by Grossfield. [165]
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4.2.2 Mathematical Derivation of Path-CV

For free energy calculations along the path-CV, our homemade code was utilised to
carry out the US along the path-CV according to velocities and forces given by the
VASP. Two components of the bond referred path-CV s and z took the form of [166]

𝑠(Ξ) =
1

𝑃 − 1

∑𝑃
𝑖=1

(𝑖 − 1) exp(−�(Ξ−Ξ𝑖)2)∑𝑃
𝑖=1

exp(−�(Ξ−Ξ𝑖)2)
(4.2.1)

𝑧(Ξ) = − 1

�
ln (

𝑃∑
𝑖=1

exp(−�(Ξ−Ξ𝑖)2)) (4.2.2)

where Ξ = [�1 . . . �𝑁 ] is the path vector whose entries are primitive CVs, 𝑃 is the
number of reference structures and � is the coefficient which smooths the path.

In our simulations, we took five bond distances, 𝑅𝐶-𝑃𝑡𝐷 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐴 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐵 , and
𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐶 to form the path-CV. The value of � is recommended as the reciprocal of the
distance between two neighbour reference structures. Since we took 30 reference
structures, � was set to 100 Å−2.

To calculate the PMF along the path-CV, we utilised the US. Here, we took the
harmonic potential as the restraint. The potential can be written as

𝑉𝐻 =
1

2

𝑘(� − �0)2 (4.2.3)

where 𝑘 is the spring constant and � can be the path progress 𝑠 or the path deviation
𝑧. We adopted the spring constant 500 eV for 𝑠 and 80 eV for 𝑧. To add this restraint
to the system, we have to calculate the Jacobian matrix which transforms the
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Cartesian coordinates to the path-CV. The mathematical formulas are

𝜕𝑠

𝜕R
=

1

𝑃 − 1

𝜕𝑔
𝜕R 𝑓 − 𝑔

𝜕 𝑓
𝜕R

𝑓 2

𝜕𝑧

𝜕R
= − 1

� 𝑓

𝜕 𝑓

𝜕R

𝑓 (∆Ξ𝑖) =
𝑃∑
𝑖=1

exp(−�(∆Ξ𝑖)2)

𝑔(∆Ξ𝑖) =
𝑃∑
𝑖=1

(𝑖 − 1) exp(−�(∆Ξ𝑖)2)

𝜕 𝑓

𝜕R
=

𝑃∑
𝑖=1

−2� exp(−�(Ξ−Ξ𝑖)2)(Ξ−Ξ𝑖)
𝜕ΞT

𝜕R

𝜕𝑔

𝜕R
=

𝑃∑
𝑖=1

−2�(𝑖 − 1) exp(−�(Ξ−Ξ𝑖)2)(Ξ−Ξ𝑖)
𝜕ΞT

𝜕R

(4.2.4)

where R is the Cartesian coordinate and ∆Ξ𝑖 = Ξ − Ξ𝑖 is the difference between
the current structure and the 𝑖th reference structure. This series of simulations
for path-CV was carried out from 𝑠 = 0.0 to 𝑠 = 1.0 at an interval of 0.02 while 𝑧
was controlled around 0.05. The system at each sample point first equilibrated for
0.5 ps and then produced for 3.0 ps. The final 2D PMF spanned by 𝑠 and 𝑧 was
constructed by the 2D WHAM.

4.2.3 Protocol of the free energy decomposition

In order to understand the reaction from the free energy perspective, we put
forward a protocol which decomposes the total free energy change into the free
energy contribution of individual bonds. This method can be readily transferred
to other surface reactions because it utilises the advantage of the CMD and begins
with the TS on the PES. More details will be provided by applying it to the reaction
of the CO oxidation on the Pt(111) surface below. The procedure is organised as
follows:

(i) Find the TS on the PES with frequently used search methods such as the
constrained minimisation [167,168] or the NEB method. [169] Refine the above TS
to the one at the target temperature according to FEGs given by CMD. [170]

FEGs on corresponding CVs should be minimised to a threshold near zero.
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(ii) Generate the reaction path by using the brute-force MD starting from the
TS forwards and backwards to the FS and the IS, respectively. The outcome
path intrinsically comprises the reaction environment change due to the finite
temperature including the surface relaxation.

(iii) Carry out the CMD on selected equidistance structures along the reaction path
to obtain individual bond-free energy changes, which guides the selection of
CVs for various stages of the reaction. Later, enhanced sampling methods can
be performed to acquire better interpretable PMFs along selected CVs.

4.3 results and discussion

4.3.1 Potential energy profile of the CO oxidation on the Pt(111) surface

We started our investigation by calculating the potential energy profile of the CO
oxidation on Pt(111). To better understand the reaction, here we recap the structure
characteristics of the Pt(111) surface. Fig. 4.1 denotes a few adsorption states and
key bond distances used in our work. There are four adsorption sites on the surface,
namely the HCP site, the FCC site, the bridge site and the top site. The IS with the
lowest potential energy is that CO is on the top site while O co-adsorbs on the FCC
site in the 𝑝(2× 2) unit cell.

This reaction is driven by the interaction between the co-adsorbed CO and O
and Fig. 4.2 shows four key structures during the reaction. Beginning from the
co-adsorbed IS, O moves to the bridge site which provides the opportunity for CO
to interact with O. The TS is located at the HCP site where CO weakly bonds to
O. Finally, the formed CO2 will move from HCP site to the bridge site, which then
desorbs into the gas phase. Intuitively, the distance of the forming OC–O bond
(𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂) can serve as the CV. However, microscopically, several bonds are generated
and cleaved consecutively due to the interaction between the adsorbates and the
surface. It may be inappropriate to attribute all of the free energy change to the
sole ROC-O change and the interpretation of this reaction may not be completely
convincing without taking other bonds into consideration. Obviously, ROC–O

changes explicitly but the other four bonds also vary during the whole reaction.
RO–PtA and RO–PtB elongate until these two bonds break when O moves from the
FCC site to the top site at PtC. If the CO2 finally desorbs, RO–PtC will also change.
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Fig. 4.1 Notations are used throughout this chapter. (a) Four Pt atoms in the first
layer are marked as PtA to PtD. The FCC, HCP, bridge and top sites are where CO
and O can be adsorbed on. (b) The structure of the initial state with the lowest
potential energy is illustrated. Bond distances 𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂 , RO–PtA , RO–PtB , RO–PtC and
RC-PtD are important structural features during the reaction.
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Fig. 4.2 Key structures of the CO oxidation on the Pt(111): (a) the initial state;
(b) the transition state; (c) the final state; and (d) the physisorbed CO2. In this
study, the elementary reaction from (a) to (c) is extensively investigated by DFT
calculation and AIMD. The 𝑝(3× 3) unit cell is used only for illustrative purposes.
All calculations were carried out using the 𝑝(2× 2) unit cell.

In addition, CO is restricted by the C-PtD bond around the top site, which varies to
allow C to interact with O during the whole reaction.

Then we calculated the potential energy changes along the path, starting with
the co-adsorbed CO and O and ending with the adsorbed CO2. Fig. 4.3 illustrates
the potential energy profile along the MEP via NEB [169] calculations. Direct thermo-
corrections were applied to estimate the corresponding free energies at 300 K (the
mathematical formula of which can be found in the Section 2.3). Since AIMD
here does not retrieve the nuclear quantum effect, the ZPE is excluded from the
free energy correction for further comparison. Table 4.1 gives the corresponding
potential energy and the free energy data. The potential energy barriers are
similar to those reported in recent articles, [153,171] which assures the accuracy of
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Table 4.1 Potential energy and free energy of CO oxidation on Pt(111) Surface along
the MEP.

Image Potential Energy (eV) Free Energy at 300K (eV) Notes

1 0.0 0.0 IS
2 0.0128 0.0129

3 0.0137 0.0037

4 0.4586 0.4686

5 0.9161 0.9461 TS
6 0.3885 0.4086

7 0.1864 0.3764

8 -0.0210 -0.0110

9 -0.0530 -0.0530 FS

the electronic structure calculation setting in this study. The reaction process has
a forward potential energy barrier of 0.92 eV and 0.97 eV for the backward step
while free energy barriers are 0.95 eV and 1.00 eV, respectively. The energy profile
is almost symmetrical except for the turning point located in the last half-reaction,
where the process of the CO2 rotation from the HCP site to the bridge site takes
place.

4.3.2 Potential of mean force along the OC–O bond distance

Towards the free energy calculation of this reaction, we accomplished the US and
the CMD by taking 𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂 as the CV first. These two methods are most frequently
used to calculate the PMF in the AIMD. Both methods sampled 𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂 from 3.3 Å
to 1.2 Å with an interval of 0.1 Å.

The US gives a forward free energy barrier of 0.83 eV, which is about 0.1 eV lower
than the direct thermodynamically corrected results 0.95 eV. In the thermodynamic
corrections, the harmonic approximation is used, while the US actually samples all
the dynamic motions at the finite temperature. The deviation between these two
values can be attributed to the existence of anharmonicities in the system. [109] Table
4.2 gives the free energy profile and its corresponding standard error. Although
the free energy curve seems smooth, the sampling along 𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂 from the TS to the
FS appears to be peculiar. For the PMF from the US, the FS has a much lower free
energy as shown in Fig. 4.4 Since the US estimates the free energy from the relative
probability of sampled CV values, we cannot determine the stable states on the FES
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Fig. 4.3 Potential energy profile of the CO oxidation on the Pt(111) surface along
the minimum energy path. Seven structures were linearly interpolated between the
initial state and the final state. Forces perpendicular to the path were minimised
smaller than 0.05 eV/Å−1. The forward potential energy barrier is 0.92 eV while the
backward step is 0.97 eV. Thermodynamic corrections are also applied to obtain
the free energies for the IS, the TS and the FS. The resulting forward and backward
free energy barrier is 0.95 eV and 1.00 eV, respectively.
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when unaware of the FEG. The 𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂 in the optimised adsorbed CO2 on the PES is
1.290 Å, and the 𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂 in the FS on the FES is expected to be about 1.3 Å. However,
the histogram of samples from the US illustrates that the number of samples at 1.3
Å is significantly lower than those in other regions. As its barrier is about 0.2 eV, [172]

the desorption of chemisorbed CO2 over the bridge site can be easily observed
within a few hundred MD steps at 300 K depending on the initial structure and
velocities. Meanwhile, the restraining potential was only applied to the reacting
OC–O bond while the C–PtD and O–PtC bonds that anchor the molecule on the
surface are rather flexible in our simulations, and CO2 would form readily and
fleet into the gas phase during the simulations initiated from the structure with the
𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂 between 1.2 Å and 1.4 Å. As a consequence, most samples with 𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂 of
about 1.3 Å are contributed by CO2 in the gas phase, which unlikely describes the
behaviour of the adsorbed CO2. The FS with the free energy of -0.42 eV is actually
the gas CO2 ensemble. Moreover, the interpretation of the reaction based on 𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂

is ambiguous, which will be discussed below.
On the other hand, the CMD presents a similar PMF to the one obtained from

the US by integrating FEGs at sample points with a little larger forward free energy
barrier of 0.86 eV and the backward free energy barrier of 0.92 eV. The FEGs and
their standard errors are given in Table 4.3. The FEG decreases linearly with the
decrease of ROC–O from 3.3 Å to 2.2 Å but suddenly drops to zero with only 0.2 Å
reduction in ROC–O. Moreover, intermediate states on the FES should have zero FEG
which is analogous to the case of the PES. [173] The requirement of the zero FEG for
intermediate states indicates that key states of the reaction can be located along
𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂 , which is 3.3 Å, 2.0 Å and 1.28 Å for the IS, the TS and the FS, respectively.
Fig. 4.5 illustrates the PMF with the key states marked. The abnormally large FEG
at 1.2 Å is the result of the large tension of the C–O bond in the gas CO2. From the
structures sampled in the CMD simulations, we find that CO2 could feasibly rotate
from the HCP site to the bridge site when 𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂 is smaller than 1.5 Å. Thus, the
collected samples after the TS can be classified into two categories. When 𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂 is
between 1.5 Å and 2.0 Å, most samples are the OC–O complex over the HCP site.
For 𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂 being smaller than 1.5 Å, adsorbed CO2 on the bridge site constitutes the
majority of samples. Although the CMD gives a better performance in describing
the FS than the US, the samples collected in simulations from the two categories
imply the deficiency of 𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂 in understanding this reaction.
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Table 4.2 Free energy profile of CO oxidation on Pt(111) surface by US.

𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂 (Å) Free Energy (eV) Standard Error (eV) Notes

3.300 0.0000 0.0000 IS
3.200 0.0021 0.0004

3.100 0.0404 0.0010

3.000 0.0633 0.0018

2.900 0.0778 0.0026

2.800 0.1331 0.0028

2.700 0.1935 0.0033

2.600 0.2579 0.0037

2.500 0.3226 0.0039

2.400 0.4179 0.0041

2.300 0.5243 0.0042

2.200 0.6584 0.0042

2.100 0.7996 0.0044

2.000 0.8332 0.0046 TS
1.900 0.8296 0.0048

1.800 0.7684 0.0048

1.700 0.6947 0.0050

1.600 0.4982 0.0054

1.500 0.2307 0.0055

1.400 -0.0456 0.0054

1.300 -0.2953 0.0054 Gas State
1.200 -0.4175 0.0054
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Fig. 4.4 PMF and numbers of samples collected in various bins for the CO oxidation
on the Pt(111) surface along 𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂 by the umbrella sampling. A Gaussian function
with 5 eV depth and 0.5 Å width worked as the restraining potential. The blue
curve is the PMF while colourful bars are the numbers of samples collected during
simulations. The forward free energy barrier is 0.83 eV. This method fails to
determine the free energy of the final state because samples representing the
adsorbed CO2 are difficult to collect during simulations initiating from structures
with 𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂 between 1.2 Å and 1.4 Å.
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Table 4.3 FEG and standard error of CO oxidation on Pt(111) surface by CMD.

𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂 (Å) FEG (eV/Å) Standard Error (eV/Å) Notes

3.300 -0.0323 0.0180 IS
3.200 -0.0825 0.0078

3.100 -0.1809 0.0116

3.000 -0.2806 0.0113

2.900 -0.3927 0.0133

2.800 -0.5248 0.0159

2.700 -0.6649 0.0078

2.600 -0.8213 0.0255

2.500 -1.0447 0.0102

2.400 -1.2366 0.0271

2.300 -1.4446 0.0424

2.200 -1.6375 0.0228

2.100 -0.3318 0.0261

2.001 0.0517 0.0134 TS
1.900 0.2065 0.0129

1.800 0.5626 0.0104

1.700 1.2118 0.0240

1.600 1.4155 0.0217

1.500 3.0181 0.0234

1.394 2.3951 0.0252

1.304 0.7338 0.0396

1.280 0.0146 0.0493 FS
1.218 2.9766 0.1737
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Fig. 4.5 PMF for the CO oxidation on the Pt(111) surface along 𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂 by the CMD.
The SHAKE algorithm was used to constrain 𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂 at given values. The generated
forward free energy barrier is 0.86 eV. The key states, the IS, the TS and the FS are
marked by stars, located at 3.3 Å, 2.0 Å and 1.28 Å respectively. The extremely large
free energy gradient at 1.2 Å is majorly caused by the tension of the OC–O bond.
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4.3.3 Collective variable selection by the free energy decomposition

The incapability of describing the adsorbed CO2 state implies that 𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂 alone may
not be the most suitable CV. But it is extremely time-consuming to test whether a
structural parameter does contribute to the reaction free energy change rather than
fluctuations caused by its periodic thermal vibration. To demonstrate the protocol
of the CV selection by the free energy decomposition along the reaction path, we
first tested the first two steps in Section 4.2.3. The MEP of the CO oxidation
displays that there are two bonds (RO–PtA , RO–PtB) cleaved and one bond 𝑅𝑂𝐶–𝑂

formed during the reaction. Two additional bonds (RC–PtD , RO–PtC) are constantly
being adjusted during the entire reaction. When O is close to CO, the O-PtD bond
distance also becomes smaller. While the smallest distance during the reaction is
always larger than 2.7 Å, we suggest that the change in this bond will not affect
the free energy change. Besides, one may assume that the change in the triple
bond of CO could also influence the reaction. Hence, we performed an on-the-fly
FEG analysis on this bond which shows a synchronous change in the FEG and the
bond distance. For several brute-force trajectories beginning from the TS, we could
calculate the instant FEG of a selected CV by the vector form of FEG proposed by
Darve et al.. [144] Since a plausible estimation of the FEG must be established on
its average, we split the CV value into several small bins and averaged the instant
FEGs. The analysis on 𝑅𝐶≡𝑂 is shown in Fig. 4.6. The bond distance changes
around its equilibrated distance. Thus, we concluded that there is no net free energy
contribution from C-O triple bond during the reaction. Our result shows that the
previously mentioned five bonds could contribute to the free energy change in the
current system.

Reaction path generation and evaluation. To obtain the reaction path along
the FES, we used the following three-step approach. Step 1: To find the TS on
the PES, which is key to reducing the computing cost, we utilised the constrained
minimisation, which has been successfully applied to the TS search in various
reaction systems. [167,168,174] Step 2: The refinement of the TS would be relayed by
the CMD during which the chosen CV updates according to the FEG. [170] For the
CO oxidation, though the reaction is driven by different bonds at different stages,
the OC–O bond plays the most significant role when it comes to the TS either on
the PES or on the FES. Since the structure on the PES has already captured the
major characteristic of the reaction, the optimisation of the TS on the FES can be
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Fig. 4.6 𝑅𝐶≡𝑂 and its FEG during a brute-force trajectory are illustrated. The bond
distance and its FEG fluctuate with a certain period.
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accelerated by adopting the TS on the PES as the initial structure and also avoids
the region on the FES which is not merely determined by the OC–O bond. The TS
at 300 K was found with very few updates of the ROC–O by minimising the FEG
to zero as shown in Fig. 4.5, the length of which is 2.007 Å, a little longer than
1.988 Å of the one on the PES. Since the simulated temperature is ca. 300 K, the
bond distance difference between the 0 K-PES and the 300 K-FES is very small.
The increase of the OC–O bond length at the TS on the FES relative to that on
the PES can be expected due to thermal vibrations. Step 3: Beginning with the
structure of the TS on the FES, brute-force MD simulations were carried out with
initial velocities being set to make ROC–O shorter or elongated to push it to the IS or
the FS, respectively, at 300 K. These two trajectories were connected to constitute a
complete reaction path from the IS to the FS. The potential energy changes and the
temperature fluctuations of selected trajectories are shown in the Fig. 4.7. Those
trajectories were carried out at a timestep of 0.2 fs. Since the integration timestep
is really small, most output trajectories were very similar. Thus, we selected two
trajectories, one from TS to FS and the other from TS to IS. Unlike several powerful
but expensive MFEP optimisation methods, e.g. the string method [175,176] and the
CMD-based discrete path optimisation, [177,178] the above procedure only requires a
brute-force trajectory starting from the TS. In addition, the difference between the
trajectory and those of intrinsic reaction coordinate trajectories is that the former
can incorporate surface relaxation at finite temperature.

Before carrying out the free energy decomposition, we utilised the path-CV to
evaluate the effectiveness of the reaction path generated above. With the difficulty
in free energy calculations along multi-CVs by enhanced sampling methods due
to the unaffordable computing time, it is easy for one to utilise the path-CV to
comprise plentiful CVs. From the obtained brute-force MD trajectory, we selected
30 equidistant structures with a smoothing parameter � of 100 Å−2 to form the
path-CV including the above five bond distances as its components. To sample
structures around the reaction path, harmonic potentials with the spring constant of
500 eV and 80 eV are used to restrain the path-CV s at certain values between 0 and
1 and z at 0.05, respectively. Fig. 4.8 shows the 2D free energy landscape from the
co-adsorbed CO and O to the adsorbed CO2 by the US and also the projected PMF
along 𝑠. The PMF from the IS to the TS are really similar to ones from the US and
the CMD along the sole ROC–O, which yields a forward free energy barrier of 0.87

eV and the backward energy of 0.92 eV. The obvious difference lies in the region 𝑠
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Fig. 4.7 Two trajectories were used to construct the reaction path. The trajectory
ends with the IS is shown in (a) while the other stops at the FS are shown in (b).
For each trajectory, the potential energy and temperature changes are plotted.
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Fig. 4.8 PMF for the CO oxidation obtained by US along the path-CV. The 3D
free energy landscape illustrates the reaction path from a selected brute-force MD
trajectory. The free energy barriers are taken as values along the projected curve at
𝑧 = 0.05, which gives 0.87 eV for the forward and 0.92 eV for the backward. The
plateau of 𝑠 ∈ [0.5, 0.7] reflects the slow rotation of CO2 from the HCP site to the
bridge site.

between 0.5 to 0.7. Unlike the monotonic lowering of the free energy in ROC–O from
the US simulations, there is a plateau indicating the distinct behaviour between
the PES and the 300 K-FES. The reason for this is the rotation from the loosely
bonded CO and O with a ROC–O of about 1.3 Å passing the TS to the stabilised bent
CO2 as the FS. The outcome 2D free energy landscape not only demonstrates the
effectiveness of the brute-force MD trajectory but also captures the rotation process.

Free energy decomposition. It is clear that the path-CV made up of five bonds
can generate the proper PMF. To understand the importance of these bonds, we
carried out the free energy decomposition analysis, in which the CMD of the 30

reference structures were obtained. Fig. 4.9 shows the constrained bond distances
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Fig. 4.9 Bond distance changes of five bonds along the selected brute-force molecular
dynamics trajectory. Three bond distances, ROC–O, RO–PtA and RO–PtB , change
explicitly while RC-PtD and RO-PtC are only slightly adjusted. During the reaction,
ROC–O varies from 3.3 Å to 1.28 Å. The distances of two O–Pt bonds, RO-PtA and
RO-PtB , ranges from 2.0 Å to more than 3.5 Å. The distances of rest two bonds, RC-PtD

and RO-PtC , only fluctuates around 2.0 Å.

along the reaction path and the FEGs. As can be seen, ROC–O changes drastically
along the reaction path and then keeps fluctuating around 1.3 Å, which is expected
to be observed for the formation of CO2. RC-PtD stays around 2.0 Å which is
stretched compared to the adsorption bond length. Two of three O–Pt bonds are
elongated at different stages of the reaction, which reflects the bond cleavage for O
to react with CO. However, the understanding obtained from the bond distance
changes in the reaction is limited. Thus, we utilised the FEG from the CMD to gain
insights into the free energy contributions of each bond.

The free energy contribution of each bond is integrated from the FEG along the
reaction path. Fig. 4.10 illustrates the free energy changes and the FEG, respectively.
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The free energy changes combine the information from both the bond distance
changes and the FEG. These curves show that the entire reaction can be divided
into four stages: (i) the O-PtA bond activation with the bond increase; (ii) the
repulsive interaction between CO and O with the decrease of the OC–O bond; (iii)
the attractive interaction between CO and O with the further decrease of the OC–O
bond; and (iv) the second O-PtB activation with the just formed CO2 rotation. The
individual bond contribution to the total free energy changes is apparent from the
free energy changes along the bond by integrating the FEG. It can be seen from both
the bond distance changes and the free energy contribution that the CO oxidation
reaction is ignited by the first O-PtA activation. When the image number 𝑁 ∈ [1, 8],
O would crawl from the FCC site to the bridge site by overcoming a free energy
barrier of 0.60 eV. After the O–Pt bond increases to 2.7 Å, O is close enough to
interact with CO, which is reflected by the increasing free energy of 0.24 eV from
𝜕𝐴/𝜕𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 for 𝑁 ∈ [8, 12]. The second stage ends with the CO getting through
the repulsive region to form a roughly bonded OC–O. These results demonstrate
that the major difficulty in CO oxidation is the O self-activation (0.60 eV). The total
forward free energy barrier of 0.84 eV calculated by the path-CV US can be mostly
attributed to the 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐴 (0.60 eV) and the 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 (0.24 eV). After the TS, CO and
O are getting closer which is in the region 𝑁 ∈ [12, 15], during which the OC–O
bond becomes attractive, thus lowering the free energy by 0.45 eV. At this stage, the
𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 of about 1.3 Å indicates that CO2 can be considered to have been formed.
Then the second activation of the O-PtB bond as in 𝑁 ∈ [15, 30] pushes CO2 to move
from the HCP site to the bridge site. This activation is a relatively long process
and lasts for almost 15 images, which lowers the free energy by 0.36 eV. During the
long rotation process, the OC–O bond does not contribute considerably to the free
energy changes because of its periodic stretching. As discussed above, the OC–O
bond attraction lowers the free energy by 0.45 eV larger than that of the O-PtB

activation (0.36 eV), which will dominate the reverse process of the CO oxidation
i.e. the CO2 activation. In addition, the C-PtD bond and the O-PtC bond have no
significant effect on the CO oxidation process: their free energy contributions are at
a magnitude of 0.05 eV.
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Fig. 4.10 Free energy contributions of five bonds. The reaction can be divided into
four stages dominated by various bonds: (i) the first O–Pt bond activation by the
O-PtA bond; (ii) the repulsive interaction of the OC–O bond; (iii) the attractive
interaction of the OC–O bond; (iv) the second O–Pt bond activation by the O-PtB
bond. Red curves are free energy changes while blue curves are respective free
energy gradients.
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4.3.4 Further verification on the collective variable selection

The free energy decomposition analysis guided us to include 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 and 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐴 to
describe the process before the TS while 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 and 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐵 after the TS. The whole
free energy decomposition pattern shows that only a few bonds contribute to the
free energy changes at different stages of the reaction. The FEG of active bonds
are evaluated under the conditions that other inactive bonds are constrained at the
same time, which may underestimate the influence of the changes in those bonds.
Although the four stages can be recognised from the free energy decomposition, it
is difficult to accurately sample individual bonds for each stage. Recently, Hovan
et al. suggested that this problem could be simplified by using the path-CV made
up of weighted CVs. [179] The method requires the weight coefficients of CV along
the reaction progress to incorporate a multidimensional CV into one weighted path-
CV. Despite its potential in capturing CV significance in driving the dynamics, it
could be computationally intensive for obtaining these weights, and thus expensive
for AIMD. For simplicity, we only divided this elementary reaction into two parts
which are separated by the TS, in which the CMD was performed along the CV by
combining the indispensable bonds discussed above.

For the process from the IS to the TS, we took the linear combination of two bond
distances 𝑆(𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐴), which incorporates the influence of these two bonds.
𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐴 is used to describe the process of the O-PtA bond activation while 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 is
used for the interaction between CO and O near the TS. Fig. 4.11 shows the PMF
along the selected CV. In this PMF, the near zero FEGs indicate that the IS is at
𝑆 = 1.3 Å and the TS is at 𝑆 = −0.9 Å. It gives a forward free energy barrier of 0.87

eV, which is similar to the ones obtained for other CVs. The output FEG decreases
gradually with the increase of 𝑆(𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐴) and reduces mildly to zero, which
is much smoother than those generated along the sole 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 . Although the
interaction between the adsorbates and the surface is reflected by samples implicitly
no matter what CV is used, the CV should still be chosen carefully to better describe
the surface relaxation, which is the major difference from gas reactions. In the
CMD along the linear combination CV 𝑆(𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐴), there are no constraints
applied on its components. Unlike the OC–O bond with a fixed length which will
restrict the relaxation of the surface in the CMD along 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 , samples from the
CMD along 𝑆(𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐴) on the much more flexible surface will be collected in
the simulations.
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Fig. 4.11 PMF along 𝑆(𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐴) = 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 − 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐴 . The sampling is from -1.0
Å to 1.2 Å with an interval of 0.1 Å. The smooth FEG change yields a forward free
energy barrier of 0.87 eV.
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The process after the TS becomes a little complicated due to the rotation process
of CO2 from the HCP site to the bridge site. We utilised two CVs, 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 and
𝑆(𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐵 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐶 ). 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 was used to describe the attractive interaction between C
and O after the TS and the changes in 𝑆(𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐵 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐶 ) can capture the rotation
process. The resulting PMF and the FEGs are shown in Fig. 4.12. Checked by the
CMD in advance, there are two metastable states where FEGs equal zero on this 2D
(𝑆, 𝑅) FES, namely the TS at (0.0, 2.0) and the FS at (1.20, 1.28). The FEG indicates
that the rotation, i.e. the increase in 𝑆(𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐵 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐶 ), may encounter a small energy
barrier when 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 is larger than 1.4 Å as shown in Fig. 4.3. In addition, a few
CMD simulations show that CO2 on the HCP site can desorb readily when 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂

is 1.3 Å. It is clear from our results that the OC–O complex is still bonded with the
surface until 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 is 1.4 Å. Then it goes through the rotation which is represented
by the changes in 𝑆(𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐵 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐶 ) from 0.0 Å to 1.2 Å while maintaining 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 ,
and finally forms the adsorbed CO2 with 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 of 1.28 Å. The free energy changes
of the above process were computed from the integral as

𝐴 =
∫

1.4

2.0

𝜕𝐴/𝜕𝑅d𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 +
∫

1.2

0.0

𝜕𝐴/𝜕𝑆d𝑆(𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐵 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐶 ) +
∫

1.28

1.4

𝜕𝐴/𝜕𝑅d𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂

(4.3.1)
The free energy change due to 𝑆(𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐵 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐶 ) is -0.30 eV, which is similar to the

C-PtB bond free energy contribution of -0.36 eV from the free energy decomposition
analysis in Section 4.3.3. The total free energy contribution in 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 is -0.72 eV,
which can be separated into -0.54 eV and -0.18 eV due to the change in 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 before
and past the rotation. Thus, the backward free energy barrier is summed as 1.02

eV (0.30 eV + 0.72 eV). Although the value of the free energy is similar to above
PMFs using other CVs, the 2D FES is proved to be better at describing the rotation
process. The standard errors of FEGs and information about other sampled points
before and after the TS can be found in the Table 4.4 and the Table 4.5, respectively.

Having thoroughly tested various choices of CVs and enhanced sampling
methods, we are in the position to make general discussions. Since most free energy
calculation methods are path-based and require a predefined collective variable,
the protocol we devised above is able to guide the CV selection by quantifying the
free energy contributions of various bonds, especially for surface reactions. For
the CO oxidation on the Pt(111) surface at 300 K, the free energy changes along
various CVs are very similar. However, the interpretability of the reaction largely
depends on the CV used in the free energy calculations. To determine free energy
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Fig. 4.12 Projected 2D free energy surface (𝑆, 𝑅) spanned by 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 and
𝑆(𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐵 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐶 ). PMF along 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 is separated into two parts by the CO2 ro-
tation indicated by the change in 𝑆(𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐵 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐶 ) ranging from 0.0 Å to 1.2 Å. The
rotation happens when 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 is 1.4 Å due to the gradually decreasing free energy
barrier along 𝑆(𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐵 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐶 ). The free energy change in 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 is -0.54 eV and
-0.18 eV before and after the rotation. The free energy change in 𝑆(𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐵 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐶 ) is
-0.30 eV. Thus, the total backward free energy barrier is 1.02 eV.
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Table 4.4 FEG and standard error by CMD on newly devised CVs before the TS.

𝑆(𝑅𝐶-𝑂 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐴) FEG (eV/Å) Standard Error (eV/Å) Notes

1.300 -0.0125 0.0181 IS
1.200 -0.0650 0.1157

1.100 -0.1052 0.0133

1.000 -0.1822 0.0163

0.900 -0.2500 0.0137

0.800 -0.3294 0.0051

0.700 -0.4123 0.0085

0.600 -0.4915 0.0048

0.500 -0.5785 0.0074

0.400 -0.6460 0.0066

0.300 -0.6772 0.0099

0.200 -0.6967 0.0120

0.100 -0.6501 0.0124

0.000 -0.5959 0.0128

-0.100 -0.5283 0.0138

-0.200 -0.4669 0.0140

-0.300 -0.4212 0.0193

-0.400 -0.4057 0.0104

-0.500 -0.3660 0.0079

-0.600 -0.3623 0.0081

-0.700 -0.3215 0.0090

-0.800 -0.2668 0.0143

-0.900 -0.0599 0.0205

-1.000 0.2875 0.0631 TS
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Table 4.5 FEG and standard error by CMD on newly devised CVs after the TS.

𝑆 𝑅𝐶-𝑂 FEG/Error in 𝑆 (eV/Å) FEG/Error in 𝑅 (eV/Å) Notes

0.000 2.000 0.0010/0.0052 -0.0517/0.0121 TS
0.000 1.900 -0.0006/0.0084 0.1552/0.0152

0.000 1.800 0.0026/0.0100 0.5836/0.0109

0.000 1.700 0.0006/0.0035 0.9881/0.0264

0.000 1.600 0.0016/0.0056 1.3813/0.0205

0.000 1.500 0.0028/0.0066 1.5277/0.0326

0.000 1.400 0.0060/0.0093 1.4170/0.0705

0.100 1.400 -0.0164/0.0135 1.2353/0.0725

0.200 1.400 -0.0979/0.0173 1.4393/0.0203

0.300 1.400 -0.1203/0.0190 1.7492/0.0585

0.400 1.400 -0.2673/0.0162 1.8273/0.0392

0.500 1.400 -0.3346/0.0244 2.0948/0.0402

0.600 1.400 -0.4181/0.0222 2.3947/0.0415

0.700 1.400 -0.4513/0.0245 2.4030/0.0359

0.800 1.400 -0.3981/0.0184 2.4927/0.0262

0.900 1.400 -0.4008/0.0145 2.5652/0.0370

1.000 1.400 -0.3070/0.0179 2.5080/0.0305

1.100 1.400 -0.1865/0.0182 2.5720/0.0396

1.200 1.400 -0.1272/0.0302 2.5886/0.0319

1.200 1.280 -0.0086/0.0197 -0.0837/0.0355 FS
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barriers of this reaction swiftly by the AIMD, we suggest sampling 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 with the
CMD. This choice gives a fair estimation of free energy changes if the collected
structures are taken care of when the simulation comes close to the FS. In addition,
the CMD assures the existence of local minima and saddle points on the FES by
checking the FEG. On the other hand, the US requires much care in determining
the CV sampling range with prior knowledge of the IS and the FS. To effectively
obtain the reaction path, our results suggest the use of 𝑆(𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐴) before the
TS and 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 in tandem with 𝑆(𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐵 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐶 ) after the TS. These CVs will be
very helpful for investigating the different reaction stages when the catalyst surface
varies, which will provide fruitful insights into the tuning of the catalytic process.
For the reaction with CVs entangled, our work shows that a path-CV is needed,
which may be computationally intensive.

4.4 conclusion

In this work, we have revisited the model catalytic reaction, CO oxidation on the
Pt(111) surface, for heterogeneous catalysis at 300 K with enhanced sampling meth-
ods including the US and the CMD. Various choices of CVs for this reaction were
tested, namely bond distances, their linear combinations and the path-CV. We found
that the PMF along 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 is not enough for understanding the whole reaction
although it generates similar free energy values to that of others. To further select es-
sential CVs for the free energy calculations, we proposed a method to quantify bond
contributions on the reaction path extracted from brute-force MD trajectories initi-
ated from the TS on the FES at the finite temperature. Before carrying out the free
energy decomposition, the path-CV was utilised to construct the free energy land-
scape of this reaction by taking five bonds (𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 , 𝑅𝐶-𝑃𝑡𝐷 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐴 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐵 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐶 )
into consideration, which assesses the reaction path from a selected brute-force
MD trajectory. As a significant step in the CV selection, the free energy decom-
position analysis showed that 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 and 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐴 are responsible for the forward
free energy barrier while 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 and 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐵 for the backward energy barrier. The
further assessment on 𝑆(𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐴) for the first half reaction while 𝑅𝑂𝐶-𝑂 and
𝑆(𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐵 , 𝑅𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐶 ) for the second yields fair estimations of free energy barriers and
captures the various reaction stages. Regarding the free energy contributions, the
𝑂-𝑃𝑡𝐴 bond is the determining step for the CO oxidation while the OC–O bond is
for the reverse process. These new insights into CO oxidation could also advance
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the free energy calculation of carbon oxide reactions on noble metal catalysts. Above
all, this reaction path based on free energy decomposition for the CV selection is
remarkably feasible for the field of heterogeneous catalysis because it all starts from
the TS on the PES.



5
A C C E L E R AT I N G A B I N I T I O M O L E C U L A R D Y N A M I C S W I T H
A N A D A P T I V E M A C H I N E L E A R N I N G I N T E R AT O M I C
P O T E N T I A L

There is an increasing demand for free-energy calculations using AIMD these days.
MetaD is frequently utilised to reconstruct the FES, but it is often computationally
intractable for the first-principles calculations. MLIPs have become popular alterna-
tives. However, the training could be a long and arduous process before using them
in practical applications. To accelerate MetaD use with MLIPs for the free-energy
calculation in an easy manner, we propose the AMLIP-MetaD. In this method, the
MLIPs in the form of a GAP can adapt itself based on its uncertainty estimation,
which decides whether to accept the model prediction or recalculate it with a
reference method (usually DFT) for further training during the MetaD simulation.
We demonstrate that the free-energy landscape similar to the ab initio one can be
obtained using AMLIP-MetaD with a 10-time speedup. Moreover, the quality of the
free-energy results can be deeply improved using ∆-Machine Learning Interatomic
Potential (∆-MLIP), which is the GAP-corrected DFTB in our case. We exemplify
this novel method with two model systems, CO adsorption on the Pt13 cluster and
the Pt(111) surface, which are of vital importance in heterogeneous catalysis. The
successful application in these two tests highlights that our proposed method can
be used in both cluster and periodic systems and for up to two CVs. The major
results in this chapter have been published in Ref. 180.

5.1 introduction

The computational assessment and discovery of catalysts have been highly boosted
by the utilisation of ML algorithms in the last decade. [28,29] Not only can the
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reaction energies and barriers be swiftly predicted by the ML models but also
the more fundamental interatomic interactions required in molecular simulations
can be emulated. [174,181] The technique responsible for the latter is known as the
MLIP fitted to the ab initio PES. [43] Without treating electrons explicitly, MLIPs
can evaluate the interatomic interactions a thousand times more quickly than the
ab initio methods such as DFT. If they are adequately trained, using MLIPs can
tremendously reduce the computation cost but maintain the ab initio accuracy at
the same time. With the increasing interest in heterogeneous catalytic reactions at a
finite temperature or with explicit solvents, AIMD turns out to be the inevitable
choice for FECs. [88,113,114,182–184] Thus, it is highly desirable to develop any protocol
using MLIPs in lieu of AIMD simulations to accelerate such time-consuming FECs.
With respect to the MLIP performance itself, two aspects, that is, the potential
formalism and the training data set, must be thoroughly considered.

The most prominent scheme of MLIPs splits the configurational properties into
atomic ones, which are associated with the local atomic environments by regres-
sion models such as the NN [30] and the Gaussian Process (GP). [31] Despite their
success in distinct chemical systems, MLIPs still have a few limitations such as
the implausible predictions of unexplored configurations and the ignorance of the
long-range interactions. Recently, several ∆-MLIPs were developed to combine
the robustness of physical interatomic potentials and the flexibility of ML mod-
els. [185–192] In contrast to building the potential from scratch, ∆-MLIP learns the
difference between the basis potential and the reference one. This approach can
be used to predict other properties such as forces and stresses as well. Numerical
investigations showed that ∆-MLIPs could reach the expected performance with
fewer training iterations and yield relatively smaller prediction errors. Also, the
number of training samples can be further reduced compared to standard MLIPs.

As for the data set curation, present MLIPs are usually trained for general
purposes. To efficiently sample the whole configuration space, various method-
ologies have been suggested in the literature. Liu and co-authors proposed the
utilisation of the global optimisation method, which locates local minima and sad-
dle points on the PES extensively. [125,193,194] Another commonly adopted method
is MD simulations. Carrying out MD simulations at various temperatures can
provide configurations from solid to liquid for bulk materials. [195] However, it is
notorious that the brute-force MD simulations sometimes trap the system into
the local minima and fail to sample chemical-related structures such as TSs. Be-
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yond this, MetaD, as one of the most powerful enhanced sampling techniques,
was developed for the exploration of structures with energy barriers. [196] Recently,
MetaD simulations using MLIPs were performed to study phase transitions [197]

and chemical reactions, [198,199] which were trained using a preconstructed data set.
It is worth mentioning that they still require generally massive DFT calculations
before actually applying the MLIP. Under some circumstances, for example, with
only one specific elementary reaction being of interest, there is no need to sample
the full configuration space. Therefore, the on-the-fly strategy is preferred with
a significantly lower training cost. The MLIP generated in this manner is called
the AMLIP, that is, it evolves during practical calculations. [200] Peterson and other
researchers accelerated TS search by training MLIPs with structures collected using
the NEB method. [97,98,101,102] This concept can also be implemented in the heuristic
structure search for the global minimum. [201,202] Recently, there have been a few
studies applying the on-the-fly strategy into MD simulations. [57,203,204] For much
more laborious FECs, Shen and Yang reported an iterative MLP update based
on separate batches of samples from enhanced sampling along selected reaction
coordinates. [205]

In this work, we focus on using MLIPs to accelerate the MD-realised FECs.
Despite the fact that much progress has been achieved so far, there are still issues
limiting the MLIP application in FECs. First, the structures along the reaction
pathway are difficult to obtain, which can be far from the equilibrium ones. They
are usually determined by computationally intensive TS search and enhanced sam-
pling methods. Second, the ML prediction uncertainties are ambiguous throughout
the entire simulation. Third, the on-the-fly trained naive MLIPs usually require
multiple sampling iterations to reach certain accuracy. To this end, we propose a
novel method by applying AMLIP in tandem with the MetaD simulation, which
is denoted as AMLIP-MetaD. We focus on its application in heterogeneous catal-
ysis. As one of the basic processes in surface reactions, the proper descriptions
of molecule desorption are usually attained by time-consuming AIMD simula-
tions. [109,111,112] Thus, we exemplify AMLIP-MetaD with two challenging systems
with significant industrial applications: CO desorption on the Pt13 cluster and the
Pt(111) surface. The first system can be treated as nonperiodic, and the free energy
is projected to one CV. The second system contains an extended surface, and the
target is to reconstruct a two-dimensional free-energy landscape. For each system,
we first test the GP implementation, that is, GAP as the AMLIP and subsequently
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use the DFTB-corrected by GAP (DFTB-GAP) as the ∆-MLIP. In both cases, the
speedup can easily reach at least 10 times. During the AMLIP-MetaD simulation,
the utilisation of MetaD can facilitate the MLIP training by fully exploring the
reaction configuration space. Meanwhile, GAP provides the uncertainty estimation
on each prediction. Its variant DFTB-GAP can further improve the robustness of
the FEC results. We demonstrate that our proposed method is capable of resolving
the above issues. The theoretical background of related methods is described in the
next section followed by simulation details and test results. In the discussion, we
envisage the future improvement and potential usage of our method.

5.2 methods

5.2.1 Machine Learning Interatomic-Potentials

GAP as an MLIP is used throughout this work, [31] the basic concepts of which
can be found in Section 2.1.5. The variance of the total energy prediction 𝒱𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is
simply the summation of all the local energy variances given as

𝒱𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
𝑛∑
𝑖

��𝒜 (5.2.1)

which can be used to measure the energy variance of the whole structure. Moreover,
Eqn. 5.2.1 can be readily adapted for the prediction of derivative properties by
including the corresponding descriptor derivatives as references. Following the
GAP implementation, we approximate the local force variance 𝝂 𝑓𝒜 by computing
the gradient of the local energy variance by

𝝂 𝑓𝒜 = ∇��𝒜 = [
𝜕��𝒜
𝜕𝑥

��𝒜
𝜕𝑦

��𝒜
𝜕𝑧

] (5.2.2)

instead of calculating the kernel between descriptor gradients, which requires the
second gradient and is usually computationally intensive.

For ∆-MLIP, the total energy 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 trained against the reference 𝐸 reference
is the summation of the basis energy 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 and the machine-learned difference
∆𝐸∆-𝑀𝐿𝑃 given as

∆𝐸∆-𝑀𝐿𝑃 = 𝐸𝑟𝑒 𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 − 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 ;𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 + ∆𝐸∆-𝑀𝐿𝑃 (5.2.3)
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The success of this approach can be partly attributed to numerical efficiency. [206]

Since the potential energy of most chemical bonds can vary drastically when they
are compressed, the correction training can further concentrate on the subtle energy
change responsible for chemical reactions by subtracting the basis potential in
advance. The prediction variance for ∆-MLIP can be computed similarly as the
standard MLIP does, reflecting the uncertainty of the difference. To achieve the
balance between efficiency and accuracy, the basis potential can be chosen from
classical force fields to low-level quantum chemistry theories. A recent study
showed that the combination of the DFTB electronic part and the DNN could give
a much lower prediction error. [191] In this work, we utilise the full DFTB as the
basis corrected by the GAP, which requires a smaller training set to form adaptive
∆-MLIP.

5.2.2 Adaptive Machine Learning Potential-Accelerated Metadynamics

The outline of AMLIP-MetaD in this work is shown in Fig. 5.1(a). It is also
compared to the common procedure of MLIP generation and application. The
entire workflow is built upon the ASE, [207] and its implementation can be found
in an open-sourced code repository. [208] The prerequisite for using AMLIP-MetaD
is to set up necessary parameters for the normal MetaD simulation (necessary
theories can be found in Section 2.4.4) and the MLIP model hyperparameters and
the variance tolerance responsible for the AMLIP update. During each MD step, the
forces on atoms will first be calculated with the prediction variances alongside by
the AMLIP. In practice, an interval (usually 10 MD steps) is set to avoid too dense
sampling at the early stage of the simulation. If the variance is smaller than the
presetting threshold, the atomic positions will be updated according to the effective
forces with an external bias considered. In contrast, if the variance is larger, the
current structure will be passed to the reference calculator (usually DFT) and stored
in the training data set for subsequent MLIP retraining. This method is highly
efficient for finding structures without the help of extra human intervention. Thanks
to this procedure, most force evaluations during the simulation will be replaced by
cheap MLIP computations, especially at the production stage, generating a better
MLIP model. Moreover, the MetaD simulation will benefit the MLIP training due
to the consecutive exploration of distinct configurations. Unlike a recent study on
the on-the-fly active learning using high-temperature MD to explore structures, [57]
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MetaD can focus on the configuration space of interest and also explore some
processes with high barriers at a low temperature.

With the collaboration of AMLIP and MetaD, the PES from AMLIP will gradu-
ally approximate to the reference one. During the simulation, most local chemical
environments used to train the AMLIPs are extracted at the initial stage. Therefore,
the quality of AMLIPs can be influenced if proper configurations are not collected.
To improve the robustness of our method, we divided the FEC by AMLIP-MetaD
into two stages, exploration and production. During the exploration, the AMLIP
kept evolving until the whole configuration space determined by selected CVs was
scanned. Then the production began with the newly generated AMLIP while keep-
ing the estimate-and-retrain procedure on. Thus, the final free-energy results can
be obtained from this simulation. To further ensure that the targeted configuration
space was properly sampled, we tested the substitution of the pristine MLIP with
∆-MLIP.

In addition, the common MD simulation driven by MLIP is illustrated in
Fig. 5.1(b). This approach manually separates the training and the application.
Before the simulation of the target chemical process, much effort has already been
devoted to obtaining a reliable MLIP with the sampling and the training conducted
iteratively. Thus, it is uneconomical to train such an MLIP for only one single
process of interest.

5.3 simulation details

As a critical step in heterogeneous catalysis, adsorption/desorption can significantly
influence the catalytic performance. We take CO on the Pt13 cluster and the Pt(111)
surface as two model systems due to their importance in the modern chemical
industry. [86,131,152,209,210] Previous studies showed that the free-energy results of
CO molecule adsorption on metal surfaces from MD could diverge from the static
calculations. [111,112] Thus, using MD to investigate these processes can be crucial.

5.3.1 Structure Model

In order to avoid periodic interactions in the z-axis, we built a 30Å× 30Å× 30Å cell
for the Pt13 cluster and added a 24 Å vacuum layer to the four-layer 𝑝(2× 2) Pt(111)
surface. During the position update, the centre Pt atom of the Pt13 cluster and the
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Fig. 5.1 AMLIP-MetaD approach and the common usage of MLIP are shown in
(a) and (b). Unlike common MLIP that treats the learning and the simulation
separately, AMLIP-MetaD integrates the configuration space exploration powered
by MetaD and the cheap force evaluation from AMLIP. The MetaD-based FEC can
be drastically accelerated. The solid boxes and lines are steps in each workflow,
while the dashed line indicates the final output. The key procedure to adapt the
MLIP is shown in grey rectangles.
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bottom two layers of the Pt(111) surface were fixed in the two systems, respectively.
Two structure models with CVs illustrated are shown in Fig. 5.2. For CO on the
Pt13 cluster, the FES is projected to the C-Pt top distance (𝑅𝐶-𝑃𝑡) while the angle
of C-Pttop-Pt centre (𝐴𝐶-𝑃𝑡-𝑃𝑡) is restrained around 180° to avoid CO diffusion over
the whole cluster. Instead of merely considering the C-Pt distance, two CVs were
applied for CO on the Pt(111) surface. The C-Pt coordinate number (𝐶𝑁𝐶-𝑃𝑡) and
the C-surface vertical distance (𝑅𝐶-𝑆𝑢𝑟 𝑓 ) were used to reflect the CO diffusion on the
surface and the desorption process, respectively. 𝐶𝑁𝐶-𝑃𝑡 is calculated by a switch
function as

𝐶𝑁𝑖 𝑗 =
1− (

𝑟𝑖 𝑗
𝑟0

)18

1− (
𝑟𝑖 𝑗
𝑟0

)36

(5.3.1)

where 𝑟0 is the switching parameter of 2.4 Å and the value is properly set for
metal systems. [135] 𝑅𝐶-𝑆𝑢𝑟 𝑓 is measured as the vertical distance from the carbon
atom to the surface plane, which is defined as the top layer at the beginning of the
simulation and keeps the same value during the rest of the simulation.

5.3.2 Metadynamics Settings

All MD simulations were performed within the framework of BOMD with the Nosé-
Hoover [161] thermostat maintaining a temperature of 300 K. Thus, the free-energy
results mentioned below are the Helmholtz free energy corresponding to the NVT
ensemble without nuclear quantum effects. Since there is no light element in the
systems, a timestep of 2.0 fs was adopted. MetaD is realised by PLUMED [211,212].

Two model systems tested through this work are CO on a Pt13 cluster and CO
on a Pt(111) surface. The commands to define CVs used in these two systems are
shown in Table 5.1. The unit scale follows the default setting, which is kJ·mol−1

and nm for energy and length, respectively. The various Gaussian bias setups in
the two systems are listed in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3, respectively. In all MetaD
simulations, the Gaussian bias is deposited every 10 steps. For the AMLIP-MetaD,
two stages as the exploration and the production utilise different biases. The DFT
reference simulation adopts the production setting. All free energy results are from
the production simulation.
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Fig. 5.2 Two models of CO adsorption on Pt metals, (a) CO on a Pt13 cluster and
(b) CO on a Pt(111) surface, are illustrated. For the cluster model, the free-energy
change is projected to 𝑅𝐶-𝑃𝑡 , while the restraint of 𝐴𝐶-𝑃𝑡-𝑃𝑡 around 180° keeps CO
from diffusing around the whole cluster. For the surface model, the FES is spanned
by two CVs, 𝐶𝑁𝐶-𝑃𝑡 and 𝑅𝐶-𝑆𝑢𝑟 𝑓 .
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Table 5.1 CVs used for CO on a Pt13 cluster and CO on a Pt(111) surface.

Model Name Definition

CO-Pt13

dis1 DISTANCE ATOMS=1,6
ang1 ANGLE ATOMS=1,6,3

cn1

COORDINATION GROUPA=1

GROUPB=10,12,14,16 NN=18

MM=36 R_0=0.24

cell CELL

pos POSITION ATOM=1

SCALED_COMPONENTS

CO-Pt(111) dis1

MATHEVAL ... LABEL=dis1

ARG=cell.cz,pos.c VAR=cz,pz
FUNC=cz*(pz-0.21) PERIODIC=NO
... MATHEVAL

Table 5.2 MetaD settings for CO-Pt13 desorption.

Stage MetaD Height Sigma Restraints

Exploration dis1 2.5 0.02

RESTRAINT ARG=ang1 AT=pi
KAPPA=10000.0; LOWER_WALLS
ARG=dis1 AT=0.11 KAPPA=10000.0;
UPPER_WALLS ARG=dis1 AT=0.50

KAPPA=10000.0

Production dis1 1.0 0.01

RESTRAINT ARG=ang1 AT=pi
KAPPA=10000.0; LOWER_WALLS
ARG=dis1 AT=0.11 KAPPA=10000.0;
UPPER_WALLS ARG=dis1 AT=0.50

KAPPA=10000.0
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Table 5.3 MetaD for CO-Pt(111) desorption.

Stage MetaD Height Sigma Restraints

Exploration dis1; cn1 2.5 0.02; 0.1

LOWER_WALLS ARG=dis1 AT=0.11

KAPPA=10000.0; UPPER_WALLS
ARG=dis1 AT=0.50 KAPPA=10000.0;
LOWER_WALLS ARG=cn1 AT=0.0
KAPPA=10000.0; UPPER_WALLS
ARG=cn1 AT=3.2 KAPPA=10000.0

Production dis1; cn1 2.5 0.01; 0.1

LOWER_WALLS ARG=dis1 AT=0.11

KAPPA=10000.0; UPPER_WALLS
ARG=dis1 AT=0.50 KAPPA=10000.0;
LOWER_WALLS ARG=cn1 AT=0.0
KAPPA=10000.0; UPPER_WALLS
ARG=cn1 AT=3.2 KAPPA=10000.0

5.3.3 Potential Parameters

In this work, various interatomic potentials were utilised, namely, DFT, DFTB, GAP,
and DFTB-GAP.

Density Functional Theory

The ab initio calculations as references in the form of DFT were performed with
VASP. [155] The exchange-correlation interaction was described by the PBE [156]

functional. For core electrons, the projector augmented wave [157] pseudopotential
with a cutoff energy of 400 eV was adopted. The electronic filling was in the form
of the first-order Methfessel-Paxton [158] distribution with a 0.2 eV smearing width.
The k-points sampled in the Brillouin zone were Gamma-centred with meshes of
12× 12× 12, 1× 1× 1, and 4× 4× 1 for the Pt bulk, the Pt13 cluster, and the Pt(111)
surface, respectively. This parameter set gives the optimised lattice length of the
FCC Pt bulk as 3.97 Å, which is consistent with the experimental one of 3.91 Å. [160]

Density Functional Tight-Binding

When it comes to the semi-empirical method, all practical SCC-DFTB calculations
were performed with DFTB+. [213] For the C-O-Pt ternary system, electronic param-
eters were obtained from the all-electron, scalar-relativistic DFT calculations with
the PW92 functional in the Hotbit package. [214] The Pt-Pt repulsion was based on
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Table 5.4 Confinement potential for pseudo-atoms.

Element 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛 𝑓 Notes

C 0.70 Å 1.43 Å (∼ 2.70 Bohr) C-C Single Bond
O 0.66 Å 1.43 Å (∼ 2.70 Bohr)
Pt 1.36 Å 2.72 Å (∼ 5.13 Bohr)

the parameterisation for clusters and bulks. [215,216] The C-O repulsion originated
from the matsci-0-3 data set. [217,218] The crucial C-Pt repulsion was parameterised
from the structures of CO adsorption on various sites of the Pt(111) surface. We
follow the parameterisation procedure proposed by Koskinen and Mäkinen. [214]

To generate the Slater-Koster table, the confinement potential was used in the
pseudo-atom calculation, which is written as

𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑛 𝑓 (𝑅) = (
𝑅

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛 𝑓
)2 (5.3.2)

where 𝑅 is the distance to the atom centre and 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛 𝑓 is the confinement radius.
Each element adopts various confinement radii according to their covalent radii,
which are listed in the Table 5.4. For other electronic parameters such as the orbital
energies and the Hubbard U, they can be found in *.skf files. Since there is no
existing plausible C-Pt repulsion, we only parameterise this interaction based on
structures that C adsorbed Pt(111) surface while keeping other self- and crossover-
interactions from matsci-0-3 [217,218] and the reference by Lee et al. [216] unchanged.
The repulsion potential is fitted with the spline function with the cut-off of 3.0 Å
(5.60 Bohr). The repulsion potential from various structures is illustrated in Fig.
5.3. The parameters of the electronic filling and the k-point mesh shared the same
values as those from DFT calculations. The lattice length obtained with respect to
the DFTB-optimised FCC Pt bulk is 4.05 Å, which is longer than the DFT-calculated
one.

Machine Learning Interatomic Potential

Regarding MLIP and ∆-MLIP, GAP is enabled by the GAP package bundled in
libAtoms. [55] The two-body distance and the SOAP were selected as the descriptors
using the same hyperparameters through related calculations, which are provided
in the Table 5.5.
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Fig. 5.3 The C-Pt repulsion from C-Pt dimers, C adsorption on top, bridge, and
FCC site of Pt(111) surface.

Table 5.5 The atomic representation used in GAP.

Descriptor Species 𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑜 𝑓 𝑓 Covariance Sparseness

Two-body Distance
C-O C-Pt
O-Pt Pt-
Pt

5.0 Å Squared Exponen-
tial 𝛿 = 0.2 � = 0.5

Uniform 50 sam-
ples

SOAP

C-
[C,O,Pt]
O-
[C,O,Pt]
Pt-
[C,O,Pt]

5.0 Å

Dot Product 𝛿 =
0.2 𝜎𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚 = 0.5 � =
2 𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 12 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
6

CUR Points 1200

samples
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Table 5.6 AMLIP-MetaD strategy parameters.

Model Stage Step
Standard
Variance
Tolerance

Interval Minimum Force

CO-Pt13

Exploration 20000

𝜎𝐸 = 0.008

eV 𝜎𝐹 = 0.04

eV/Å
10 0.02 eV/Å

Production 40000

𝜎𝐸 = 0.008

eV 𝜎𝐹 = 0.04

eV/Å
10 0.02 eV/Å

CO-Pt(111) Exploration 40000

𝜎𝐸 = 0.008

eV 𝜎𝐹 = 0.04

eV/Å
10 0.02 eV/Å

Production 60000

𝜎𝐸 = 0.008

eV 𝜎𝐹 = 0.04

eV/Å
10 0.02 eV/Å

In regard to the AMLIP-MetaD strategy, two test systems simulated by various
interatomic potentials (GAP, DFTB-GAP) adopt the same parameters except for the
simulation steps. The variance tolerance uses the same values as the global variance
of the GAP model, which determines the selection of the unreliable prediction
for further training. An interval of 10 MD steps is adopted to avoid too dense
sampling at the early stage of the exploration. This value of the interval can be
further adjusted for the studied system. We observed that the simulation cannot
equilibrate around the target temperature (300 K) if the interval of 10 steps is used
for the test of CO-Pt13. The GAP-PES is rather nearsighted at the early simulation
stage, which is only trained on samples in a very small region of the configuration
space. Meanwhile, the interval leaves the simulation exploring structures quickly
but with too sparse samples. As a result, the simulation will collapse in several
hundred MD steps. Thus, no limitation is set on the interval for the test using
pure GAP. On the opposite, the interval of 10 steps works well for DFTB-GAP due
to its physical basis on the entire PES. In addition, a minimum force is set to sift
extremely small forces, which hinders the training while having little impact on the
MD simulation. The settings are summarised in the Table 5.6.

For illustrative purposes, the variance estimation is discussed. Algorithm
5.1 demonstrates the pseudo-code of the algorithm. In each MetaD step, the
maximum local energy and force variance will determine whether to trigger the
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DFT calculation and retrain the GAP. Otherwise, the algorithm will accept the GAP
predictions on energy and forces, and continue the MetaD.

Algorithm 5.1 Variance estimation procedure in the active learning protocol.

1: if (𝜎 𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≥ 𝜎 𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑙 or 𝜎𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥 > 𝜎𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑙) then
2: if 𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 ≤ 𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑣 then
3: DFT Single-Point Calculation.
4: GAP Training.
5: 𝐸𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 ← 𝐸𝑑𝑓 𝑡
6: F𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 ← F𝑑𝑓 𝑡 {Use new forces for stable simulation.}
7: end if
8: end if
9: {𝜎 𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum of standard variances for atomic forces while 𝜎𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥 is

the maximum for atomic energies. 𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑣 is the minimum interval between two
consecutive trainings.}

5.4 results

5.4.1 Case 1: CO on the Pt13 Cluster

Toward the exemplification of AMLIP-MetaD proposed in Section 5.2.2, we began
with CO adsorption on the Pt13 cluster. As it only evaluates the free-energy change
along 𝑅𝐶-𝑃𝑡 while 𝐴𝐶-𝑃𝑡-𝑃𝑡 was controlled to around 180°, the MetaD simulation
can be restrained into a small configuration space, which leaves the MLIP training
only for structures of interest. The Gaussian bias was 0.01 eV in height and 0.10 Å
in width, which is deposited every 10 MD steps. The bias with a 0.025 eV height
and a 0.20 Å width was used to enable a fast scan in the exploration stage of
AMLIP-MetaD. To ensure that the sampling is in the desorption-relevant region,
two harmonic wall restraints with a spring constant of 100 eV/Å2 on 𝑅𝐶-𝑃𝑡 were
introduced at 1.00 and 5.00 Å, respectively. The same settings were used throughout
the simulations with various potentials.

Before comparing the free-energy results, we first tested the qualities of AMLIPs
by validating 200 structures selected from their simulation trajectories between 60

and 100 ps at an interval of 0.2 ps. The RMSE of energy and force predictions is
shown in Fig. 5.4. The energy prediction error from GAP is tiny while the one
from DFTB-GAP gives an RMSE of ca. 0.04 eV/atom. Furthermore, DFTB-GAP
has a similar RMSE value for the forces of C and O while it has a larger one for
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Fig. 5.4 Posterior potential evaluation of GAP and DFTB-GAP is shown in (a) and (b).
The force prediction errors are plotted for each element. The energy comparisons
are illustrated as well. By validating structures selected from simulation trajectories,
DFTB-GAP generates similar prediction quality for C and O while less satisfying
results for Pt compared to GAP. Though GAP shows better force predictions for Pt
atoms than DFTB-GAP, its simulation explored a few high-energy structures in the
undesirable configuration space.

Pt than that from GAP. These relatively large force deviations of Pt atoms are
partially contributed by the adopted DFTB parametrisation that was obviously
inherited by DFTB-GAP. [216] Meanwhile, the difference between DFT and DFTB
across the entire configuration space is not consistent, that is, there are regions with
small deviations while others may have large errors. This unsmooth error function
makes DFTB-GAP a little more challenging. Also, using the same prior variance as
GAP can make DFTB-GAP less overfitted because the value of the error function
is usually a small fraction of the total value. Despite DFTB-GAP yielding less
satisfying predictions for Pt, the relatively unreliable force predictions for Pt atoms
can be less important than those for C and O due to their large atomic weight.

Moreover, it merits attention that the simulation by GAP ends up in a configu-
ration space with large forces, which is attributed to the unsatisfying free-energy
results. When comparing the energy and force distributions from various potentials,
DFTB-GAP offers a similar pattern compared to the DFT result as reported in Fig.
5.5. All DFT energies are smaller than -4.7 eV and the distribution of energy shows
two peaks, the higher one at -4.78 eV and the lower one at -4.91 eV. Forces by
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DFT establish a normal distribution, most of which are between -5.0 eV and 5.0 eV.
Characteristics of both distributions (energy and forces) are captured by DFTB-GAP.
The little difference is that DFTB-GAP is prone to sample more structures with an
energy of -4.85 eV, which increases the number of the lower peak. This intrinsically
causes an error in the free energy calculation. On the other hand, GAP shifts
the energy distribution to the high direction. Most of the samples have energy
larger than -4.7 eV and the highest peak appears at the energy of -4.6 eV. This
pattern diverges from the DFT one largely. Also, GAP yields forces with a much
wider range from -15 eV to 15 eV, which indicates the sampling explored a distinct
configuration space other than the DFT simulation did. This indicates that GAP is
mostly trained on local chemical environments extracted from those inappropriate
configurations. This test suggests that DFTB-GAP takes advantage of the inherent
knowledge about the PES from DFTB to enable the simulation to be carried out in
the targeted configuration space.

Fig. 5.6(a) shows a comprehensive free-energy comparison among DFT, DFTB,
GAP, and DFTB-GAP. All simulations start with the DFT-optimised CO adsorption
structure where 𝑅𝐶-𝑃𝑡 is 1.83 Å. From the full DFT simulation, we observe the
first CO desorption at around 15 ps with the production setting (shown in Fig.
5.6(b)). Therefore, we average the free-energy change from 20 to 60 ps with an
interval of 10 ps to confirm the statistical convergence, which was used in later
simulations. As a result, the CO molecule adsorption state and the desorption
TS can be determined when 𝑅𝐶-𝑃𝑡 is 1.83 and 3.20 Å, respectively. To avoid the
influence of the wall restraint at 5.00 Å, we selected the gas state when 𝑅𝐶-𝑃𝑡 is 4.50

Å. The desorption free energy and barrier are 1.98 and 2.02 eV, respectively, and
the adsorption free energy barrier is 0.04 eV. From the full DFTB simulation, it is
observed that the desorption free energy is a very small value (1.05 eV). In addition,
the desorption TS appears at 𝑅𝐶-𝑃𝑡 of 2.50 Å where it starts to diverge from the
DFT one and with a slightly large adsorption barrier of 0.10 eV. When it comes to
AMLIPs, the MetaD simulations by both GAP and DFTB-GAP show that the 𝑅𝐶-𝑃𝑡

transient happens after 15 ps, which indicates that the CO molecule desorbs into
the gas phase. This time point is also consistent with the DFT simulation. Thus,
the time for the exploration stage is set to 40 ps (two times more than the transient
time), during which structures with huge prediction uncertainties were collected.
Then the simulation restarts with the previously trained AMLIP, which continues
for 80 ps. The free-energy curves from these two potentials have a similar tendency
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Fig. 5.5 The energy and force distributions are illustrated. The energy distribution
has two peaks and most of the samples are between -4.9 eV/atom and -4.7 eV/atom.
The forces constitute a normal distribution, the range of which is from -5.0 eV/Å to
5.0 eV/Å.
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as the DFT one when 𝑅𝐶-𝑃𝑡 is smaller than 3.0 Å but start to diverge afterwards.
There is a large deviation in the desorption TS calculated by the GAP, which is
located at 𝑅𝐶-𝑃𝑡 of 3.80 Å. The corresponding desorption free energy and barrier are
2.40 and 2.46 eV, respectively, with an adsorption barrier of 0.06 eV. Thus, it yields
a large absolute error of 0.42 eV for the desorption free energy. This simulation
used 95 reference DFT calculations marked in Fig. 5.6(c) to adaptively update the
potential, 88 of which are in the exploration stage. Interestingly, the DFTB-GAP
attains better results. The free-energy curve yields a similar desorption TS at 3.30

Å, which gives a free-energy barrier of 2.29 eV. Furthermore, the desorption free
energy is 2.21 eV, which reduces the absolute error to 0.23 eV. The CV changes
during one specific DFTB-GAP simulation including two stages (the exploration
and the production), as shown in Fig. 5.6(d). A relatively small training set of 81

samples was constituted, 75 of which were automatically selected at the beginning
of the exploration.

5.4.2 Case 2: CO on the Pt(111) Surface

For a more challenging example, we tested CO desorption on the Pt(111) surface
with two CVs, 𝑅𝐶-𝑆𝑢𝑟 𝑓 and 𝐶𝑁𝐶-𝑃𝑡 , which are discussed in Section 5.3. The two-
dimensional Gaussian bias has a height of 0.025 eV and a width of 0.10 Å in 𝑅𝐶-𝑆𝑢𝑟 𝑓

and 0.1 in 𝐶𝑁𝐶-𝑃𝑡 in the production run. In AMLIP-MetaD, a width of 0.20 Å in
𝑅𝐶-𝑆𝑢𝑟 𝑓 was used to accelerate the search of the configuration space for desorption
during the exploration stage. The bias was placed every 10 MD steps. Similar to
the last test, harmonic wall potentials with a spring constant of 100 eV were also
used to restrain the FES area, which were set for 𝑅𝐶-𝑆𝑢𝑟 𝑓 at 1.00 and 5.00 Å and
𝐶𝑁𝐶-𝑃𝑡 at 0.0 and 3.2.

The simulations using various potentials began with the structure of CO ad-
sorbed on the top site of the Pt(111) surface optimised by DFT, the C-Pt bond
length of which was 1.84 Å. The resulting FES results from DFT and DFTB-GAP
are shown in Fig. 5.7. There are a few landmarks on the FES, namely, the three
adsorption sites and the desorption TS, which can be used for compression. The
three adsorption sites can be distinguished by their 𝐶𝑁𝐶-𝑃𝑡 , which are the top,
bridge, and hollow sites. For the desorption TS, it can be determined when 𝐶𝑁𝐶-𝑃𝑡

is zero and the free energy along 𝑅𝐶-𝑆𝑢𝑟 𝑓 stays constant. Using the production
setting, CO starts to diffuse over the three distinct adsorption sites only after a few
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Fig. 5.6 Illustration of the AMLIP-MetaD approach includes the following four
parts: (a) free-energy change by various potentials, (b) CV change from DFT, (c) CV
change from GAP, and (d) CV change from DFTB-GAP. DFTB-GAP can provide
adsorption free energy with a much smaller error than GAP does. Using DFTB-
GAP, only 81 DFT calculations need to be carried out during one AMLIP-MetaD
simulation.
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hundred MD steps and eventually desorbs into the gas phase after 40 ps. To obtain
the statistical convergence, we determined the final result as the FES when the
second 𝑅𝐶-𝑆𝑢𝑟 𝑓 transient was observed. For the DFT-calculated one shown in Fig.
5.7(a), we can find that the area with the lowest free energy is CO adsorbed on the
top site. The other two sites have similar free energies, which both form a blended
region on the FES. In other words, the diffusion free-energy barrier between these
two sites at 300 K is negligible. The impact on the adsorption free energy from the
fast diffusion of CO above the bridge and the hollow sites was first discussed in
our previous study. [111] The desorption TS at which 𝑅𝐶-𝑆𝑢𝑟 𝑓 is 3.50 Å and 𝐶𝑁𝐶-𝑃𝑡 is
0 can be determined from the FES, giving rise to a free-energy barrier of desorption
of 1.25 eV. To avoid the influence of the wall potential placed at 𝑅𝐶-𝑃𝑡 of 5.00 Å,
we selected the structure where the CO molecule and the Pt(111) surface are well
separated in the z-axis as the final state in the gas phase in which 𝑅𝐶-𝑆𝑢𝑟 𝑓 is 4.50 Å
and 𝐶𝑁𝐶-𝑃𝑡 is 0. The desorption free energy is calculated to be 1.03 eV. Moving on
to the AMLIP-MetaD simulations, we relaxed the exploration time to 80 ps for this
complicated two-dimensional FES construction while conducting the production
simulation for 120 ps. We show the FES generated by DFTB-GAP in Fig. 5.7(b).
This FES successfully shows those landmark regions, namely, the top adsorption
site area, the mixed area between the bridge and hollow sites, and the desorption
channel. In addition, there is little difference in the free-energy landscape compared
to the DFT one. The mixed bridge-hollow adsorption area is little expanded and
the gas-state basin is narrowed along the dimension of 𝑅𝐶-𝑆𝑢𝑟 𝑓 . For the key states
on this FES, the TS free energy and the desorption free energy are 1.23 and 1.11 eV,
respectively, absolute errors of which are only 0.02 and 0.08 eV, respectively.

In addition, we carried out FECs with DFTB-MetaD and GAP-realised AMLIP-
MetaD. The DFTB-calculated FES shows that the gas state is more stable than the
adsorption state, which is chemically incorrect. The MetaD simulation using DFTB
is shown in Fig. 5.8. The free energy landscape shows only the top adsorption area
with very small desorption free energy at 300 K. In other words, the CO molecule
is difficult to adsorb on the top site of the Pt(111) surface due to the entropy effect,
let alone on the bridge and the hollow site. Moreover, the gas state turns out to
be more stable than the adsorption state on this DFTB-FES. Even though DFTB
cannot reproduce the FES by itself, the successful FES construction by DFTB-GAP
demonstrates that ∆-MLIP is capable of performing reliable FECs in our proposed
method. In GAP-realised AMLIP-MetaD, the FES reflects a similar landscape but
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Fig. 5.7 FES produced by (a) DFT-MetaD- and (b) DFTB-GAP-based AMLIP-MetaD.
DFTB-GAP has the competence to capture most characteristics of the free-energy
landscape, which as the adsorption areas, the TS, and the gas state.

diverges largely in several landmark states and regions. The corresponding FES
is shown in Fig. 5.9. The simulation by GAP shows three times transients in
𝑅𝐶-𝑃𝑡 , which are at 30 ps, 50 ps and 75 ps. The FES is the landscape at the time
of 80 ps, which is comparable to other simulations (DFT, DFTB-GAP). There are
only two adsorption basins, namely the bridge and the top sites, observed on the
landscape. The mixed adsorption area comprising the bridge and the hollow sites
is not formed. When it comes to landmarks, the TS located around 𝑅𝐶-𝑃𝑡 = 3.4 Å is
not very obvious and the gas state at 𝑅𝐶-𝑃𝑡 = 4.5 Å stills has high free energy of
1.13 eV. The resulting desorption free energy error is 0.10 eV. To test the effect of
the variance tolerance on the number of samples, we performed AMLIP-MetaD
simulations using GAP for CO on the Pt(111) surface. Table 5.7 shows the number
of samples with various variance tolerances. It is obvious that the number of
samples requiring DFT calculation becomes larger. Also, more samples collected
in the exploration stage can produce a more robust GAP for later usage, which is
reflected by the fewer samples in the production stage. With more samples used
in the training, a more similar free energy landscape compared to DFT can be
generated. It is known that the predicted variances are always larger than the true
variances, and the variance setting used in training is underestimated as well. Thus,
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Fig. 5.8 There are several 𝑅𝐶-𝑃𝑡 transients from the DFTB simulation. For the free
energy landscape, there is no stable adsorption on hollow sites (𝐶𝑁𝐶-𝑃𝑡 is 3).

Table 5.7 Effect of the standard variance tolerance on the number of selected samples
for GAP AMLIP-MetaD.

Local Force Standard Variance Samples in Exploration Samples in Production

0.40 27 7

0.20 36 4

0.08 64 0

0.06 95 2

0.05 117 2

0.04 187 3

we recommend using the same variance as the tolerance to balance accuracy and
efficiency in practical applications.

We further analysed the characteristics of the AMLIP-MetaD, and the collected
samples during the DFTB-GAP simulation are shown in Fig. 5.10. There are 262

structures collected during the whole simulation, only two of which were added
during the production stage. These samples can be further divided into five groups.
Two of them are accounted for the adsorption structures, the CO adsorbed on the
top site and the mixed bridge and hollow sites. Another desorption-related group
is the CO molecule in the gas phase. It is reasonable that the simulation starting
with the CO-adsorbed structure requires a few samples to learn the interaction
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Fig. 5.9 There are three 𝑅𝐶-𝑃𝑡 transients from the GAP simulation. For the free
energy landscape, there is a narrow transition channel when 𝑅𝐶-𝑃𝑡 is 3.4 Å and
𝐶𝑁𝐶-𝑃𝑡 is 0.

between the clean surface and the molecule in the gas phase. Obviously, there is a
group of structures accounting for the well-separated CO molecule and the Pt(111)
surface, which are distributed around the desorption channel. The last group is
CO on the Pt4 cluster formed by the top surface layer, which can be observed in
DFT simulations as well. Using the current simulation setting, the DFT-MetaD
usually explores such structures after a very long simulation time, which is over
100 ps. It is interesting to note that DFTB-based potentials are more likely to
explore these structures, which can be found in the DFTB-MetaD simulation and
the AMLIP-MetaD exploration stage by DFTB-GAP.

The CV transient pattern from DFT and DFTB-GAP are compared in Fig. 5.11.
Two transients are observed at 40 ps and 90 ps for the DFT simulation. However,
DFTB-GAP yields three transients, namely two major transients at 40 ps and 80 ps
along with the small one at 25 ps. Another different behaviour of DFTB-GAP from
DFT is that it starts to explore high-energy structures (CO on Pt4 cluster formed
by the first Pt layer) at an early stage (85 ps). The reason is that the adopted DFTB
parameterisation under-binds Pt atoms drastically but the MetaD simulations are
still carried out under the surface cleaved from the DFT optimised cell. Thus, the
energy difference between this anomaly Pt4 structure and the flatted surface is
relatively smaller in the DFTB calculations than in the DFT ones. Even though the
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Fig. 5.10 Illustration of automatically selected samples during AMLIP-MetaD. The
adopted CVs can discriminate three types of adsorption sites shown in (a). A total
of 262 structures is automatically selected for DFTB-GAP training with five typical
structures shown in (b).

initial DFTB-PES cannot reproduce the entire free energy landscape, DFTB-GAP
still performs well in constructing the FES at the ab initio accuracy through the
AMLIP-MetaD.

5.5 discussion

We start the discussion with the acceleration ratio obtained by AMLIP-MetaD.
Taking CO adsorption on the Pt(111) surface as an example, the single-point DFT
calculation needs computer resources of 0.2 CPU•hours at our high-performance
cluster. If this is replaced by GAP, only 0.2× 10

−4 CPU•hours is required. Ideally,
GAP-based AMLIP-MetaD can accelerate the MetaD simulation by four orders
of magnitude even with few structures calculated by DFT as training samples. If
better accuracy is needed, DFTB-GAP can be used as the AMLIP. Although the
efficiency of DFTB can vary among chemical systems, the single-point calculation
for such a periodic model requires no more than 0.01 CPU•hours. Thus, the
speedup can still reach 20 times. If simulations of large systems are required, the
acceleration can be further improved due to the low computation scaling of MLIP
with the number of atoms. In our test cases, we used 96 CPUs for AIMD while 24
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Fig. 5.11 The CV changes by DFT and DFTB-GAP are illustrated. The major
difference is the slight transient at 25 ps by DFTB-GAP.

CPUs for AMLIP-MetaD. Taking the exploration simulation stage, the computation
cost for DFT calculations, and MLIP trainings into consideration, the FEC can be
accelerated by 10 times using our method, which is estimated as the lower bound.
In addition, the training procedure would become time-consuming if the training
data set grows too large during the iterative training scheme. With the current
GAP implementation, the training time scales linearly with the number of samples
and only takes about 2 CPU•hours for 200 samples. Fig. 5.12 shows a few speed
tests using 16 CPU cores. Each sample is the CO on the Pt(111) surface containing
18 atoms. The training time scales linearly with the number of samples. In the
AMLIP-MetaD, there are usually a few hundred samples accumulated in the entire
simulation. It is so fast that training two hundred samples takes about ten minutes.
In practice, the training time could be further reduced if a cache strategy were
utilised. In other words, we can store the descriptor information of old samples
in the binary file that can be accessed by fast IO operation at every new training
iteration. The most time-consuming part of GAP is the descriptor calculation,
especially when the descriptor gradients are considered. This part can be largely
optimised by the efficient implementation of the descriptor calculation. [61,219] In
the two cases demonstrated above, there are only a few hundred training samples
during the entire simulations. Thus, the training time is negligible compared to the
intensive DFT calculations.
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Fig. 5.12 The GAP training time with the number of samples is illustrated. These
tests are performed on 16 CPU cores.
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Regarding the further improvement of AMLIP-MetaD, the following aspects
are worth discussing. If AMLIP is in the form of ∆-MLIP, the quality of the basis
potential can be crucial to the final free-energy landscape. Although the ∆-MLIP
will be closer to the reference with the increasing training set size, the simulation
will require more exploration time and collect more samples for compensating
the intrinsic deviation of the basis potential in this on-the-fly manner. However,
the parameterisation of semi-empirical methods for specific chemical systems
needs much nontrivial labour. A recent study showed that simple physical-based
potentials as priors can largely improve the performance of MLIPs, [220] which can
be used as alternatives. On the other hand, the hyperparameters of GAP models
used in our simulations are all frozen, which can be tuned for a given data set to
further improve the predictions. Although the core model GP in GAP is normally
considered a nonparametric ML algorithm, many hyperparameters such as the
covariance function and the number of sparse points can be adjusted automatically
by the marginal likelihood method. We notice that more and more catalytic reactions
are studied by MD-based FECs these days, which may contain disordered alloy
surfaces and an explicit solvent environment. To apply AMLIP-MetaD for such
scenarios, some advanced ML models such as the deep kernel learning and the
Bayesian NN are recommended to fit the complicated high-dimensional PES. [221,222]

Finally, it is worth mentioning other potential usages of AMLIP-MetaD. Using
MetaD for FEC usually needs prior knowledge of CVs, most of which can be
obtained by chemical intuition. However, the CVs for some complicated processes
are from some trial-and-error simulations, which can cost huge computational
resources if it is all done by DFT calculations. Thus, AMLIP-MetaD can be a swift
method to scan a plethora of possible CVs. In addition, recent studies demonstrated
that ∆-MLIPs can achieve accuracy beyond the standard DFT calculations. [189,190,192]

This concept can also be of benefit to AMLIP-MetaD, which enables FEC with
the requirement of a higher accuracy but a huge computation cost, especially for
catalytic processes using metal oxides and zeolites where the hybrid functional is
frequently required. [139,223,224]

5.6 conclusions

In this work, we developed an AMLIP-MetaD method, which integrates ∆-MLIP
training and application tightly with the MetaD simulation. With two important
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examples in the heterogeneous catalysis, CO adsorption on the Pt13 cluster and the
Pt(111) surface, this novel method can effectively reduce DFT calculations and offer
10-time speedup for MetaD simulations. Two MLIPs were tested as the core ML
model, which are vanilla GAP and ∆-learned DFTB-GAP. In spite of its minimal
computation cost, GAP gives reasonable free-energy results. We showed that the
accuracy could be further improved by DFTB-GAP for the FES construction. It
was demonstrated that AMLIP-MetaD can offer rich insights into the underlying
free-energy landscape and pave the way for later investigations. As MD-based
FECs have become essential in catalysis research these days, we expect this method
can open up many opportunities for studying complex catalytic reactions at a finite
temperature and with larger spatial and time scales.



6
L A R G E - S C A L E G R A N D C A N O N I C A L M O N T E C A R L O B Y
M A C H I N E L E A R N I N G I N T E R AT O M I C P O T E N T I A L
S I M U L AT I O N

Understanding catalyst surface structure changes under reactive conditions has
become an important topic with increasing interest in operando measurement and
modelling. In this work, we develop a workflow to build MLIPs for simulating
complicated chemical systems with large spatial and time scales, in which the
committee model strategy equips the MLIP with uncertainty estimation, enabling
active learning protocol. The methods are applied to constructing PtOx MLIP based
on explored configurations from bulk oxides to amorphous oxidised surfaces, which
cover most ordered high-oxygen-coverage platinum surfaces within an accessible
energy range. This MLIP is used to perform large-scale GCMC simulations to track
detailed structure changes during oxidations of flat and stepped Pt surfaces, which
is normally inaccessible to costly ab initio calculations. These structural evolution
trajectories reveal the stages of surface oxidation without the laboriously manual
construction of surface models. We identify the building blocks of oxide formation
and elucidate the surface oxide formation mechanism on Pt surfaces. The insightful
interpretations will greatly help us understand the oxide formation on other metal
surfaces. We demonstrate that these large-scale simulations are a powerful tool
to investigate realistic structures and the formation mechanisms of complicated
systems. The major results in this chapter have been published in Ref. 225.

6.1 introduction

Platinum has been widely utilised in various catalytic systems; for example, it is the
catalyst for CO oxidation and the electrode material in electrocatalysis. [226,227] Most
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platinum-based catalytic reactions are performed under oxygen-rich conditions in
which the platinum surface can be partially oxidised. [228–233] Moreover, the formed
surface oxides appear to have higher catalytic reactivity compared to the metal
surfaces. [234–237] It is impossible to understand the corresponding catalytic perfor-
mances without revealing the detailed structures of the surface oxides. Currently,
the investigation of surface oxidation is hindered by technical limitations both
in experimental and theoretical methods. Most experimental studies examined
surface oxidation under Ultra-High Vacuum (UHV) conditions, which should be
very different from real conditions. [238] On the other hand, the theoretical studies
proposed several high-symmetric structures at different O coverages, which were
only obtained from small unit cells due to the considerable computational cost of
DFT calculations for large systems. [239–243] According to the phase diagram pro-
duced by ab initio thermodynamics, [244,245] the stability of different O-adsorbed Pt
surfaces could be acquired. [246] However, there is no guarantee that these manually
constructed surface models can represent the structures formed under real reactive
conditions. It is expected that the formation of large-scale high-symmetric struc-
tures may be difficult even under well-designed experiments, let alone operando
conditions. [247] The lack of atomic details for the oxidation process hampers the un-
derstanding of the formation of active surface oxides. In fact, none of the formation
mechanisms of any metal surface oxide is clear.

To obtain plausible insights into surface oxidation from computational work, it is
necessary to carry out large-scale simulations that explore a variety of configurations
of surface oxides. The on-lattice Monte Carlo simulation is one of the methods with
acceptable computational cost, which has been widely utilised in the kinetic Monte
Carlo (kMC) for transition metals. [171,248,249] This method simplifies the catalyst
surface as a rigid grid and ignores the interaction between adsorbates and surface
lattice, which makes it difficult to simulate amorphous surface systems. [250] On the
contrary, off-lattice GCMC has no limits on the surface lattice and is more suitable
for the investigation of the oxidation process. [251,252] Since GCMC involves a large
number of total energy calculations, reliable simulations using DFT have only been
applied to small unit cells. [253] When more realistic modelling is necessary, i.e.
large unit cells are considered, simulations are possible if more computationally
efficient methods are used. For example, ReaxFF potential has been developed for
PtOx systems to study the surface oxidation. [254–259] GCMC/ReaxFF simulations of
Pt(111) oxidation at near-ambient pressure (1 mbar) produced consistent results
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with experiments for oxygen coverages as a function of time. [258] However, this
simulation was performed on a small unit cell and the accuracy of ReaxFF was
not validated on disordered surface oxides. More importantly, the formation
mechanism of PtOx surface oxides observed in experiments, such as raised Pt atom
and PtO2 stripe, remains ambiguous.

The oxidation process involves both ordered and disordered systems with differ-
ent chemical compositions, which include bulk oxides, oxide surfaces, and surface
oxides. Therefore, realistic modelling requires comprehensive exploration of the
PES at the DFT-level accuracy. To address this complexity among all these distinct
systems, MLIPs are promising methods due to their near-DFT accuracy and small
computation cost. [260] Unlike conventional force field methods that are governed
by specific formulae, MLIPs learn the relationship between atomic energy and its
local chemical representation. Recent efforts are devoted to developing non-local
equivalent representation with explicit Coulomb and van der Waals (vdW) interac-
tions, [64,261] namely Recursively Embedded Atom Neural Network (REANN), [262]

Nequip, [54] and SpookyNet. [263] Currently, the dataset construction is another bot-
tleneck of the MLIP development. It is noteworthy that the Open Catalyst Project
has been established to accelerate the MLIP construction by providing a transparent
platform to share high-quality datasets and benchmark different models. [264] It has
released over 260 million DFT calculations of molecular relaxations, which aids
model training and catalyst design. However, a generally applicable workflow
does not exist to construct a dataset for arbitrary chemical systems, particularly for
metal oxidation where different unit cell sizes and numbers of atoms should be
taken into consideration. It is highly desirable to propose a workflow to automate
the dataset construction. Another issue of concern in the application of MLIPs
is uncertainty quantification. [57,180,198,220–222,265–271] The uncertainty estimation not
only helps explore unlearned configurations in active learning but also ensures the
reliability of calculation results in large systems where DFT results are not readily
accessible.

In this work, we trained a neural network potential applicable for PtOx systems,
especially for structures generated in the oxidation of flat and stepped Pt surfaces.
An efficient iterative active learning procedure was proposed to automate MLIP
training for chemical systems of interest. Large-scale GCMC simulations were
performed to observe the oxidation of flat 𝑝(20× 20) Pt(111) surface and stepped
𝑝(2×12) Pt(17 15 15) surface at room temperature (300 K) and near-ambient pressure
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(1 mbar). After analysing GCMC trajectories, we found that there are basically
three stages for PtO2 stripe formation on flat surfaces, which is the reason for the
surface buckling, and we discovered two vital surface structures responsible for
the PtO2 growth, namely square-planar PtO4 and minimal stripe Pt2O6. Moreover,
we elucidated the formation mechanism of the octahedral PtO6 found on the edge
during the oxidation of stepped surfaces, which is related to the complete oxidation
from Pt surface to 𝛼-PtO2. All these formation mechanisms were further verified
by DFT calculations.

6.2 methods

6.2.1 Electronic Structure Calculation

The electronic structure calculations for obtaining reference energies and forces were
performed with VASP. [155,272] The exchange-correlation interaction was described
by vdW-DF since van der Waals interactions play an important role in layered
𝛼-PtO2 and high-coverage surface oxides. [273–275] The PAW pseudopotential with a
cutoff energy of 400 eV was selected for core electrons. The k-points sampled in the
Brillouin zone were Gamma-centred with a spacing of 0.05 Å−1 in each direction of
the reciprocal lattice. [159]

6.2.2 Techniques for Machine Learning Interatomic Potential

The MLIP assumes that the total energy of any geometrical configuration is the
summation of atomic energies as 𝐸 =

∑
𝑖 𝐸𝑖 . In this scheme, the construction of

atomic energy 𝐸𝑖 includes two steps. The first step is to transform each atom’s
Cartesian coordinates into a symmetry-preserved representation for its local chemi-
cal environment 𝒜𝑖 , which describes the spatial and elemental distribution of its
neighbours within a finite cutoff 𝑅𝑐 . Then a regression model is trained to learn the
complicated relationship between 𝐸𝑖 and 𝒜𝑖 . In this work, we adopted the EANN
developed by Zhang et al., which uses an embedded atom descriptor as the atomic
representation and a deep neural network as the regression model. [50,276] This
model was demonstrated to have relatively better accuracy and less computational
cost compared to other MLIP frameworks. [51] In the embedded atomic descriptor,
the spatial distribution between the central atom and the neighbour with a distance
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of 𝑟 is described by a series of Gaussian-type functions as

𝜙𝛼𝑟𝑠
𝑙𝑥 𝑙𝑦 𝑙𝑧

(𝑟) = 𝑥 𝑙𝑥 𝑦 𝑙𝑦 𝑧 𝑙𝑧 exp(−𝛼 |𝑟 − 𝑟𝑠 |2) (6.2.1)

where 𝛼 and 𝑟 are parameters that determine radial distribution while 𝑙𝑥 + 𝑙𝑦 + 𝑙𝑧 = 𝐿
captures the angular distribution similar to atomic orbitals. The complete atomic
representation denoted as embedded atomic density is calculated by taking the
square of the linear combination of 𝜙 from neighbour atoms as

𝜌𝐿𝛼𝑟𝑠
𝑖

=
𝑙𝑥+𝑙𝑦+𝑙𝑧=𝐿∑
𝑙𝑥 𝑙𝑦 𝑙𝑧

𝐿!
𝑙𝑥! 𝑙𝑦! 𝑙𝑧!

(
𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝑐 𝑗𝜙(𝑟𝑖 𝑗))2 (6.2.2)

where 𝑐 𝑗 is an element-dependant coefficient. This representation is a compact form
of cosine type angular functions frequently used in other frameworks, [42,46] which
can be proved by the multinomial theorem. [277] Therefore, it requires fewer model
hyperparameters (only 𝛼, 𝑟𝑠 , and 𝐿) and can be implemented more efficiently.

In this work, EANN uses 6 Gaussian-type radial functions with automatically
learned parameters and third-order (𝐿 = 3) angular expansion for the atomic
representation. A cutoff of 6.0 Å is considered for neighbour atoms. The atomic-
energy fitting neural network uses a hidden-layer architecture of (256×128×64×32).
The uncertainty criteria for unlearned configurations are set to 0.005 eV/atom for
energy and 0.20 eV/Å for forces.

Since EANN adopts a DNN as the regressor, the model performance is largely
determined by the training dataset. To evaluate the model prediction, we adopted
the committee model uncertainty estimation. [198,266] In this strategy, an ensemble of
models is concurrently trained with different initialisations of learnable parameters
or different portions of the dataset, and the prediction uncertainty is estimated by
the variance of these model outputs. For instance, the mean and variance of total
energy prediction are given by

𝐸 =
1

𝑀

𝑀∑
1

𝐸𝑖

𝜎2(𝐸) =
1

𝑀 − 1

𝑀∑
1

|𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸 |2
(6.2.3)
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where 𝑀 is the number of models. This estimation can be used for other properties
as well, such as forces and stresses. Due to the high non-linearity of the NN model
and the randomness of the optimiser, the final converged models would be slightly
different even with the same inputs. However, they would give consistent results
on well-learned configurations while yielding large deviations on configurations
far away from the training dataset. Therefore, the prediction uncertainty can help
us determine whether the predictions are acceptable and whether new models have
to be trained on an expanded dataset.

6.2.3 Grand Canonical Monte Carlo Simulation

GCMC simulation follows the principle of statistical mechanics and avoids the
combinational explosion of possibilities in the equilibrium structures. [252] Besides, it
provides a history-dependant evolution trajectory of the system. From the trajectory,
not only can equilibrium configurations be extracted but also the formation process
of the surface oxides can be observed. Since the simulation is working in the grand
canonical ensemble, the chemical potential �, volume 𝑉 and temperature 𝑇 of the
system are fixed. In each step of a GCMC simulation, the system is allowed to
interact with an external reservoir by two actions, namely the move action and the
exchange action. The probability of accepting an attempted “move” step is

𝑃𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒 = min(1, 𝑒−
∆𝑈
𝑘𝐵𝑇 ) (6.2.4)

where ∆𝑈 is the potential energy change after the action and 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann
constant. The exchange step can be further divided into insertion and deletion. The
probability of acceptance for insertion is

𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡 = min(1,
𝑉

(𝑁 + 1)Λ3
𝑒
−∆𝑈−�

𝑘𝐵𝑇 ) (6.2.5)

where 𝑉 is the system volume, 𝑁 is the number of particles, and Λ is the thermal
de Broglie wavelength as ℎ√

2𝜋𝑚𝑘𝐵𝑇
. The probability of acceptance for deletion is

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒 = min(1,
𝑁Λ3

𝑉
𝑒
−∆𝑈+�

𝑘𝐵𝑇 ) (6.2.6)
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In conventional GCMC, the simulation can be really time-consuming because
a large number of attempts will generate high-energy configurations that have
extremely low acceptance probability. To accelerate the simulation, we introduce a
bias into the simulation, which performs a relaxation on the structure after each
MC step. This bias can be balanced by revising the volume to effective volume
in the probability calculation, which has been successfully applied in previous
studies. [257,258,278,279] In this work, we consider the oxidation of the Pt surface by O2

gas. The fixed physical quantity in the system is �𝑂 , 𝑉 , 𝑇, and 𝑁𝑃𝑡 . The chemical
potential of an oxygen atom can be approximately computed as

�0(𝑇, 𝑃) =
1

2

�𝑂2
(𝑇, 𝑃) =

1

2

(𝐺𝑂2
(𝑇, 𝑃°) + 𝑘𝐵𝑇 ln

𝑃

𝑃°
) (6.2.7)

where 𝑃 is the pressure of interest, 𝐺𝑂2
is Gibbs free energy of oxygen molecule. We

performed GCMC simulations with our in-house code interfaced with LAMMPS
using “eann pairstyle”. [280]

We implemented the GCMC method as a module of GDPy. Fig. 6.1 shows the
algorithm of GCMC. The system is equilibrated with an imaginary gas reservoir.
For our study on the oxidation of Pt surfaces, we set the chemical potential of an
oxygen atom as half of the Gibbs energy of an O2 molecule at a given temperature
and pressure. There are three operations at each MC step, namely the move, the
insertion, and the removal. Since the dissociative adsorption of the O2 molecule
is more stable than its molecular adsorption, we directly deal with the O atoms
in MC operations instead of O2 molecules. After the operation, we determine the
acceptance probability based on the potential energy of relaxed structures, which
improves the success rate of each MC step.

6.3 results

6.3.1 Dataset Construction

We integrated various exploration algorithms including MD and GA, [207,281] model
uncertainty estimation, and descriptor-based configuration selection [129,130] to con-
struct an efficient active learning pipeline via an open-sourced package named
GDPy. [282]
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Fig. 6.1 This flowchart of GCMC is illustrated. This method attaches an imaginary
reservoir to the system, which has a constant chemical potential of a target particle.
The MC operations include the move, the insertion and the removal.
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We started our research with the dataset construction of various platinum oxides
(PtOx). We first considered a variety of common bulk platinum oxides, such as
PtO, 𝛼-PtO2, 𝛽-PtO2, and Pt3O4. [283] Previous experimental and theoretical studies
demonstrated that 𝛼-PtO2 and 𝛽-PtO2 can be stable phases under oxidative condi-
tions. [229] The DFT phase diagram showed that 𝛼-PtO2 is the thermodynamically
most stable phase at low temperatures while Pt3O4 becomes more stable above 870

K. [284] Since the surface oxidation process is to be investigated, a few low-index
oxide surfaces are considered as well, namely PtO(100), PtO(101), 𝛼-PtO2(0001),
𝛽-PtO2(001) and Pt3O4(100). [231,284,285] These surfaces have relatively low surface
energies and can cover possible configurations during the conversion from surface
oxides to bulk oxides. To further focus on the configurations that may occur on
the flat and stepped platinum oxidation, we explored partial oxidations of the
flat Pt(111) surfaces with various sizes and the stepped Pt surfaces that include
Pt(211), Pt(533), and Pt(322), each of which further covers systems with a different
amount of oxygen atoms. To this end, the entire PtOx dataset consists of over two
hundred thousand configurations. For training efficiency, we utilised structural
descriptor-based selection to choose the most representative configurations of each
system from the entire dataset. The final training dataset has 58784 structures, ten
percent of which were used for the testset. There are 95 systems that cover bulk Pt,
bulk common oxides and surfaces, and surface oxides. For the flat Pt surface, we
considered 𝑝(2× 2), 𝑝(3× 3), 𝑝(4× 4) surfaces. For stepped surfaces, we considered
Pt(211), Pt(533), and Pt(322) with a 𝑝(1× 3) unit cell. PtO, 𝛼-PtO2, 𝛽-PtO2 and Pt3O4

were included to cover configurations of Pt oxides. Several low-index oxide surfaces
are considered as well, including PtO(100), PtO(101), 𝛼-PtO2(0001), 𝛽-PtO2(001),
and Pt3O4(100). The complete dataset has 250265 structures as reported in Table
6.1, Table 6.2, Table 6.3, and Table 6.4. For the model training, we utilised a dataset
of 58784 structures selected based on structural descriptors, which are randomly
split into the train set and the test set. The train set has 52448 structures and the
test set has 6336 structures. The rest about two hundred thousand structures can
be viewed as the validation set. We select the model with the smallest force error
on the test set for production simulations. In general, the atomic energy and force
errors are 10 meV/atom and 0.22 eV/Å on the train set and 6 meV/atom and
0.23 eV/Å on the test set.

The overall performance of EANN on the entire dataset reaches an RMSE of 11

meV/atom, and an RMSE in forces of 0.41 eV/Å for O and 0.21 eV/Å for Pt. We
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Table 6.1 RMSE of energy and force for DFT-labelled PtOx structures (𝑂𝑥 and Pt
bulks).

System 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠 Number 𝐸𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸

(eV/atom)
𝐹𝑂
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸

(eV/Å)
𝐹𝑃𝑡
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸

(eV/Å)

O2Pt0 320 2 320 0.0233 0.0237 NaN
O3Pt0 320 3 320 0.0009 0.0472 NaN
O0Pt32 320 32 2126 0.0041 NaN 0.0891

O0Pt31 640 31 1246 0.0078 NaN 0.1357

tested a wide range of properties for both PtOx bulk and surface oxides to validate
the EANN. First of all, we compared the optimised lattice and the corresponding
equation of state for each bulk material. Fig. 6.2 shows the equation of state for each
bulk material. The equation of state is described by the Birch-Murnaghan equation.
The EANN reproduced the DFT results well around local minima and expanded
areas. The difference becomes large when the unit cell is highly compressed.
However, this deviation would not affect the overall model performance since the
highly compressed bulk structures may rarely occur in practical calculations, for
example, the oxidised Pt surfaces. This large repulsion energy is attributed to
very small interatomic distances, which can be avoided by the structural relaxation
toward the local minimum where EANN can give a very accurate result. The
EANN gives rise to the same optimised lattice as DFT does and can describe such
periodic systems very well.

The thermodynamic stabilities of various surface facets are vital to the investiga-
tion of platinum surface oxidation. Table 6.5 shows the surface energy of ordered
PtOx surfaces. The surface energy is calculated as

𝛾 = (𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑥𝑒𝑑 − 𝐸𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑑 + 0.5 · 𝐸 𝑓 )/𝐴ℎ𝑘𝑙 (6.3.1)

where 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑥𝑒𝑑 is the total energy of the relaxed surface, 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑥𝑒𝑑 is the total energy
of the cleaved (unrelaxed) surface, 𝐸 𝑓 is the formation energy of the cleaved
surface from its corresponding bulk, and 𝐴ℎ𝑘𝑙 is the cross-sectional area of a given
surface. This definition of surface energy is for symmetric surfaces. Since we
focus on the benchmark of EANN performance, the same formula was used for
asymmetric surfaces, namely Pt-terminated 𝛽-PtO2(001), O-terminated PtO(100),
and O-terminated Pt3O4(100). Pt(111) and 𝛼-PtO2(0001) are two important surface
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Table 6.2 RMSE of energy and force for DFT-labelled PtOx structures (flat Pt
surfaces).

System 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠 Number 𝐸𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸

(eV/atom)
𝐹𝑂
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸

(eV/Å)
𝐹𝑃𝑡
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸

(eV/Å)

O0Pt16 1280 16 2240 0.0168 NaN 0.1439

O0Pt17 1216 17 10207 0.0090 NaN 0.0750

O1Pt16 1280 17 12184 0.0129 0.1515 0.1151

O2Pt16 1280 18 16408 0.0153 0.2199 0.1461

O3Pt16 1280 19 6273 0.0178 0.5764 0.2849

O4Pt16 1280 20 5391 0.0170 0.6108 0.2392

O5Pt16 1280 21 5196 0.0177 0.5593 0.2783

O6Pt16 1280 22 3916 0.0192 1.0266 0.2878

O7Pt16 1280 23 3917 0.0183 0.6682 0.3217

O8Pt16 1280 24 3910 0.0207 0.9767 0.3641

O0Pt36 320 36 2035 0.0153 NaN 0.1335

O1Pt36 1088 37 4281 0.0122 0.1791 0.1324

O2Pt36 480 38 3520 0.0100 0.1957 0.1600

O3Pt36 576 39 5956 0.0090 0.1996 0.1477

O4Pt36 704 40 4726 0.0092 0.2380 0.1600

O5Pt36 768 41 4755 0.0088 0.2430 0.1663

O6Pt36 1024 42 4813 0.0096 0.3303 0.2112

O7Pt36 928 43 4260 0.0085 0.2823 0.1962

O8Pt36 1088 44 4236 0.0087 0.4068 0.1925

O9Pt36 992 45 4068 0.0089 0.2869 0.2044

O10Pt36 608 46 2327 0.0104 0.3196 0.2189

O11Pt36 640 47 2332 0.0109 0.3658 0.2521

O12Pt36 704 48 2328 0.0174 1.1284 0.9580

O12Pt64 288 76 320 0.0058 0.1872 0.1588

O13Pt64 288 77 320 0.0074 0.2014 0.1555

O14Pt64 320 78 446 0.0067 0.2030 0.1677

O15Pt64 320 79 660 0.0074 0.2258 0.2589

O16Pt64 288 80 318 0.0060 0.2140 0.2066

O17Pt64 320 81 658 0.0070 0.2493 0.1919

O18Pt64 320 82 660 0.0078 0.2513 0.1917

O19Pt64 320 83 658 0.0067 0.2227 0.1923

O20Pt64 320 84 659 0.0054 0.5624 0.1905

O21Pt64 320 85 658 0.0069 3.4760 0.2293

O22Pt64 320 86 660 0.0057 0.2358 0.1970

O23Pt64 320 87 659 0.0101 0.6362 0.2525

O24Pt64 320 88 660 0.0071 0.5766 0.3661

O25Pt64 320 89 659 0.0064 0.2586 0.2290

O26Pt64 320 90 658 0.0067 0.3779 0.2311

O27Pt64 320 91 660 0.0075 0.3720 0.2365

O28Pt64 320 92 658 0.0063 0.2765 0.2405

O29Pt64 320 93 658 0.0083 0.6129 0.2617

O30Pt64 320 94 659 0.0078 0.3146 0.2400

O31Pt64 320 95 659 0.0057 0.2592 0.2311
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Table 6.3 RMSE of energy and force for DFT-labelled PtOx structures (stepped Pt
surfaces).

System 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠 Number 𝐸𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸

(eV/atom)
𝐹𝑂
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸

(eV/Å)
𝐹𝑃𝑡
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸

(eV/Å)

Pt211-O0Pt36 352 36 660 0.0090 NaN 0.1395

Pt211-O1Pt36 320 37 3289 0.0040 0.1220 0.0748

Pt211-O2Pt36 320 38 3841 0.0058 0.1325 0.0912

Pt211-O3Pt36 352 39 3494 0.0055 0.1333 0.1022

Pt211-O4Pt36 352 40 3579 0.0060 0.1437 0.1074

Pt211-O5Pt36 832 41 3523 0.0070 0.2012 0.1207

Pt211-O6Pt36 1280 42 3779 0.0084 0.1762 0.1292

Pt211-O7Pt36 1280 43 3505 0.0097 0.1796 0.1395

Pt211-O8Pt36 1280 44 3672 0.0106 0.1813 0.1492

Pt211-O9Pt36 1280 45 3599 0.0130 0.2079 0.1606

Pt533-O0Pt48 320 48 660 0.0068 NaN 0.1562

Pt533-O1Pt48 320 49 680 0.0064 0.1356 0.1088

Pt533-O2Pt48 320 50 1449 0.0061 0.1246 0.1090

Pt533-O3Pt48 320 51 875 0.0052 0.2370 0.1233

Pt533-O4Pt48 320 52 2121 0.0070 0.1572 0.1405

Pt533-O5Pt48 320 53 1190 0.0066 0.1759 0.1478

Pt533-O6Pt48 480 54 1544 0.0082 0.1815 0.1462

Pt533-O7Pt48 1024 55 2157 0.0094 0.1909 0.1475

Pt533-O8Pt48 544 56 1101 0.0102 0.3914 0.2281

Pt533-O9Pt48 1280 57 2551 0.0103 0.1843 0.1665

Pt533-O10Pt48 1280 58 2335 0.0116 0.2088 0.1644

Pt533-O11Pt48 960 59 2508 0.0137 0.2476 0.2125

Pt533-O12Pt48 1280 60 2396 0.0132 0.2149 0.1763

Pt322-O0Pt60 320 60 660 0.0068 NaN 0.1249

Pt322-O1Pt60 320 61 706 0.0064 0.1614 0.1228

Pt322-O2Pt60 320 62 485 0.0054 0.1703 0.1219

Pt322-O3Pt60 320 63 519 0.0061 0.1809 0.1340

Pt322-O4Pt60 320 64 604 0.0057 0.1714 0.1382

Pt322-O5Pt60 320 65 659 0.0063 0.1846 0.1450

Pt322-O6Pt60 320 66 660 0.0056 0.1901 0.1535

Pt322-O7Pt60 320 67 659 0.0067 0.2213 0.1772

Pt322-O8Pt60 320 68 659 0.0072 0.2196 0.1801

Pt322-O9Pt60 320 69 660 0.0067 0.2223 0.1899

Pt322-O10Pt60 320 70 660 0.0074 0.2163 0.2014

Pt322-O11Pt60 320 71 660 0.0108 2.0513 0.2326

Pt322-O12Pt60 320 72 658 0.0075 0.2290 0.1942

Pt322-O13Pt60 320 73 659 0.0090 0.6036 0.3254

Pt322-O14Pt60 320 74 659 0.0088 0.3080 0.2217

Pt322-O15Pt60 320 75 441 0.0085 0.2785 0.2265
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Fig. 6.2 The equations of states of various PtOx bulks are illustrated, which are
described by the Birch-Murnaghan equation. The curves are DFT results while
the crosses are EANN results. The EANN can reproduce the DFT results of the
energy-volume curve well.
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Table 6.4 RMSE of energy and force for DFT-labelled PtOx structures (Pt oxides).

System 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠 Number 𝐸𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸

(eV/atom)
𝐹𝑂
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸

(eV/Å)
𝐹𝑃𝑡
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸

(eV/Å)

PtO-O16Pt16 1152 32 5276 0.0053 0.1268 0.1229

PtO100-O24Pt24 544 48 6279 0.0073 0.1722 0.2023

PtO101-O24Pt24 1184 48 6200 0.0071 0.1851 0.2194

bPtO2-O32Pt16-
bulk 320 48 7718 0.0034 0.1290 0.2082

bPtO2-O32Pt16-
surf 832 48 1814 0.0114 0.2760 0.4037

Pt3O4-O64Pt48 352 112 5015 0.0034 0.1583 0.1908

aPtO2_O16Pt8 576 24 4963 0.0066 0.1048 0.0910

aPtO2_001-
O36Pt18

448 54 5777 0.0042 0.1149 0.1446

Pt3O4_100-
O32Pt24

1280 56 7478 0.0085 0.2554 0.3361

facets during platinum surface oxidation. Pt(111) is the most stable metal surface
and has a surface energy of 0.092 eV/Å2 by DFT. The layered 𝛼-PtO2(0001) surface
has a small surface energy of 0.009 eV/Å2 by DFT, and the interaction between
two consecutive layers are van der Waals forces. [284] EANN well emulated the DFT
calculated surface energies of metal and oxide surfaces. The quantitative agreement
for the surface energies is not surprising since these representative configurations
have already been covered in the training dataset. Therefore, EANN has learned
the local chemical environments well from these distinct PtOx systems, and can
describe the Pt-Pt and O-O interactions well.

Furthermore, we tested our model committee on the dataset and observed that
the prediction uncertainty is consistent with the true error. It is well known that
ML algorithms give rise to more accurate results on the training dataset while
providing less satisfying results beyond the training set. It is possible that there
may still have some configurations that were not covered in the dataset. Unexpected
structures can still be generated if simulations were performed at large spatial and
time scales. To better assess the simulation quality, the prediction uncertainty is
estimated by our EANN committee which is made up of 4 concurrently trained
potentials. This technique not only forms the basis of the active learning strategy
to reduce training costs but also ensures that the EANN simulations are plausible.
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Table 6.5 Surface energies of the ordered surface.

Surface Surface Area (Å2) DFT (eV/Å2) EANN (eV/Å2)

Pt(100) 32.494 0.104 0.095

Pt(110) 45.954 0.107 0.092

Pt(111) 28.141 0.092 0.085

Pt(211) 59.696 0.094 0.077

Pt(533) 79.595 0.093 0.076

Pt(322) 100.483 0.092 0.075

𝛼-PtO2(0001) 79.320 0.009 0.010

𝛽-PtO2(001) 58.295 0.189 0.179

PtO(100) 67.706 0.069 0.077

PtO(101) 79.218 0.050 0.053

Pt3O4(100) 31.100 0.100 0.101

For active learning, we can simply use the committee uncertainty to check whether
the current configuration has been well learned. We tested our EANN committee
on the dataset listed from Table 6.1 to Table 6.4 to compare the true error and the
estimated uncertainty. Fig. 6.3 shows the true error and the estimated uncertainty
on 250265 selected configurations. When obtaining the model uncertainty, it was
noticed that there is an inevitable prediction error due to model training even if the
committee gives the same predictions that indicate a near-zero deviation.

6.3.2 Oxygen Coverage Convex Hull

The first step to understanding the oxidation process is to generate high-symmetry
surfaces that have been reported extensively in previous studies. We utilised an
automatic graph-theory-based evolutionary search [286] accelerated by EANN to
explore O-adsorbed Pt surfaces. The adsorption configurations were generated
based on the adsorption-site graph and then optimised by EANN. Our EANN
reproduced the structures of adsorbed O atoms and surface oxides and their
thermodynamic data well, which demonstrates its accurate description of O-O
and O-Pt interactions. Later, only the top one hundred stable structures predicted
by EANN were re-optimised by DFT calculations since the number of possible
configurations of large unit cells was enormous. Therefore, the results presented
in this section are all based on DFT calculations. We define the surface formation
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Fig. 6.3 Uncertainty quantification on energy by the model committee is illustrated.

energy as follows:

𝛾 = (𝐸𝑃𝑡𝑂𝑦 − 𝐸𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏 −
𝑦

2

𝐸𝑂2
)/𝐴ℎ𝑘𝑙 (6.3.2)

where 𝐴ℎ𝑘𝑙 is the cross-sectional area of a given surface, in which ℎ𝑘𝑙 are the surface
indices. The coverage of oxygen is defined as

�𝑂 = 𝑁𝑂/𝑁
𝑠𝑢𝑟 𝑓

𝑃𝑡
(6.3.3)

where 𝑁 𝑠𝑢𝑟 𝑓

𝑃𝑡
is the number of platinum atoms on the first layer.

We started the configuration exploration of adsorbed oxygens and surface
oxides on the flat Pt(111) surfaces. We limited our search to five surfaces that can
be calculated by DFT within an acceptable time, namely 𝑝(2× 2), 𝑝(2×√3), 𝑝(3× 3),
𝑝(4× 4), and 𝑝(4× 2

√
3). There are two stable adsorption sites on Pt(111), namely

the FCC site and the HCP site. The adsorption energies on these two sites are
-1.38 eV and -0.97 eV on the 𝑝(2× 2) unit cell corresponding to a coverage of 0.25

monolayer. Since the FCC sites are ca. 0.40 eV more stable than the HCP sites, a
reasonable assumption is that oxygen should adsorb on the FCC sites at arbitrary
surface coverages, which is adopted by a large number of microkinetic modelling
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and on-lattice kMC studies. [171,249,287,288] However, this is not always the case when
the coverage increases over 0.50 as we will demonstrate below.

In addition, there are also two tetrahedron subsurface sites that can be occupied
by oxygen atoms, which have adsorption energies of 0.33 eV and 1.20 eV, respec-
tively. The positive adsorption energies of these two sites indicate that the migration
of oxygen atoms from the surface to the subsurface is highly thermodynamically un-
favourable. The structures of these sites and their adsorption energies benchmarked
with EANN are shown in Fig. 6.4. The most stable site for a single O adsorption is
the FCC site which has an adsorption energy of 1.377 eV by DFT and -1.211 eV by
EANN. The second stable site is the HCP site which has an adsorption energy of
-0.966 eV by DFT and -1.011 eV by EANN. There are two kinds of tetrahedral sites
in the subsurface. The first kind is that oxygen is directly below the hollow site and
has the formation energy of 0.332 eV by DFT and 0.500 eV by EANN. Meanwhile,
the second kind is that oxygen is below a platinum atom and has the formation en-
ergy of 1.200 eV by DFT and 1.328 eV by EANN. The insertions of oxygen into these
two subsurface sites are both thermodynamically unfavourable. These single-site
energy results demonstrate that the EANN can offer an accurate description of O-Pt
interaction, especially for the Pt(111) surface systems. These quantitatively accurate
results reproduced by EANN are fundamental for the investigation of much more
complicated surfaces, where a various number of oxygen atoms are included.

For all the configurations related to adsorbed oxygen atoms and surface oxides
on the flat Pt(111) surface, the generated convex hull and phase diagram with
critical structures we discovered are illustrated in Fig. 6.5. Fig. 6.5(a) shows the
convex hull constructed by 3199 configurations, which is made up of low-energy
structures at each O coverage. In general, the surface formation energy of the
most stable configuration gradually decreases with increasing O coverage. This
trend is not surprising since Pt surfaces would be oxidised to form a more stable
phase 𝛼-PtO2 compared to simple O-adsorbed structures. It is obvious that there
exist plenty of distinct configurations near the global minimum, which form a
low-energy metastable ensemble. According to the Boltzmann distribution, these
configurations have similar populations but may contain distinct reactivity due to
their unique local chemical environments. Fig. 6.5(b) illustrates the phase diagram
obtained by the configurations at some selected coverages. The standard condition
corresponds to ∆�𝑂 of -0.25 eV, in which the configuration at 1.0 monolayer coverage
would be the most favourable. Pt surfaces with lower coverages would dominate at
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Fig. 6.4 The adsorption sites on Pt(111) surface are shown. The FCC site and the
HCP site are on the surface while two tetrahedral sites are on the subsurface. The
energy results are calculated using a 𝑝(2× 2) unit cell at 0.25 monolayer coverage.
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elevated temperatures or low pressures. However, the conditions of the realistic
catalytic reactions often deviated from this condition; medium and high coverages
of O atoms are more often the cases that should be focused on. Fig. 6.5(c)-(f)
show the most stable structures at given coverages while Fig. 6.5(g)-(h) illustrate
two structures at 1.0 monolayer coverage with low surface formation energies.
Interestingly, it is found from the most stable configuration at each coverage that
evolution from an ordered FCC adsorbed oxygen pattern to lifted surface PtO2

stripes occurs.
At low O coverages smaller than 0.50 monolayer, adsorbed oxygen atoms are

prone to occupy the FCC site and stay as far away from each other as possible,
which forms a highly symmetric pattern. For instance, a configuration of 0.25

monolayer coverage (Fig. 6.5(c)) shows that O resides at maximumly separated
FCC sites to reduce the O-O lateral repulsion. When the coverage increases to 0.50

monolayer, the structures with all O atoms on the FCC sites can still be observed in
the low-energy metastable ensemble. However, some Pt atoms would be lifted by
adsorbed O atoms to form PtnO2n+2 local structures that are a precursor of surface
PtO2 stripe. These raised Pt atoms are normally ∼1.5 Å higher than those in the first
layer of the clean flat surface. Therefore, considering the surface may reconstruct
when the coverage is high, we use the threshold of 1.2 Å to identify raised Pt atoms.
The structure in Fig. 6.5(d) has a Pt2O6 motif that coexists with the FCC adsorbed
O atoms, in which the protruded Pt atoms are 1.64 Å above the flat surface.

With a further increase of coverage to 0.75 monolayer, the PtO2 stripe continues
to grow but with an incomplete PtO3 end, as shown in Fig. 6.5(e). Similar structures
with small PtO2 stripes formed by adding extra O atoms to a 𝑝(2× 1)-O layer were
reported in a previous experimental study. [289] When the surface coverage increases
to 1.0 monolayer, a low-energy ordered structure is found to have two Pt oxide
rows as shown in Fig. 6.5(f); one is with five-coordinated Pt atoms and the other
one is simply with O atoms all on the FCC sites. This most stable configuration is
in accordance with the previous computational results. [256] The place-exchange Pt
surface oxide is the second stable configuration as shown in Fig. 6.5(g), where one
of two PtO2 stripes rotate around the surface plane by 30 degrees. [242] Moreover,
we find that amorphous surface oxides can have very similar surface formation
energy compared to some structures with ordered PtO2 stripes. For example, O
atoms start to migrate to subsurface sites created by raised Pt atoms (Fig. 6.5(h)).
The surface formation energy is only 2.2 meV/Å2 higher than the one reported
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in previous experimental studies, [290] and also 10.3 meV/Å2 higher than the most
stable one (-113.4 meV/Å2 compared to -123.7 meV/Å2). According to the results
on the flat Pt surfaces, we can see clearly that the most significant oxide unit is the
square planar PtO4 unit.

We also explored the configurations of adsorbed O atoms and surface oxides
on the stepped Pt surfaces to elucidate the influence of steps on O adsorption. We
took two vicinal-type surfaces with a (100) step for exploration, namely Pt(211) and
Pt(322). The stepped surfaces can be simply considered as the combination of a
Pt(111) terrace and a step. Pt(211) can be viewed as [3(111)× (100)] while Pt(322) can
be regarded to [5(111)× (100)]. Considering adsorption sites on stepped surfaces,
there are two kinds of twofold sites as edge-bridge site and step-bridge site, and
three kinds of threefold sites, namely, on-terrace FCC site, near-edge FCC site, and
near-step FCC site. On the 𝑝(1× 4) Pt(211) surface, the favourable adsorption site
on the terrace is the near-edge FCC site with an adsorption energy of -1.23 eV
while the favourable one on the edge is the twofold edge-bridge site that has an
adsorption energy of -1.52 eV. This trend of preferable adsorption sites exists as
well for the p(1×4) Pt(322) surface that has a decreased step-terrace ratio. These
results are in accordance with previous computational studies. [291–293] Therefore,
O atoms would first reside on the edge-bridge sites and then the near-edge FCC
sites. These basic adsorption sites on the stepped surfaces with their adsorption
energies benchmarked with EANN. The adsorption sites of oxygen on the stepped
Pt(211) surface are shown in Fig. 6.6. The most favourable site is the edge-bridge
site with an adsorption energy of -1.52 eV. Another twofold adsorption site, the
step-bridge site, has an adsorption energy of -0.90 eV. For hollow sites, oxygen
prefers to adsorb on near-edge FCC sites (-1.23 eV) instead of near-step FCC sites
(-0.67 eV). Our EANN correctly predicts the most favourable adsorption sites and
gives very similar adsorption energies. The adsorption sites of oxygen on the
stepped Pt(322) surface are shown in Fig. 6.7. The preferable adsorption sites are
similar to those on Pt(211) surface. Oxygen would first reside at edge-bridge sites
(-1.53 eV) and then near-edge FCC sites (-1.23 eV). With the decreased step-terrace
ratio, on-terrace sites have been created. After occupying all sites near the edge,
oxygen would adsorb on on-terrace sites (-1.06 eV) and finally step-bridge sites
(0.99 eV). Our EANN gives consistent results with DFT about favourable sites and
adsorption energies.
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Fig. 6.5 The convex hull of O on Pt(111) is shown in (a). The phase diagram made
up of the most stable structures is shown in (b), the insert of which illustrates
the coverages with colours corresponding to those in panels (c)-(f). Panels (g)-
(h) exhibit two representative configurations at 1.0 monolayer coverage. At low
coverages, O atoms all reside on FCC sites. When the coverage reaches a medium
value ( 0.5 monolayer), small PtO2 stripes (containing two Pt atoms) are observed.
With more O atoms adsorbed, O atoms start to migrate to the subsurface and many
amorphous structures with similar formation energy can be generated.
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Fig. 6.6 The adsorption sites on Pt(211) surface are shown. There are two kinds
of twofold sites, (a) edge-bridge sites and (c) step-bridge sites, and two kinds of
hollow sites, (b) near-edge sites and (d) near-step sites. The edge-bridge site is the
most favourable adsorption site of all. For hollow sites, oxygen prefers near-edge
FCC sites rather than near-step sites. The energy results are calculated using a
𝑝(1× 4) unit cell with one adsorbed oxygen.
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Fig. 6.7 The adsorption sites on Pt(322) surface are illustrated, namely, (a) edge-
bridge site, (b) near-edge site, (c) on-terrace FCC site and (d) step-bridge site. The
most favourable site is the edge-bridge site. The energy results are calculated using
a 𝑝(1× 4) unit cell with one adsorbed oxygen.
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The situation becomes complicated when the coverage increases since the surface
Pt atoms can be elevated by O atoms. Fig. 6.8 shows the convex hull formed by
explored configurations and representative structures at some selected coverages.
The convex hulls of Pt(211) and Pt(322) are shown in Fig. 6.8(a) and Fig. 6.8(b),
respectively, which demonstrate that the surface formation energy decreases with
the coverage increase, indicating that stepped surfaces are readily oxidised. Fig.
6.8(c)-(f) are the most stable structures at given coverages for Pt(211) while Fig.
6.8(g)-(h) are those for Pt(322).

At a low coverage (0.25 monolayer) on Pt(211) shown in Fig. 6.8(c), O atoms
prefer to adsorb on the near-edge-FCC site and the edge-bridge site as we discussed
on the adsorption sites of stepped surfaces. When the coverage increases to 0.50

monolayer, a Pt atom is lifted to form the square planar PtO4 oxide unit (see
Fig. 6.8(d)) that is stabilised by the edge and the step simultaneously. When the
coverage further increases to 0.75 monolayer (Fig. 6.8(e)), we discover an interesting
oxide motif with two square PtO4 units that share a subsurface O atom. When
reaching 1.0 monolayer coverage (see Fig. 6.8(f)), the edge is largely oxidised to
a PtO3 chain, in which two neighbouring Pt atoms are connected by a surface O
atom or a subsurface one alternatively. Regarding Pt(322), we find that the square
PtO4 oxide unit on the terrace is more stable at the step bottom instead of near
the edge, as shown in Fig. 6.8(g). When the coverage reaches 1.0 monolayer (Fig.
6.8(h)), the configuration contains an edge PtO3 chain. However, there are two
kinds of Pt rows with square planar PtO4 oxide units on the terrace. The first
one is near the step and has raised square planar PtO4 units that are separated
by one Pt atom. The second one is a Pt3O8 stripe that contains three PtO4 units.
This difference demonstrates the influence of step and edge on the formation of
PtO2 stripe. Perhaps more importantly, we find that the oxidised edge forms a
PtO3 chain that is different from the PtO2 stripe on the flat surfaces and affects the
vicinal stripe formation on the terrace.

6.3.3 GCMC Simulations

The configurations of adsorbed O atoms and surface oxides discussed above provide
a basic overview of oxidised Pt surfaces. However, the connections between those
static structures are not clear. In this work, we further performed large-scale
GCMC simulations on the flat and stepped Pt surfaces to investigate the oxidation
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Fig. 6.8 The results of structural exploration on stepped surfaces are illustrated.
The convex hull of Pt(211) and Pt(322) obtained by explored configurations at each
coverage are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The inset figures are structures
of stepped surfaces, where blue triangles and lines denote the FCC and bridge
adsorption sites, respectively. Panels (c)-(f) are the most stable configurations found
in Pt(211) at each coverage while (g) and (h) are two for Pt(322). O atoms prefer to
adsorb on the edge-bridge and near-edge-FCC sites as in (c). Then square planar
PtO4 unit can be found on the terrace ((d) and (g)). Finally, the edge is oxidised to
a distinguished Pt2O6 chain.
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process at the atomic level. These simulations can not only offer more distinct
configurations and various local chemical environments but also provide fruitful
insights into step-by-step oxidation mechanisms with their history-dependent
trajectories. For the flat surface, we adopted a 𝑝(20× 20) Pt(111) surface with eight
Pt layers, which has 3200 Pt atoms in total. For the surface with steps, we utilised
a 𝑝(2× 12) Pt(17 15 15) surface that can be denoted as [8(111)× (100)], containing
1536 Pt atoms. All the simulations took at least 10000 MC steps with the condition
of 300 K and 1 mbar O2 pressure to ensure that the final coverage exceeds 1.0
monolayer. Five independent simulations for each system were performed to make
the results statistically observable. During all the simulations, the uncertainty of
energy prediction has a small value of around 0.02 eV/atom and the relaxations
are all converged to 0.05 eV/Å, which indicates the optimised local minima are
reasonable. Besides, we use the same threshold of 1.2 Å as discussed in Section
6.3.2 to identify raised Pt atoms in trajectories.

Fig. 6.9 shows the changes in properties and representative structures at some
selected coverages during one GCMC simulation. Fig. 6.9(a) displays the change in
surface formation energies and surface coverages during the oxidation. At the start
of the simulation, the surface formation energy quickly drops with the increase
in coverage. When the coverage is over 0.60 monolayer, the change of surface
formation energies becomes much more moderate. Fig. 6.9(b) illustrates the change
in the number of local surface oxide structures defined by raised Pt atoms, where Pt
atoms in the motif are connected by at least one O atom. The single raised Pt shows
up at low coverage of around 0.25 monolayer, most of which are square planar PtO4.
The Pt2Ox emerges at around 0.50 monolayer and the structures that occur most
often are the rectangle Pt2O6, which is consistent with the convex hull based on
statically explored structures. Larger surface oxides appear later during oxidation
since they have to be generated from smaller raised Pt stripes. This observation
implies that an interesting feature of the formation of the PtO2 stripe is that Pt
atoms are elevated one by one instead of being raised at the same time.

To further understand the oxidised structures, we selected three from low to
high coverages for discussion. At the early stage of the oxidation corresponding
to a coverage of 0.25 monolayer (Fig. 6.9(c)), most O atoms will occupy their
most favourable FCC sites while the first Pt atom is found to be raised by its
three O neighbours. We also notice that some oxygen atoms may adsorb on the
HCP sites at first but move very quickly to the more stable FCC sites. When
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the coverage increases to around 0.49 monolayer (see Fig. 6.9(d)), there are a
considerable number of raised Pt atoms. These buckled Pt oxides are mostly made
up of T-shaped planar PtO3 and square planar PtO4, in which the PtO2 stripe can
be considered as the minimum building block. Although there still exist some
empty FCC sites, Pt atoms with three or more O neighbours are inevitably raised
and further transformed into square planar PtO4 units, which makes the surface
locally buckle and opens a few oxygen migration pathways from the surface to the
subsurface. [256] This similar square-planar metal oxide unit was observed in our
previous investigations of PdOx. [151,294,295] At 0.85 monolayer coverage, the surface
becomes disordered and complicated Pt oxides are generated, as shown in Fig.
6.9(e). The square planar PtO4 unit starts to grow into longer stripes, namely, Pt2O6

and Pt3O8. We did not observe longer stripes before the top layer of the surface is
completely oxidised (over 1.0 monolayer) since their formation may be hindered
due to randomness.

Then we moved on to the simulation of the stepped surface. Fig. 6.10 shows
the GCMC results of one representative trajectory. The changes of coverages and
surface formation energies as shown in Fig. 6.10(a) are very similar to ones from the
Pt(111) surface. The surface formation energy decreases rapidly with the increase of
O coverage. The energy decrease becomes much slower after the coverage reaches
0.60 monolayer. We also analysed the number of changes of local surface oxide
structures defined in the same way as those on the flat surface and the sixfold-
coordinated edge Pt atom, which is shown in Fig. 6.10(b). The first Pt atom raised
on the terrace is observed at ca. 0.40 monolayer coverage. With more O atoms
adsorbed, more Pt atoms on the terrace are elevated to group into local surface
oxide units. When the coverage is over 1.00 monolayer, a few octahedral PtO6

structures form, the Pt atom of which has the same local chemical environment as
the one in 𝛼-PtO2.

We show three structures at some selected coverages in the following. The
structure at a medium coverage of 0.52 monolayer is basically ordered, as shown in
Fig. 6.10(c). Most O atoms favour the edge-bridge and on-terrace-FCC sites. One Pt
atom is raised on the terrace and forms a square planar PtO4 unit that is the same
as the one on the flat surface. Meanwhile, one edge Pt atom is found to form a
square PtO4 unit; however, one of its coordinated O atoms is in the subsurface. The
structure at 1.00 monolayer coverage (Fig. 6.10(d)) becomes disordered with more
raised Pt atoms on the terrace and connected PtO4 units on the edge. The Pt oxides
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Fig. 6.9 GCMC simulation results of flat 𝑝(20× 20) Pt(111) surface are illustrated.
Panel (a) shows the changes in surface formation energies and O coverages during
oxidation. Panel (b) shows the change in the number of local surface oxide units,
such as square planar PtO4 unit and minimal PtO2 stripe, which are two surface
oxides responsible for the PtO2 stripe formation. Panels (c)-(e) are representative
structures at selected coverages. Blue balls are raised Pt atoms. The first raised
Pt atom is found at 0.25 monolayer coverage while the rest of Pt atoms adsorb on
FCC sites. Plenty of square planar PtO4 oxide units are observed at 0.49 monolayer
coverage. The surface has already become disordered at 0.85 monolayer coverage
and longer PtO2 stripes that contain three or more Pt atoms are found.
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on the edge are the PtO3 chain that has already been identified and discussed in the
structure exploration. Fig. 6.10(e) shows a structure when the coverage increases to
1.28 monolayer. It is found that the surface PtO2 stripes continue to grow and the
longest one found in this simulation contains four Pt atoms. The edge PtO3 chain is
further oxidised to an 𝛼-PtO2 stripe, in which every Pt atom is sixfold-coordinated.

6.3.4 Surface PtOx Formation

According to the results of GCMC simulations, we propose the formation mecha-
nism of important surface oxide units, namely the raised PtO4, the minimal stripe
Pt2O6, and the edge PtO6. These mechanisms were verified by DFT calculations
on a flat 𝑝(4× 4) Pt(111) surface and a stepped 𝑝(1× 4) Pt(322) surface. TSs were
located by the CI-NEB method. [169]

Fig. 6.11 shows the formation mechanism from the FCC-adsorbed O atom to
the Pt2O6 stripe via a key intermediate that is the square planar PtO4 oxide unit.
The structure in Fig. 6.11(a) where two O atoms adsorb on the neighbour FCC sites
is very common at low coverages, which is discussed in Section 6.3.2. The PtO4

formation starts with a local trimer structure as shown in Fig. 6.11(b) where three
oxygen atoms adsorb on the three neighbouring FCC sites, which can be considered
as the precursor of the surface buckling. Although the O atoms prefer to reside
on the FCC sites at maximum separation due to the lateral repulsion, such local
trimer structures can be frequently observed in GCMC simulations at low coverages
(∼0.25 monolayer). If the coverage further increases, there would even be a higher
possibility of finding these trimers that are the origin of surface buckling. Once an
oxygen atom attacks the bridge site, the central Pt atom will be lifted up by 1.5 Å to
form a PtO3 as shown in Fig. 6.11 has a reaction energy of 0.23 eV. This process has
an energy barrier of 0.82 eV, which is very close to the barrier for oxygen diffusion
through the bridge site (0.63 eV). With the buckled PtO3 structure, an extra oxygen
atom will attack the newly exposed buckled bridge site to form the square planar
PtO4 unit as shown in Fig. 6.11(d), in which the central Pt will be further lifted up
by 0.2 Å. This process has an energy barrier of 0.26 eV and a reaction energy of -0.43

eV, indicating that the raised PtO4 (Fig. 6.11(e)) is thermodynamically favourable.
The Pt2O6 formation starts with the square planar PtO4 oxide unit, which can

be viewed as the fundamental process of the PtO2 stripe growth. The second PtO3

formation has a slightly different mechanism as shown in Fig. 6.11(f). The oxygen
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Fig. 6.10 GCMC simulation results of stepped p(2×12) Pt(17 15 15) surface are
illustrated. Panel (a) shows the change in coverages and surface formation energies
during the simulation. Panel (b) shows the change in the number of local surface
oxide units, including raised Pt atom groups that contain one to four atoms and
edge octahedral PtO6 units. Panels (c) to (e) illustrate three representative structures
at given coverages. Blue atoms are the raised Pt atoms while yellow ones are the
high-coordinated edge Pt atoms that have at least four O neighbours. During the
early stage of the oxidation, Pt atoms on the terrace are first raised to form an on-
surface square planar PtO4 oxide unit while Pt atoms on the edge are also oxidised
to become a square planar PtO4 unit but with one O atom in the subsurface. The
further oxidation makes on-terrace PtO2 stripes grow longer and the edge Pt atoms
completely oxidised to sixfold-coordinated.
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atom on the FCC site will attack the bridge site with a tiny rotation of the entire
PtO4 unit. Since the Pt atom under attack has already been coordinated by two O
atoms, it ends up with a height increase of 1.2 Å as can be seen in Fig. 6.11(g). This
process is almost barrierless (0.08 eV) and has a negative reaction energy of -0.70

eV, indicating that the stripe growth is favourable if the fifth oxygen atom is in the
proper position. The last step to form Pt2O6 (Fig. 6.11(h) is that an oxygen atom
attacks the buckled bridge site through the atop site, which has an energy barrier
of 1.13 eV similar to the surface diffusion. This process is thermodynamically
favourable as well with a reaction energy of -0.18 eV. The final product is the Pt2O6

stripe with two Pt atoms raised, as shown in Fig. 6.11(i). Taken together, the stripe
formation can be summarised into three stages: (a) O adsorption; (b)-(e) surface
buckling with the appearance of the first PtO4 unit; and (f)-(i) stripe growth with
neighbour Pt atom raised.

For the stepped Pt surface, we focused on the formation mechanism of the edge
PtO6 unit since the PtO2 stripe identified on the terrace basically shares the same
formation mechanism as the one on the flat surface. In the initial structure, the
edge-FCC and step-bridge sites are fully occupied. The PtO6 formation begins with
three O atoms adsorbed on the edge-bridge sites as shown in Fig. 6.12(a). If one
edge-bridge O migrates to the sub-edge site, the local structure would transform
into a twin cross-plane square-planar PtO4 unit as illustrated in Fig. 6.12(b). This
process requires a moderate energy barrier of 0.22 eV and the resulting structure is
thermodynamically favourable with a reaction energy of -0.83 eV. Following this
mechanism, the sub-edge sites would be occupied alternatively to form a PtO3

chain as discussed in Section 6.3.2. Then one O atom from a nearby FCC site
migrates to the vacant edge-bridge site via the top of an edge Pt atom (Fig. 6.12(c)),
leading to a distorted O-fourfold Pt atom (Fig. 6.12(d)). The migration barrier
is 0.94 eV which is slightly smaller than the one from the FCC site to the HCP
site via the top site (1.49 eV). Also, the released edge-FCC site will be filled in by
an O atom on the neighbour FCC site. This migration is almost barrierless (0.04

eV) and has a negative reaction energy of -0.26 eV since the introduced O atom
stabilises the distorted PtO4 unit by forming an O-fivefold Pt atom as shown in
Fig. 6.12(e). The formation of the octahedral PtO6 unit begins with the migration
of an O atom from the step-bridge site to the sub-edge site, which has an energy
barrier of 0.81 eV and a reaction energy of 0.21 eV. The product shown in Fig. 6.12(f)
contains an octahedral PtO6 unit and a distorted O-fourfold Pt atom that is further
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Fig. 6.11 The formation mechanisms of two important surface oxides PtO4 and
Pt2O6 are illustrated. (a) The formation starts with adsorbed oxygen atoms. The
square planar PtO4 unit is the origin of the surface buckling and is formed by two
oxygen atoms consecutively attacking the bridge sites, as shown from (b) to (e).
The Pt2O6 is generated based on a PtO4 unit attacked by two extra oxygen atoms,
as illustrated from (f) to (i), which is fundamental for the PtO2 stripe growth.
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stabilised by the O atom migrated from a nearby step-FCC site. The reaction for
the structure formation requires a barrier of 0.81 eV with a reaction energy of -0.28

eV (see Fig. 6.12(g)). According to this formation mechanism, it is clear that there
are three stages responsible for the appearance of sub-edge O atoms: (a)-(b) the
direct insertion of an O atom from the edge-bridge site to the sub-edge one; (c)-(d)
the O diffusion on the terrace that fills in vacant adsorption sites near the edge; and
(e)-(g) the migration of an O atom on the step-FCC site to the sub-edge site during
the completion of the octahedral PtO6 unit. Moreover, this explains why the PtO3

edge chain should be an important intermediate for the complete oxidation of Pt
surfaces.

6.4 discussion

Our constructed EANN gives rise to consistent physical properties with DFT, such
as lattice constants and surface energies, which should be suitable for studying
the low-index ordered metal and oxide surfaces. It is also capable of determining
optimal O adsorption configuration at various coverages, which is crucial to the
study of the oxidation process. Our GCMC simulations demonstrate that a well-
established EANN equipped with uncertainty estimation is capable of simulating
complicated structures using large unit cells beyond standard DFT calculations.
The training pipeline developed in this work can be readily transferred to other
chemical systems, especially for systems with different chemical compositions. The
uncertainty estimation is the core technique of the entire protocol since it helps us
determine the unlearned configurations and assure the results from the productive
simulations are accurate. This explores more portions of the configuration space and
largely reduces the number of configurations that need expensive DFT calculations,
which accelerates the entire workflow. Unlike traditional force field methods
which usually give rise to inaccessible prediction errors, MLIPs with uncertainty
estimation are actively improvable according to the configuration space accessed by
the production. The committee model adopted in our work was demonstrated to
be effective both in the training and the production. However, there are still two
issues that may affect the performance of MLIPs. Firstly, MLIPs would inevitably
inherit the shortcomings of the reference method, in most cases, DFT. For example,
there is a considerable error in the DFT-calculated total energy of the O2 molecule.
The experimental bond energy is -5.161 eV (498 kJ/mol) while the vdW-DF result
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Fig. 6.12 The formation mechanism of edge PtO6 on the stepped Pt surface is
illustrated. The formation starts with three vicinal O atoms on the edge-bridge sites.
The sub-edge insertion from (a) to (b) generates a twin cross-plane square-planar
PtO4 unit, which is the first kind of formation of sub-edge oxygens. The on-terrace
diffusion in (c) and (d) fills in the vacant edge-bridge sites. The reactions from (e)
to (g) form the octahedral PtO6 unit, during which one O atom migrates from the
step-edge site to the sub-edge site as the second kind of formation of sub-edge
oxygens.
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that we adopted is -6.214 eV (PBE -6.746 eV), which makes each O atom more
stable by 0.53 eV. Though it may affect the phase diagram, i.e. the equilibrium
configuration at a given temperature and pressure, this energy error would not
affect the intermediate structures found in GCMC simulations and their formation
mechanisms. Secondly, the common framework of MLIPs only treats short-range
interatomic interaction by a local atomic representation. As an extension of EANN,
REANN uses a recursive framework to include non-local effects to further improve
the model’s accuracy. [262] In addition, the constructed dataset was also determined
by the sampling algorithms. Since we focused more on the local minima in the
study of surface oxidation, MD and GA are enough for exploring a variety of
structures that may appear in the productive simulations. Our dataset not only
includes the local minima but also the trajectories that lead to them, which helps
MLIPs learn those distorted structures away from minima. Though their structures
are not distinguished from others, the transition pathways among local minima
would be probably sampled, for example, in high-temperature MD simulations. If
chemical reactions are heavily involved, reaction sampling methods should be used
for an effective exploration. [180]

With continuously growing interests in operando modelling, [296] such physically
motivated simulations would greatly contribute to the investigation of dynamic
changes of active sites in heterogeneous catalysis. GCMC ensures that the explo-
ration is controlled by statistical mechanics, avoiding the exhausting search for
low-energy configurations. Although GCMC still requires intensive calculations,
this situation can be alleviated by using MLIPs as we have done in this work. The
structure evolution in the simulation offers valuable insights into the oxidation
process, which can be further investigated by a more accurate method such as
DFT with relatively small model systems. With the large-scale simulation powered
by MLIPs, the configuration possibilities have become a large number. Although
the surface would inevitably become disordered in our simulations, we could still
obtain the key characteristics of the oxidation mechanism and extract more distinct
local chemical environments that are important for reactivity compared to standard
DFT calculations. In this work, the important oxide intermediates can be observed
from the GCMC trajectories with their formation processes elucidated, namely the
square planar PtO4 unit, the Pt2O6 stripe, the PtO3 chain, and the octahedral PtO6

unit.
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Understanding the structures of the amorphous oxide surfaces can be essential
to the investigation of heterogeneous catalysis. [295] The disordered oxide surfaces
may provide distinct active sites that are critical for catalytic activity. Although
some insights have been obtained from manually constructed surfaces, [234–236] the
accurate assessment of catalytic reactivities should be the average effect of all active
sites explored within an accessible energy range. [22,23,297] Such an ensemble of
active sites can only be determined by heuristic structure search such as global
optimisation methods and GCMC adopted in this work, and the latter method
generates more realistic structures since it offers a history-dependant trajectory.

With these advanced tools, computational catalysis can then reach another
level of predictivity to elucidate catalyst structures. These methods require vast
exploration of the configuration space, which can be largely accelerated by MLIPs.
In addition, many studies demonstrate that the coverage of surface adsorbates
plays an important role in catalytic reactivity. [114,287,298–300] Our simulations show
that disordered structures appear on the surface at low coverage (∼0.5 monolayer).
These disordered structures should be taken into consideration when constructing
surface models for microkinetic studies since they may contribute to a large portion
of the reactivity. Furthermore, with the help of MLIPs, we can develop off-lattice
microkinetic algorithms with on-the-fly thermodynamic calculations to obtain better
kinetic results.

6.5 conclusion

In this work, we developed a training workflow to build MLIPs applicable to
complicated chemical systems. Two sampling algorithms, MD and GA, were used
to explore distinct configurations for the dataset construction. The established PtOx

EANN can reproduce the physical properties of bulk Pt and its common oxides,
such as the lattice constants, the surface energies, and the oxygen adsorption
energies well. Furthermore, we utilised the committee model strategy to estimate
the uncertainty of model predictions, which helps us select unlearned structures and
monitor the quality of productive simulations. With this well-validated potential,
we performed GCMC simulations to observe the oxidation process of flat and
stepped Pt surfaces based on large-scale models that contain thousands of atoms,
which would be difficult to simulate using standard DFT calculations. According to
the structure evolution in the simulations, we discovered the formation mechanism
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of two important surface oxides on the flat and stepped Pt surfaces, namely the
square planar PtO4, the minimal Pt2O6 stripe, and one oxidised edge motif, the
octahedral PtO6 unit. The PtO4 unit is the origin of the surface buckling while the
Pt2O6 stripe is the fundamental of the PtO2 stripe growth. The octahedral PtO6 unit
formed on the edge involves the formation of sub-edge O atoms, which follows
two migration mechanisms via a PtO3 edge chain. Our work demonstrated that
the large-scale simulation using MLIP could be a new workflow to investigate
large complicated chemical systems and provide ample insights into heterogeneous
catalysis.



7
C O N C L U S I O N

The major contributions of this thesis are concluded here. The utilisation of
MLIPs makes it possible to adopt realistic modelling of catalyst structures and
perform real dynamics simulations of heterogeneous catalysis processes. My
research stems from the AIMD simulations of heterogeneous catalytic reactions. We
gained fruitful insights from MD simulations, which are normally prohibited from
static optimisations. Then the technique of MLIP was introduced to reduce the
computation cost while retaining the necessary accuracy for the reactive simulations.
MLIP allows the simulation to perform with a much larger model and a much
longer simulation time, allowing us to explore a large number of reactive events
and their corresponding active sites. Per the time scale, we proposed an algorithm
to accelerate MetaD simulations. When it comes to the spatial scale, we performed
GCMC simulation with a large model that has thousands of atoms. To this end, we
have applied MLIP to study many challenging problems in heterogeneous catalysis
and developed a framework to train robust MLIPs for complicated chemical systems.
Last, we discuss some up-to-date progress in regard to each project and envisage
several potential directions for future endeavours.

In Chapter 3, we developed a framework called GDPy [282] to automate the
training of MLIPs, aiming for simulations of large-scale complicated chemical sys-
tems. This framework integrates several methods for structure search and reaction
sampling with uncertainty quantification to train general and robust MLIPs. More
state-of-the-art functionalities are under active development. Since heterogeneous
catalysis includes solid catalyst and molecular reactants, an applicable MLIP should
describe interactions among several elements well, for example, C, O and Pt, and
give accurate predictions both on material properties and molecular reactions. The
training dataset could consist of many diverse structures. Our framework has made
some progress in the automation of MLIP training but more work needs to be
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carried out to actually make MLIP a routine tool for arbitrary chemical systems in
the near future.

In Chapter 4, we adopted AIMD to study reactions in heterogeneous cataly-
sis. The dynamical perspective deepens our understanding of CO oxidation on
Pt(111) surface beyond the conventional static optimisation. More significantly, we
proposed a method to devise CVs for a given reaction using its statically relaxed
TS structure and a protocol to analyse contributions by different CVs based on a
free-energy decomposition scheme. However, our approach still relies on specific
chemical knowledge of the reaction of interest, which is difficult to obtain when
dealing with complicated chemical reactions. To date, we have seen much progress
in the design of CVs. Data-driven approaches using NNs have been successfully
utilised to construct CVs, which searches for the representation that best sepa-
rates the states in the reaction and thus minimises the human efforts in the CV
design. [117]

In Chapter 5, we proposed an algorithm that accelerates MetaD by training a
MLIP in an on-the-fly manner based on its uncertainty estimation. The prominent
feature of our approach is that we require no prior knowledge of the target PES
that would be automatically explored by MLIP-MetaD. The quality of the derived
PES and the free energy results depends on the reliability of the uncertainty estima-
tion. In our work, we adopted GAP that uses Bayesian inference for uncertainty
estimation. For NN-based models, some extra architectures are specially designed.
Wen and Tadmor utilised the dropout technique to equip a NN potential with
uncertainty quantification. [221] For general regression models, Tran et al. compared
several methods for uncertainty quantification in adsorption energy prediction. [222]

Mamun et al. used a Bayesian framework to predict the adsorption energy with
uncertainty. [301] Moreover, the prediction uncertainty can be a severe challenge
for relating the calculation results to experimental phenomena. [302] Furthermore,
the pre-trained model would stabilise the simulation by tuning model parameters
only related to the target system. The ∆-MLIP can be classified as a physically
driven model, which uses well-established classical force fields and semi-empirical
theories as a basis. With the accumulation of first-principles data, pure data-driven
pre-trained models are released, such as FINETUNA [303] and DPA-1, [304] which
cover a large number of elements in the periodic table.

In Chapter 6, we performed large-scale GCMC simulations to understand metal
surface oxidation with a well-behaved MLIP developed by our framework GDPy.
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The simulations provide several history-dependent trajectories through which we
extracted some important states of the oxidised surface. The corresponding reaction
mechanism of the surface oxidation is later determined with TS search methods by
manually selecting the IS and the FS. In other words, the determination of reaction
mechanisms is not fully automatic. Also, it is known that the MC trajectory is
not physical, which makes the detection of reaction events more difficult. Since
it is an open system that has a fluctuating number of reactants and products,
we expect that Grand Canonical Molecular Dynamics (GCMD) would be a more
natural way to understand systems in heterogeneous catalysis. [305,306] Thus, realistic
reaction events, which consider dynamics effects and lateral interactions, could be
extracted from MD trajectories, which paves the way to establish structure-reactivity
relationships.

There is no doubt that the emergence of MLIP opens up plenty of exciting
research directions and pushes the limit of atomic simulations. Meanwhile, some
problems need further investigation and ingenious solutions are highly desirable.

Both computational and experimental data have been accumulated in the last
few decades and have not been completely utilised yet. A database unifying the
data from the literature can boost the application of ML models in the catalysis
community, which not only accelerates model development by avoiding redundant
expensive DFT calculations but also offers a transparent platform for the model
benchmark. The first catalysis-oriented database was realised by CatApp [307] and
CatalysisHub.org, [308] an open repository for more than one hundred thousand
surface reactions from electronic structure calculations. This database offers neces-
sary information including thermodynamic data, the relevant structure models and
the adopted computation package, which can be used in statistical learning only
with respect to energetic data. Recently, the Open Catalyst Project was released
towards a platform for developing and benchmarking MLIPs, [309] which provides
optimisation trajectories with regard to numerous surfaces and adsorbates. Since
these databases collect data from various resources, data consistency cannot be
maintained due to the various calculation parameters. One ML model has already
been developed for the utilisation of multi-fidelity data. [310] Besides, computational
chemists can make use of experimental data as well. For example, the reaction
pathway can be parsed from experimental data under various conditions. [311]

The MLIP formulation adopted in this thesis has an intrinsic property of locality,
i.e., the total energy is the summation of each atomic energy related to its corre-
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sponding local chemical environment. Recent efforts are devoted to integrating
non-local effects and long-range interactions. The non-local effect originates from
the incompleteness of the representation derived from the local chemical environ-
ment within a given cut-off radius. The long-range interactions include the van
der Waals interactions and the electrostatic interactions, the accurate description
of which can be indispensable for the simulation of dense and ionic materials.
The straightforward solution is to explicitly calculate long-range interactions using
physical formulae (many-body dispersion and Coulomb principle) and let MLIP
focus on the short-range part. These architectures require extra information as
training inputs, in particular, the partitioned atomic charges, which makes the
data preparation much more difficult. With more physical knowledge embedded
into the potential formulation, advanced MLIP architectures resemble much like
classical force fields but reserves their capability of learning dataset with diverse
structures accurately.

With more and more large-scale simulations performed, one rising problem
is that how we analyse and understand these simulations. In fact, large-scale
simulations are common in force-filed studies. Since such classical simulations
do not have reaction events, minimal attention is paid to developing methods
for reaction analysis. When it comes to MLIP-based simulations, reactions are of
the top interest, especially for heterogeneous catalysis. Efficient algorithms are in
demand to extract useful information from simulations that contain thousands or
even millions of atoms, which are generally formidable for manual analysis. For
example, it is necessary to track the evolution of the catalyst structure and count
the number of reactants and products along the reaction progress.

Computational physical science, including computational chemistry and materi-
als science, is an indispensable way to fill the gap between theories and experiments.
We expect more advanced numerical techniques will emerge in the near future and
more exciting scientific problems will be understood at the atomic scale.
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